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S o u t h E a s t

FROM the EDITOR

C

ollaboration is such a broad term. In education, it
takes many forms. There is the collaboration between
student and teacher. Collaboration between student
and student. Collaboration between teachers.
Between school and home. Between districts.
Between disciplines. Between agencies. Between
locations. Between public and private sectors. In this issue, we
celebrate collaboration in all its forms. Using the simple premise
that none of us is as smart as all of us, we explore the many ways
educators use collaboration to accomplish one important goal – the
education of our children.
Kudos to my friend Franklin Schargel, who has just finished his
tenth book. Schools Where Teachers Lead: What Successful Teachers Do is available at www.eyeoneducation.com. It helps develop
shared leadership and teacher leadership in school with real-world,
on the job ideas. Principals and other leaders will embrace the practical “Lead Now” and “Do Now” strategies as they improve their own
skills and promote shared leadership among their staff, raising student achievement in turn. Congratulations Franklin. It is a great contribution.
In the good news department, it is my pleasure to welcome our
new editor Stephen Murphy. Stephen is a Duke grad and has worked
in both the education biz (at Columbia University) and in the publishing industry in New York City. In coming issues, Stephen will
put his unique spin on SEEN Magazine, no doubt taking it to new
heights as we endeavor to ignite the spirit of education in America.
I have enjoyed my time at SEEN, and have passionately presented
ideas in the pursuit of raising the education bar.
There have been many high points. One of my favorites was interviewing Secretary of Education Arne Duncan. Truth be told, I was a
little nervous. We are an education mag, and he is the secretary of
education. In the education biz, it doesn’t get any bigger. But my
nervousness subsided quickly as I realized the secretary was just an
ordinary guy who happens to be EXTREMELY passionate about education. Usually, as an editor, you wonder if you will be able to get
your subject to answer your questions completely. As the secretary
laid out his vision for education, my biggest concern was getting the
next question asked. There were a lot of “yeah, but…”s as the secretary rolled through 40 minutes of ideas on the future of education
in America while I tried to get another question
asked. The end result was a great interview and
one of the high points of my career.
As one of my favorite English professors, Dr.
Marilyn Jody, once told me, there are other lives
to lead. But rest assured. You are in very good
hands with Stephen.
Charles Sosnik
Editor in Chief

6
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HELPING STUDENTS GRADUATE With Franklin Schargel

School—Community

COLLABORATION

S

Franklin P. Schargel
is the President of The
Schargel Consulting
Group, an educational
and training consulting
organization interested
in Building World Class
Schools. He can be
reached at franklin@
schargel.com.

chools are being asked to do
more and more with fewer resources. For any school program
to assure the high academic
achievement of all children,
there must be an active partnership between the school and community
to address the social and personal, as well
as the academic, needs of children. As Jehl,
Blank, and McCloud (2001) conclude in
Lessons in Collaboration, educators and
community builders differ about the goals
and scope of schools. Educators tend to see
educational reform as focused on promoting
the academic achievement of young people.
Community builders — and some educators — focus on academic achievement in a
broader context that includes social and personal development. One researcher writing
10 years after a national report calling for reform, suggested why school reform was not
going well: School reform — simply improving the way teachers teach and the ways
schools are structured — is not enough.
Teachers must now find ways to cope with
children who live in dysfunctional families,
who are victims of violence, who use drugs,
who do not speak English, who are pregnant,
who are homeless.Teachers, even the best
ones, cannot help
these children by
themselves.
His words ring
true today. Most
reform has focused
on academics but
has failed to make
the community
connections necessary to address the

Most reform has focused on
academics but has failed to make
the community connections
necessary to address the broader
needs of students.
8
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broader needs of students. Even in a time of
economic prosperity, many young people
may be left behind because they lack the
support networks that youths in more advantaged communities take for granted. Disadvantaged youths may not experience the
benefit of business people and community
leaders as mentors, participate in community cultural or recreational activities, receive
quality medical care, or have help addressing
family or personal problems (U.S.General Accounting Office, 2000).To keep young people
in school and help them achieve greater
academic success, their family, social, work
and academic needs all must be addressed.
Schools simply cannot do the job alone.
Schools can no longer be islands in communities with no bridges to the mainland. Bridges must be built to connect schools, homes,
and communities (Center for Mental Health in
Schools, 2001). Districts must plan strategically
to keep students in school by focusing on
strategies that go beyond the classroom.The
very foundation for these strategies must be
school–community collaboration.
A single strategy — tutoring a child having difficulty in a subject area or counseling
a child with a problem — may help in the
short run. But for the duration, multiple
strategies must be applied strategically and
over time to keep students in school and
achieving at high levels. A community-wide
dropout prevention system provides an
interconnected web of supports for youth
and families. A school that develops a plan
on its own — without establishing a strong
working relationship with parents, community agencies, faith-based organizations, businesses and civic organizations — diminishes
its chances of success.

What Is Collaboration?
Collaboration — a widely used term
— means different things to different
people. Collaboration can mean coordination, integrated services, school-linked
and school-based services, any focus on
non-educational or supportive services,
public-private partnerships with businesses and community groups, parental
or family involvement. Collaboration
also can be defined through existing
educational programs that emphasize
and utilize partnerships, such as schoolto-work, service learning, extended
learning, and before- and after-school
programs.
Collaborative programs that have
been studied show positive results on
higher academic achievement, behaviors
and attitudes of students, reduced incidence of vandalism, and other destructive behaviors, higher aspirations and
credits earned, more positive mental
health, reduce the school dropout rate,
prevent teen pregnancies and births,
and increase the number of youth who
go on to a job or college.

www.seenmagazine.us

Limitations of and Barriers
to Collaboration
Collaborations are not easy to build
or maintain. Barriers or obstacles can
be expected; knowing some of those
obstacles at the outset can help a collaborative succeed. Of course, just knowing
the obstacles will not guarantee success.
Community partners are particularly
concerned about differences in goals
and expectations, desired outcomes and
the lack of training in the process of collaboration.
School partners are particularly concerned about the addition of activities
to their busy schedules, different traditions about how things are done, and
the lack of availability of their community partners. Collectively, the barriers
identified by both school and community partners suggest differences in philosophies, organizational cultures, and
operating practices. While formidable,
all of the barriers identified can be overcome.The purpose of a collaborative
is to create new structures to address
a common vision for solving specific

problems. As the saying goes, doing what
we have always done will get what we
have always gotten.

Starting a School–Community
Collaboration?
Several formal models integrate the
steps for starting a school–community
collaboration into a series of specific
training activities.This is not a one-sizefits-all endeavor, but the steps, although
they differ among the various models,
are very similar.
Once understood, these steps allow a
community to tailor its own approach to
addressing the needs of at-risk students
in its schools. Winer and Ray (1994) outline four steps for developing and sustaining collaborations:

1. Envisioning Results
Criteria for membership are decided
and people are brought together to get
to know one another. Sharing knowledge, disclosing self-interests, enhances
trust among the participants, ensuring
see SCHARGEL page 10
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Schargel
continued from page 9

that all stakeholders’ needs are met and
letting people feel their participation
is justified by producing visible results.
A shared vision statement is developed
that indicates where the group wants
to go. Desired results are specified in
the form of goals and objectives that are
jointly developed.

2. Empowering the Effort
Authority for the group to act is
obtained, roles are clarified, and commitments are secured, and each agency
knows what contribution it is expected
to make. Conflict is expected and addressed by having a conflict resolution
process in place to clarify issues, focus
on goals and explore alternatives.The
effort is organized by:
• Forming a structure that determines
roles and staffing and secures resources.
• Establishing a decision-making protocol and communications plan.
• Recognizing and rewarding participants supports members.

3. Ensuring Success

Conclusion

Work is managed by establishing an
action plan based on vision and goals,
developing collaborative work habits,
and determining accountability for all
activities. Where necessary, collaborating agencies make necessary policy and
procedural changes to ensure responsiveness to the other agencies and support the collaborative. Multiple methods
of assessment are used to evaluate and
continuously improve the effort.The
collaborative remains flexible and adaptable to changing conditions.

Community collaboration is not an
option. It is the driving force for developing the supports that enable children
and youth to learn and succeed and help
families and communities thrive. Collaboration is a difficult task, with many
barriers to overcome. However, the
resulting communication among community agencies and schools, unity of
vision within the community, integration
and enhancement of agency services,
and community support of common
goals are well worth the effort. School–
community collaboration is essential to
providing the comprehensive academic
and social services needed for youth at
risk of dropping out of school to succeed academically and in later life.

4. Endowing Continuity
The collaborative is made visible
by publicizing and promoting results,
and involving the media. Participation
is sought from the wider community,
including youth groups, businesses, and
grassroots community organizations.
Periodically reassessing the mission and
vision, involving new leadership, and securing diverse funding sustain the effort.

Excerpted from Helping Students Graduate:
A Strategic Approach to Dropout Prevention by
Jay Smink and Franklin P. Schargel. © 2004 Jay
Smink & Franklin P. Schargel. Published by Eye
on Education, www.eyeoneducation.com.
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Introducing… Shurley Grammar. This intervention program features
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PROBLEM SOLVED

With Dr. Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.

Is it time to swap K-12
Education Trends for

Common Sense Solutions?

I

Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.
is the Director of Youth
Change Workshops,
http://www.youthchg.com.
E-mail Ms. Wells at
dwells@youthchg.com or
call 800-545-5736.
For more interventions visit
www.youthchg.com.
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wonder if any other industry is as
prone to trends and fads as K-12
education. Every couple years,
a new model promises much,
sweeps through the nation, then
largely fades from view. Enter a
new fad that promises much, and repeat. —
endlessly.The trouble with most education
models is that they’re
one-size-fits-all. In the
real world, students
come in all shapes and
sizes, with all manner
of challenges and barriers, and one simple
approach will never fit
all of them.To expect
one basic model to fit
all students coast-tocoast is like expecting
one textbook to fit all
students coast-to-coast.
Instead of expecting a wide array of
students to fit a model,
maybe it’s way past
time to expect the
model to fit the wide
array of students. If
there is to be coast
to coast consistency
and collaboration in K-12 education, maybe
it should coalesce around updated, common sense methods tailored and designed
specifically to address the precise needs of
that wide range of students. Maybe it’s time

SPRING 2011  SouthEast Education Network

to trade the trends for lasting, common sense
teaching approaches that reach and teach all
students.

Teach Kids How to Be Students
Many people believe that the big problem
with K-12 schools is that too many youngsters are misbehaved, unmotivated or underachieving. It’s hard to
argue with that assertion.
Walk into almost any
school, and it doesn’t
take too long to find
youngsters who don’t
look, act or sound like
students. Even though
most of us can agree that
misconduct, apathy, and
under-achieving are key
problems in K-12 education, most schools never
directly tackle that reality.
Even though virtually all
schools have a carefully
detailed curriculum for
teaching academics, few
schools have a formal,
written-down game plan
to train kids how to be
successful, motivated,
prepared students —
then we wonder why so many youngsters
struggle, fail or under-achieve.
If students are really struggling to learn long
division, most teachers will assess if the youngsters have the basic skills needed to master

long division, double-checking skills like
addition and subtraction, for example.
When children are not performing the
job of student, we don’t use the same
logic, and identify and repair any gaps
that exist. Instead, we inexplicably continue to ask children to perform skills
they may never have been taught. We
would not continue to ask children to
learn long division once we became
aware they had never mastered addition.
We’d stop and remedy that first. Somehow, that logic is never applied to missing school skills.
With no curriculum in place to
ensure that school skills are taught, it
should be no surprise that so many students have difficulty arriving on time,
focusing, participating and doing the
work that’s expected. Until you teach
youngsters addition and subtraction,
they’ll never master long division. Until
we systematically and comprehensively
teach school skills — attendance, punctuality, motivation, how to participate in
class discussions, respect for teachers,
homework management, and how to
focus — many youngsters will never
master being students.
Even though many teachers take it
upon themselves to remedy gaps in
children’s training to be students, those
efforts can’t compensate for what is
essentially a random, non-system of
non-instruction.The child can’t swim
because no one has taught the child to
be a swimmer.The child can’t succeed
in school because no one has taught the
child to be a student.

How to Transform Kids
Into Students
Visit my Web site for a free curriculum and
worksheet sample.
Since so much of teacher training is
dominated by testing and content, many
educators may not have had the chance
to review a school skills curriculum.
The sample curriculum shows how
to teach youngsters to be successful,
prepared, motivated students — who
know how to appreciate, learn and be
tested on academic content.There is no
simple, one-size-fits-all example, because
each district, school or teacher should
craft their own curriculum to fit their
www.seenmagazine.us

students’ unique needs.
However, your plan could
include skills like these:
• Motivation
• Attendance,
• Punctuality
• Attitude, Respect
• Personal space
• Homework management
• Avoiding work refusal
• Class discussion behavior
• Hallway and bathroom behavior,
• Interacting with
peers
• How to take tests
• How to maintain
focus.
Download the curriculum and worksheet
at http://www.youthchg.
com/strategies.html.

Hope for Troubled Teens
Our staff loves Jesus and work hard to
model His example of care for others. We
want to connect to your whole family and
are excited to offer:
• An accredited boarding school
• Licensed therapeutic counseling
• Individual, group and family counseling
• Live-in mentorship support team
• Supportive learning environment
• New facilities, including a gym and
swimming pool
• Year-round program

800.584.5005
info@shelterwood.org
www.Shelterwood.org
Locations in Branson & Independence, MO
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CELEBR ATING IMPROVEMENT

With Larry Biddle

CONSEQUENCES
The rocket fuel of accountability

D
Larry Biddle is
considered the founder
of Jostens Renaissance. He
has been a student of the
impact of recognition on
individual achievement for
two decades. He served
as vice-chairman of the
South Carolina Governor’s
School for the Arts and
Humanities, as well as a
member of the Coastal
Education Foundation at
CCU. Dr. Biddle currently
serves on the Board of
Trustees at Coastal
Carolina University.

ennis G. Wiseman, former
Director of The Biddle Center, and Gilbert Hunt, former Dean of the College of
Education at Coastal Carolina
University, have released the
second edition of Best Practice in Motivation and Management in the Classroom.
The text published by Charles C Thomas Publisher, Ltd., Springfield, Illinois, is dedicated
to those students who enter schools each
day and bring with them, or encounter there,
problems in motivation and management,
and to the many dedicated teachers who continue to seek ways to meet both the personal
and learning needs of these students.The
research is a comprehensive work that offers
practical information and vicarious practice
for both beginning, as well as veteran, teachers to become more knowledgeable, skilled
and effective in their work.Teaching and
learning is our most important core focus in
Jostens Renaissance Schools.The following
highlights some key insights that this work
provides.
Teachers today are expected to provide
services to all of their students, schools, and
communities that would never have been
considered and/or discussed even 10 years
ago. Likewise, teachers are held accountable
for their own performance and the performance of their students in ways and through
means that also would not have received serious consideration in years past.The demand
for additional services and higher levels of
performance and accountability comes at a
time when the challenges that teachers face

each day in their schools and classrooms are
greater than at any previous time in the history
of the teaching profession, according to Wiseman and Hunt.
Seldom does a day pass in our national discussion of education without mention of the
concept of accountability and the effect it has
had on the achievement gap. For this reason,
during Jostens Renaissance conferences we
continue to ask,“What are the three elements
that drive accountability? These three things are
so simple that we miss them:
1. Goals/Expectations: not just performance
goals but learning goals as well
2. Quantitative measure: four levels of quarterly Honor Cards for every student
3. Consequences: Positive Consequences
change behavior/Negative Consequences
stop misbehavior:
• Rewards and Reprimands
• Applause and Boos
• Praise and Criticism
• Incentives and the Withholding of
Incentives

The rocket fuel of accountability is consequences. Without consequences, results, no
matter how well meant, are without substance.
From these components we began to take academic recognition beyond the traditional honor
roll system for the top few, to much broader
and deeper levels that reaches out to the entire student body every grading period. Many
schools across the nation use the Olympic System of Gold, Silver and Bronze, but in an effort
to focus on academic improvement as well, we
added a .5 GPA increase card that many call
“Very Improved Performers” or VIPs, others
are called “High Fives!” Many use
their respective mascot — like a
Tiger Card. We found that RespectThe Jostens Renaissance National Conference will be held July 14, -17,
ing, Recognizing, Rewarding and
hosted by the Anaheim Marriott in Southern California.
Reinforcing produces Results for
each and every student moving up
For additional information, you may contact me at llbiddle@aol.com
and on the right track. In addition,
the cards are based on attendance,

14
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grades and behavior — three areas
where we want to see improvement.
We realized that we could close the
Achievement Gap by closing the Recognition Gap: Students with all As are Gold
Card holders; with As and Bs they are
Silver Card holders; Cs or better are the
Bronze Card holders and all who have
improved by a .5 GPA are Tiger Cards or
VIPs.The cards are updated every quarter and serve as a visible sign that the
entire community appreciates the hard
work of the proud recipients.
As we begin to plan our graduation
ceremonies for the class of 2011, let’s
keep in mind our Jostens Renaissance
quest to create more niches for more
students. One of our most effective rituals is to bestow Honor Cords to a much
broader and deeper number of graduates based on their academic passions in
high school. High school faculties across
our nation are founding honor societies
in their respective disciplines complete
with a color braided cord to be worn
at the ceremony. In addition to the
National Honor Society and Beta Club

www.seenmagazine.us

cords, there are cords for art, foreign
languages, future teachers, mathematics, international journalists, science,
social studies, thespians, music and
vocational-technical. Some schools are
incorporating cords for Summa, Magna
and Cum Laude achievement over four
years.The commencement programs
used by Conway High and Carolina Forest High continue to set a national standard with their 16 page signature programs that feature all of the graduates,
the entire faculty and administration
with their respective degrees, as well
as the staff and all of the local organizations that support their institutions.The
program is a celebration of the entire
community and its future leaders …
WOW Factors indeed!
Doctors Wiseman and Hunt further
point out that beyond the need to have
an in-depth understanding of their subject matter, teachers have an equally
or perhaps greater need to be able to
teach this subject matter in ways that
their students find understandable, interesting, relevant and engaging. If stu-

dents do not see what they are learning
as being of value, if they do not recognize it as being relevant to their lives either now or in the future, if they are not
meaningfully connected to it, and if they
do not view it as being understandable
to the degree that they can be successful, they will not achieve at their greatest
potentials.
To be effective, teachers also must
have an understanding of their students’
interests, styles of learning, and backgrounds, both academic and personal.
Teachers cannot meet the unique needs
of their students if they do not know
their unique needs. Having the ability to
manage the learning environment, motivate students in the environment, and
offer instruction that itself is motivating
and contributes to students learning
what they need to learn and acquiring
skills they need to acquire characterizes
effective teachers.To meet the expectations held for them, teachers must have
highly developed skills as instructional
specialists, motivators, managers and
problem solvers.
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BY RICHARD A. VILLA, Ed.D.
JACQUELINE S.THOUSAND, Ph.D.
ANN I. NEVIN, Ph.D.

What can collaboration
with students look like?
Collaboration with students in the
design, delivery, and evaluation of instruction and decision-making involves
students working in cooperative learning groups, as tutors and partners in
partner learning (e.g., reciprocal teach-

ing), and as co-teachers with their
teachers. Collaboration with students
also means involving students as decision makers and problem solvers, as
designers of their own learning and
being self-determined in planning for

their own futures (e.g., student-led IEP
and transition planning meetings). Further, collaboration with students means
engaging students as mediators of conflict and controversy and advocates for
themselves and others. Collaboration

with students means fostering self-discipline and student
learning and use of responsible behavior.

Why Collaborate with Students?
Why should educators consider collaborating with students? There are multiple rationales. Collaborating with
students (a) facilitates the 21st century goals of education
of belonging, mastery, independence, and generosity; (b)
exemplifies democratic schooling; (c) increases student
self determination; (d) has the potential to increase academic and social competence of students and facilitate
school reform; and (e) represents an untapped resource
in times of limited fiscal and human resources.
There is a theoretical basis for student collaboration.
Constructivist theory (Vygotsky, 1987) and cognitive
psychology (Palinscar & Brown, 1984) support student
collaboration, both noting increased student performance
when students scaffold learning for one another through
reciprocal teaching and interaction with peers somewhat
more masterful in content or procedures. As for researchbased rationales, many positive social, communication,
and academic achievement outcomes have been reported
in the research on peer tutoring, partner learning, reciprocal teaching, and cooperative group learning – four
variations of students serving as collaborators in instruction. For example, when students with disabilities have
served as reciprocal tutors/tutees, they have shown
higher achievement as compared to when they were only
recipients of tutoring (Elbaum, Moody, Vaughn, Schumm,
& Hughes, 2001).They also experience increased selfesteem as a result of being in the teacher role (Elbaum
et al., 2001). Educational researchers have identified
one variation of student instructional collaboration - cooperative group learning - as one of the top nine best
educational practices correlated with increasing student
achievement on standardized tests (Marzano, Pickering, &
Pollack, 2001). Additionally, when children serve in teaching roles they increase their own mastery of the content
as well as learning valuable communication skills.

Equity in Student Collaboration
With regard to students engaging as instructors of
others as members of cooperative groups and as partner
learners, it is critical to recognize that any student – a
students with learning challenges or special educational
needs - can learn to serve as an instructor of others as
well as learn as tutees from peers. It is especially important for students who are considered gifted or talented
that they serve as tutees, lest they become typecast as tutors only.They can benefit from being tutored and receiving a challenging education filled with diverse activities
and opportunities, particularly in cross-aged and crossgrade groupings as occurs in differentiated instructional
arrangements during intervention times in schools practicing Response to Intervention (Villa & Thousand, 2011)
Tier 1 and Tier 2 differentiation for all students in the

Take advantage
of a resource
that’s right in
your classroom—
YOUR STUDENTS!

Collaborating With Students in
Instruction and Decision Making
The Untapped Resource
Richard A. Villa, Jacqueline S.Thousand, Ann I. Nevin
Foreword by Paula Kluth and Peyton Goddard

This book offers practical strategies for empowering students as co-teachers,
decision makers, and advocates in the classroom. Ideal for K–12 general
and special education teachers, this guide describes how to:
s Involve students in instruction through collaborative learning
groups, co-teaching, and peer tutoring that foster self-discipline
and responsible behavior
s Make students a part of decision making by utilizing personal
learning plans, peer mediation, and more
s Use assessment tools, lesson plans, case studies, and checklists to
put collaboration with students into practice
©2010, 248 pages, 8.5 x 11 in.
Paperback: $35.95, D11428-978-1-4129-7217-8

Visit: www.corwin.com
Call: 800-233-9936 • Fax: 800-417-2466

see COLLABORATION WITH STUDENTS page 18
www.seenmagazine.us
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Collaboration with students
continued from page 17

school – those who need intensive remediation and those who need exciting
extension or enrichment experiences!

Reflecting Upon Your Own Experience as a Student Collaborator
We invite you to reflect on your own
personal experience as a youth and
student, collaborating with your teachers.To what extent did you participate
in experiences that allowed you to take
on collaborative instructional, advocacy,
and creative decision-making roles? As
you take the 14-item Student Collaboration Quiz below, think about how your
experiences as a student might have
influenced your teaching practices
and the collaborative opportunities
you make available to students today?
How might the collaborative practices
suggested in the quiz facilitate student
growth in academic, communication,
and social/emotional domains? Think
about administering this quiz to the
students in your school. How do they
answer? To what degree are you or your
school’s educators currently collaborating with students? What goals might
you set to better tap into this readily
available and under utilized resource of
the students themselves?
To learn more about how to implement the student collaboration strategies discussed in this article and
referred to in the quiz, please see the
authors’ 2010 book, Collaborating with
Students in Instruction and Decision
Making: The Untapped Resource.
Richard A. Villa, EdD, has worked with
thousands of teachers and administrators
throughout North America and internationally
in developing administrative and instructional support systems for educating all students
within general education settings. Jacqueline
S. Thousand, PhD, is a professor in the College
of Education at California State University
San Marcos, where she co-coordinates the
special education professional preparation
and master’s programs. Ann I. Nevin, PhD, is
Professor Emerita at Arizona State University
and faculty affiliate of Chapman University
in Orange, California. Together they have
published several books on inclusive education, differentiated instruction, collaborative
planning, and co-teaching. Their latest book
is Collaborating with Students in Instruction
and Decision Making (Corwin).
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STUDENT COLLABORATION QUIZ
Directions: Please circle the rating that best fits your own experience as a student.
1. How often were you expected to support the academic and social learning of other students as
well as be accountable for your own learning by working in cooperative groups?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

2. Were you, as a student, given the opportunity and training to serve as an instructor for a peer?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

3. Were you, as a student, given the opportunity to receive instruction from a trained peer?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

4. How often were you involved in a discussion of the teaching act with an instructor?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

5. Were you, as a student given the opportunity to co-teach a class with an adult?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

6. How often were you taught creative problem solving strategies and given an opportunity to
employ them to solve academic or behavioral challenges?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

7. How often were you asked to evaluate your own learning?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

8. How often were you given the opportunity to assist in determining the educational outcomes
for you and your classmates?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

9. How often were you given the opportunity to advocate for the educational interests of a classmate or asked to assist in determining modifications and accommodations to curriculum?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

10. How often were you asked to provide your teachers with feedback as to the effectiveness and
appropriateness of their instruction and classroom management?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

11. Were you, as a student, given the opportunity and training to serve as a mediator of conflict
between peers?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

12. How often were you, as a student, encouraged to bring a support person to a difficult meeting to provide you with moral support?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

13. How often were you provided the opportunity to lead or facilitate meetings addressing your
academic progress and/or future (e.g., Developing Personal Learning Plans, Student-Parent-Teacher Conferences, an IEP meeting)?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

14. How often did you participate as an equal with teachers, administrators, and community
members on school committees (e.g., curriculum committee, discipline committee, hiring committee, school board)?
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

SEEN website/social media house ad

collaboration
BY DR. JODIE M. WINSHIP

N

The spirit of collaboration

Collaboration! It is a word we use
quite frequently, but what does it mean?
Why is collaboration necessary? As
stakeholders in local school districts, are
we truly, actively involved in a collaborative process? How can your
team function more collaboratively?
Collaboration in education
is the act of all stakeholders purposefully working
together to achieve one goal.
The goal is for each child to
be given the opportunity to
benefit from the educational
services available through
their school placement.The
need for collaboration among
school personnel has never
been as great as it is today.
There is an expectation that
principals, teachers, support
staff, parents and students
must work together to ensure
a meaningful education for all
students. Students of all ability levels are expected to perform at grade level.Teachers
must equip themselves with
the tools to facilitate growth
in each of their students, often within the general education setting.This movement
is known as the inclusion
movement. While the inclusion movement is not new, its
effects are still changing the
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way schools operate.
Gone are the days when teachers
were autonomous in their planning
and instruction.Today’s educational
arena calls for teamwork.The inclu-

sion movement has been a challenge
to both special and general education
teachers. For many years, special education and regular education have existed
in a seemly dichotomous world, each
entity barely aware of what
the other was doing. Fortunately through advocacy
and legislative changes, this
dichotomous world is no
longer the typical environment children are educated
in today.The two worlds
have been merged together
with a common goal of
educating all children fairly
and equally.The mechanism
for educating students with
and without disabilities
together was the initiation
of a public law known as
The Individual’s with Disabilities Act. Compliance of
this standard has been met
with both acceptance and
opposition. School districts
having difficulty complying
with the current law were
given additional incentives
with the signing of the wellknown law,“No Child Left
Behind.”The intersection of
these two laws requires that
students with disabilities
are educated in their least
restrictive environments
and exemplify adequate

academic progress each year.This movement was met with great resistance
from both general and special education
stakeholders. While laws may dictate
physical arrangement of students and
scientifically proven
methods of effective
instruction, it cannot
mandate positive or
favorable attitudes
and the spirit of collaboration.These
attributes must be
developed.
Universities are
constantly adapting
the curriculum to
meet the growing
demands of not only
the laws, but also the
stakeholders. New
teachers are entering
the classroom fully
aware that they must
be able to design

a classroom environment that meets
the needs of a very diverse student
population. Universities are providing
future students with the opportunity to

experience and support, to become collaborative team members through innovative curriculum designed to foster this
essential skill.These changes have paved
the way for new faculty
to instantly contribute to
the collaborative process.
Universities have the easier path in training new
teachers.
School administrators
have a more challenging
task. School administrations are often responsible for preparing veteran
teachers to engage in the
collaborative process and
to equip them with the
expertise to take on the
challenges that inclusion
presents. Both general
and special educators
have been stretched out
of their comfort zones.
see SPIRIT page 22
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person displaying the behavior. Principals that are well versed in the colcontinued from page 21
laborative process will often use faculty
meetings to present concerns to the
Administrators are charged with providfaculty. Under the guidance of the prining meaningful professional developcipal, the faculty can explore different
ment, arranging for time for teachers to
strategies to discover solutions to the
plan together, oversee decision making
problems presented by the principal.
mechanisms, and ensure that resources
The teachers can then use those strateare shared and allocated efficiently.
gies to solve other problems that arise.
Principals who are resourceful often colWhen a student observes
laborate with universities
a
teacher
interacting in a
“We know that equality of individual ability has nevto assist in providing procooperative
manner with
fessional development for er existed and never will, but we do insist that equalanother
teacher
and/or paratheir faculty and staff.This
ity of opportunity still must be sought.”
professional,
they
are likely
facilitates the integration
to
perceive
those
as
favorable
—
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt
of knowledge between
relationships.They are able
new and seasoned faculty.
to see adults working together to preing positive attitudes and effective colSuccessful collaborative teams have
pare and execute a lesson. Students are
laborative skills.
many common components; however,
able to benefit from the collaboration
Three factors support and sustain
one stands out as particularly intriguing.
because the lesson will meet the needs
the trickle-down effect of the princiSchools that consistently reach Adof more students. In return, the students
pal’s attitudes towards inclusion and
equate Yearly Progress (AYP) are often
are more likely to imitate the collaboracollaboration
to
other
stakeholders
in
lead by a principal that favors inclusive
tive process in a small group project
the
collaborative
process.
The
fi
rst
facpractices which includes effectual color when working as a peer instructor
tor is that a behavior is more likely to
laborative teams. Principals that favor
because they view that interaction as
occur if it is viewed as favorable by the
inclusive practices are supportive in the
positive.
The second factor is that people can
learn vicariously by observing others.
This idea is applied every day in schools
across America. Individuals without
disabilities have the opportunities to
interact, observe and question individuals with disabilities about the challenges
they have encountered in mainstream
environments.This interaction provides
the opportunity to observe conflicts,
challenges, and conquest that the individuals with disabilities experience daily.
Through this observation, the student
has the potential to learn, to an extent,
about what it is like to be disabled in
today’s society.Teachers have the opportunity to model how to interact appropriately, provide natural supports, and
show respect for the individual’s with
different types of abilities.
The final factor is that people tend
to model behaviors displayed by others, especially if a degree of attachment
is established.This reflects that the
relationship established between the
Last year, Ident-A-Kid donated their Visitor
observers and observed greatly affects
the outcome of the learning experience.
Management Software to over 2,000 schools.
The relationship established between
Get your FREE Full Version Software and Startthe principal to teacher, teacher to stuUp Supplies Package today! Call or click.
dent, and student to student, can greatly
800.890.1000 • www.CCSSVM.com
influence the spirit of collaboration. Individuals who have a position of author-

Spirit of collaboration

integration of students with multiple
and varying abilities. It is also shown
that the principal’s attitude towards
inclusion and collaboration is passed
down to the entire school population.
Teachers will reflect the principal’s attitude towards collaboration. Students
will reflect the teacher’s attitude toward collaboration.This occurrence
exemplifies the importance of model-

Take Action to Secure
Your Schools!
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Capture and Hold
Their Attention

ity have a great responsibility to model desirable traits. Never
is that responsibility more obvious than in the collaborative
process.
Collaboration is an approach to creating innovative solutions to barriers of student success. Any group of individuals can readily identify barriers or point out problems, but
effective collaborative teams do not stop there. Effective
collaborative teams go beyond identify barriers.They work
together to find solutions to the challenges that barriers present.These teams are never static.They continually grow and
adapt to meet the needs of all students.
Franklin D. Roosevelt once stated,“We know that equality of individual ability has never existed and never will,
but we do insist that equality of opportunity still must be
sought.”As a people, we are all unique. We each person possess strengths and limitations.There will never be a perfect
teacher that walks into a perfect classroom full of perfect
students and delivers a perfect lesson that each student
comprehends perfectly. From the prospective of an educator,
what there should be is the opportunity for all children to
experience success. In order for students of varying abilities
to be provided with the opportunity to experience success,
a whole host of professionals must effectively execute their
role in setting the stage for each student’s success. From the
classroom teacher, to the building principals, to school board
administrators, to curriculum developers, to college instructors, to program developers, to higher education institutions,
we all have a vital role to play in the collaborative process.
Collaboration must be approached with vigor and purpose.
Dr. Winship is Assistant Professor at The University of West AlabamaJulia Tutwiler College of Education. For more information visit www.
uwa.edu.
www.seenmagazine.us
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collaboration
BY ROMEO MARQUIS

Î

Student performance, online
collaboration and Moodle

“Online” means many things to many
people, including e-mail, blogs, wikis,
chat, texting, Edline, School Fusion,
Blackboard, Moodle, WiFi, netbooks, tablets and more. Do any of these really impact student achievement? Based on my
experience the answer is yes — but not
for the technology itself, rather for what
it enables us as educators to achieve. At
The Learning Curve, we start every professional development experience with
this essential question:“What can we
achieve online that we cannot achieve
as well or as fully in a more traditional
environment?”
Some teachers respond with,“I want
to make sure my students can access
content anytime anywhere.”While 24/7
access to content is certainly a requirement, it is not sufficient. An online presence must be more than a repository
of content. Content must be supported
by interactive engagement based on
critical thinking and problem solving
skills.These skills often require time and
reflection beyond class schedules and
school walls. We must reform (re-form)
ways in which teachers interact with
all students, not only the usually vocal
ones who jump into social networking
sites while others are satisfied to remain
passive.
The best way to facilitate and manage effective critical thinking within a
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course is to begin with a comprehensive online learning management system. I like Moodle because it’s flexible,
easy to use and is free (open source),
although hosting and support are essential. Within Moodle, a structured
and user friendly tool, teachers can
develop instructional units based on
advanced skill development.This is a
huge advantage of online discussion forums with multiple threads. Sometimes
an online homework assignment based
on critical thinking can continue for
days as students collaborate with each
other and with their teacher, achieving
depth that is not typically possible in a
traditional classroom.This type of content engagement reflects 21st century
assignments that students encounter in
higher education and in many occupations and professions.
We’ve all heard the expression,
“Knowledge is power.”Would you go
to a surgeon who has passed lots of
quizzes and tests but has never had an
opportunity to apply that knowledge?
What good is it for students to memorize chemical symbols and formulas if
they don’t have any idea what happens
inside a test tube and how their findings can be applied and communicated
to others? Applied knowledge is power.
An excellent example of instructional leadership in content engagement is

the chemistry teacher who insists that
her students spend more time in the
laboratory. She requires her students to
analyze their data in three-person teams
online after school hours. As her students become more comfortable with
this type of reflective and collaborative
homework, they begin to search the
Web for findings relevant to their own
work.The teacher, of course, has a crucial role in this process. She monitors
each lab team, recognizing that some
can flourish on their own while she
intervenes with others who need attention.
A well developed discussion forum
can also enable teachers to provide
guest “speakers” on occasion, something
that is not always possible in traditional
classrooms. A few years ago I was in
Seoul, South Korea working with teachers in an American school.The topic of
Maine’s laptop initiative came up, so
I suggested that everyone in the class
post their questions in a forum and I
would invite an expert from the Maine
initiative to join us.The discussion
would continue for a few days or until
all questions were answered. I did not
tell them that the “expert” would be my
seventh grade granddaughter whose
class was part of that initiative. What an
exciting and in-depth discussion that
was, thanks to the availability of online

technology.This same type of assignment could include a guest scientist, a
poet, an elected official, a business leader, or anyone else who could contribute
to an educational experience beyond
a static textbook. I know of a middle
school class in the USA that maintained
an ongoing forum with a middle school
class in the Netherlands.This went on
for weeks as the rest of the curriculum
was addressed in regular class time.
Yet another example of online creativity is the orchestra director whose
students record their auditions and
upload them into Moodle’s Assignment
tool. He listens to these and provides
written feedback to each student. Once
his feedback has been added, the student automatically receives an e-mail
informing him of the availability of the
director’s feedback.The Moodle Assignment feature can be set by the teacher
to allow resubmission if he so chooses.
There simply is not the time in the limited school day for all this to happen in a
face-to-face setting.This same approach
can be applied to English papers, history assignments, math problems, and
on and on and on.
Peer review can also be a powerful
online activity requiring critical thinking and other higher order thinking
skills. Students can prepare PowerPoint
presentations, oral reports, even brief
videos to illustrate concepts and skills.
They can upload them into a forum for
group discussion and critique.
Within such a context, teachers can
assess student achievement in “real
world” ways.This also restructures (reforms) ways in which teachers manage
how they function. Working their way
through discussion forums, teachers can
get a very good picture of students’ effectiveness in analyzing information and
in solving problems, especially when
the assignment includes collaboration
in an online setting — definitely a 21st
century skill.Teachers can even print
transcripts for further analysis. Students
can also print transcripts as study notes.
After considering these creative examples, it’s easy to see that online tools
matter — but not so much for the tools
themselves as for what they enable us
to do. Sure, we need to know Moodle
and the associated online tools are always available to our teachers, students,
and administrators. And yes, we need to
www.seenmagazine.us

know the cost fits in our budget. And
most importantly, we need assurance
that personal information is protected
at all times. But let the IT vendors
handle that. For example, IMG Software
integrates Moodle with iPass. EMC Corporation is a company on the leading
edge with its Education Cloud platform.
For us educators it’s not really about
technology at all. It is about education
reform (re-form). It is about student
achievement that is beyond our addiction to much of today’s standardized
testing. We must help students learn
how to think — that’s first. Online tools
like Moodle, in the hands of a skillful
teacher focused on 21st century skills,
can help us make a difference. All the
technology in the world will not help
students unless we become much more
serious about re-forming teaching and
learning. Fortunately, teachers themselves are leading the way.
At The Learning Curve Consortium,
we focus on professional development
enabling teachers to build 21st century

learning experiences in Moodle. We help
educators focus on content engagement.
Our partners, IMG Software and EMC
Corporation, take care of ensuring the
online technology is there when and
how we need it.Together we are preparing a cloud computing solution that
will further support teachers’ efforts by
integrating Moodle, Student Information
Systems and student productivity tools
in a comprehensive and secure online
learning solution.This allows educators
to create dynamic interactive courses
and content for their students, and facilitates collaboration, resource access, instruction, assignments, grades and much
more.
Within this environment, teachers and
students will be able to interact in ways
that truly reflect 21st century collaboration and enhanced learning.
Romeo Marquis is the executive director,
The Learning Curve Consortium. Visit www.
thelearningcurve.org or http://imoodle.imgsoftware.com/img/.

The Learning Curve Consortium
now offers the online graduate course

Integrating
Into Your Teaching
http://imoodle.imgsoftware.com/img/

www.thelearningcurve.org
This highly interactive and collaborative course is completely online and is taught
by an experienced teaching team - Deborah Donohue, Romeo Marquis, Linda Post
and Ann Morgan. Its primary objective is to enable teachers to develop their own
Moodle site or to augment one that they are currently using.

Technology helps, but professional development comes ﬁrst!

978-606-7023 • Rmarquis@thelearningcurve.org
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mathematics
BY DR. HENRY BORENSON

≠

Not all equal signs
are created equal

Most young students readily understand the operational meaning of the
equal sign — that is, when the sign is
used to indicate the result of an operation such as 4 + 3 = 7. But they often
do not grasp as easily the relational
meaning of this sign. In fact, the National
Mathematics Advisory Panel (NMAP)
noted that many elementary and middle
school students do not fully understand
the multiple meanings of the equal sign,
knowledge considered essential for success in algebra.
Understanding the relational meaning of the equal sign enables students
to respond with 10, for example, in the
problem 3 + 7 + 5 = ___ + 5, because
they know that “both sides of the equal
sign must have the same value.” Students
who understand only the operational
concept of equality will give 15 for the
missing number because they add the 3,
7, and 5 which precede the equal sign,
ignoring the + 5 that follows the blank.
In a 1999 study involving 752 students in first through sixth grade, fewer
than five percent of the students were
able to provide the correct response to
8 + 4 = __ + 5. In fact, none of the 145
sixth graders in the study could do so.
Without direct instruction in the relational meaning of the equal sign, most
students do not see the difference between this type of problem and calcula-
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tions that require only the operational
equal sign.
This conclusion should not be surprising. Mathematical symbols, like
words, can have various meanings and
uses. For example,“pet” can be both a
noun and a verb, but at first glance “I
want to pet your pet,” may be confusing to a young child. In mathematics,
just because students understand the
minus sign in 5 – 3 = 2 does not mean
that they will immediately know how
to make sense of 5 + (–3) = ___. A
similar kind of confusion surrounds
the equal sign.

Experiencing the Relational
Equal Sign
Students need to experience the
relational meaning of the equal sign to
understand this concept fully. An effective way to provide this experience is
illustrated by the Hands-On Equations®
program for introducing algebraic concepts to young students.The teacher
creates this experiential learning by
following a series of logical steps.
First the teacher verifies that students understand what a balance scale
is, namely, that it has two sides. If one
side is heavier, that side will go down.
If both sides have the same weight,
the scale will stay even, or in balance.
Using a steady demonstration scale,

the teacher demonstrates the balance
concept using pawns and number
cubes.The teacher says,“On one side we
have a cube with a weight of eight. On
the other side we have two blue pawns.
If both sides balance, what is each pawn
worth?”
Students will answer that the pawn
is worth 4.The teacher can then tell
them that “x” is another name for the
blue pawn.Therefore, the answer can be
written as x = 4.The teacher also shows
them that every example has a check.
When students check this equation and
find that both sides equal 8, they place a
check mark over the equal sign in 8 = 8.
Taking this approach a step further,
the teacher can show students a problem with the unknown on both sides of
the balance scale:
The teacher can illustrate solving this
problem, at first by guessing and checking. For example, the teacher might suggest trying x = 4.This will yield a value
of 10 on the left side but 12 on the right.
So this response is written as x = 4, 10
≠ 12. Eventually students discover that
x = 6, giving each side a value of 14.
Thus through experience, students learn
both that the correct value for the pawn
makes the scale balance and that all of
the pieces on each side need to be taken
into account.

Relating Hands-On Experience
and Abstraction
The next step is to help students connect hands-on learning to abstract algebraic representation. For example, the
teacher presents an equation such as 4x
+ 2 = 3x + 9 and shows how to place
this abstract equation on the students’
two-dimensional scale representation.
Students soon realize that the guessand-check approach is laborious.The
teacher then helps them learn a basic
algebraic procedure, namely that removing the same weight, or value, from each
side of the scale will maintain balance
while simplifying the equation. Physically taking a pawn from each side provides kinesthetic reinforcement of this
principle.This action is termed a “legal
move” and is done by the student using
both hands to remove a pawn on each
side simultaneously.
Students repeat this legal move to reduce the pieces to a pawn and a 2 cube
on the left and a 9 cube on the right.
After this simplification students easily calculate that x = 7.To perform the
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check, students reset to the
original configuration and
count 7 for each pawn then
add the number cube value,
producing a value of 30 on
each side.Therefore the answer is represented as x =
7, 30 = 30.

Hands-On Experience
Works
Research conducted
between 2007 and 2009
with more than 2,500 third
through ninth graders, has
shown the effectiveness of using this
experiential approach in teaching students to solve linear equations with
the unknown on both sides. A portion
of this research, for example, involved
a class of fifth-graders in an inner-city
school. Following only a few basic lessons using this hands-on approach,
the students were presented with the
problem 3 + 7 + 5 = __ + 5 without
any prior comment by the teacher.
Ninety-three percent of the students

gave the correct response of 10, showing that they had gained a firm grasp of
the relational meaning of equality.
Dr. Henry Borenson has been a mathematics educator for more than 40 years, teaching
struggling students from the inner city as well
as Math Olympiad students. In order to help
students gain an understanding of abstract
algebraic equations he developed Hands-On
Equations and the Making Algebra Child’s Play
workshop to provide training to teachers grades
three to nine. For more information visit www.
borenson.com.
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bullying
BY STEPHEN GOULD, Ed.D

/

A collaborative approach to

ADDRESSING BULLYING
Bullying is universal, prevalent in
most countries, and not a new problem.
In spite of a media frenzy, there is no
definitive evidence that bullying is on
the rise. Nevertheless, it is a problem to
be taken seriously and just one incident
of bullying is one too many.
Bullying should never be accepted
as just a “normal” part of schooling. In
a democratic society,
schools must be committed to social justice and
helping all students from
all families achieve at high
levels. When a culture
of bullying and violence
is tolerated, the entire
school community is distracted from doing the
work of schools.
When problems arise
in schools and the discussion is fueled by the
media, it is common for
policy makers to issue
mandates or for school
leaders and teachers to
implement quick fix, one
size fits all programs. Mandates pushed
down from those farthest from the
learner are often met with resistance
from educators. At best, these mandates
often result in a paper exercise followed
by a flurry of compliance activities that
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become ends in themselves, rather
than the means to addressing the
problem.
Mandates can make parents and the
public feel good, for a time, because
something is being done.The reality is
they rarely sustain improvement. And
most bullying programs simply do not
work.

that are simply not consistent with the
values of a democratic society. In order
to address the issue, we need to develop
a broader perspective.
Bullying is a learned behavior with
a myriad of suspects for blame. Violent
video games, television and media, and
the mean-spirited nature of comedy,
have all been named as culprits. A lack
of tolerance, racism, homophobia,
polarizing political rhetoric and the
and brutal language used
The only way to significantly aggressive
in our public discourse are contributing to the problem. Inappropriate
diminish bullying in schools
from parents at home, to
and violence in our society is language
discipline or criticize, could find its
through the implementation way into the tool sets of bullies.The
that children and young adolesof a comprehensive, school fact
cents often feel insecure and lack
and district wide social
self-esteem is likely an important
role.
curriculum that is woven
Given these factors and others,
into the daily fabric of
children and young adolescents often bully to gain peer status. In other
school life.
instances, in order to “fit in” they tacitly observe bullying, go along to get
along, reinforce the bullying behavior of peers by joining in, or seek out
affiliation with bullies. Students may also
Bullying cannot be treated using a
bully because they do not know how to
band-aid approach. Bullying, as well
interact positively, or lack the problemas other forms of violence in schools,
solving skills to resolve a disagreement.
cannot be addressed in isolation —
But the behaviors associated with safe
they are symptomatic and part of a
school environments — where students
much larger problem of human living

can learn in an environment without
bullying behaviors — are also learned
behaviors. Schools can, and should,
serve as democracy’s workshop where
students learn the power of self-control;
how to become more self-directed; how
to be good citizens; and how
to respect, include and get
along with others.
The only way to significantly
diminish bullying in schools
and violence in our society is
through the implementation of
a comprehensive, school and
district wide social curriculum
that is woven into the daily
fabric of school life.The effective social curriculum is fully
entwined with the academic
curriculum, and ultimately
serves to enhance academic
goals.
In addition to helping create respectful, inclusive and safe environments,
integrating both curricula underscores
the importance of meeting both the
social and academic needs of students.
The integration of the social and aca-
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demic curriculum improves student
discipline and the culture of the school.
The social curriculum helps students take responsibility for their own
behavior. It simultaneously teaches
students the academic and interactive

social skills necessary to be successful
in schools and in the future. It helps
teachers be in the moment and counteracts the practice of “pressing on”
academically at the expense of taking
advantage of “teachable moments” to
problem solve issues of learning and

human living.
The social curriculum should help
students learn how to collaborate, communicate, think critically, problem solve,
interact positively, be civil to one another, and cultivate the capacity of students
to sympathize with the lot of
others. It should also provide
opportunities for discussing
the role of citizens in a democratic society, understanding
and respecting diversity and
differences, interacting cross
culturally, and learning how
to leverage differences so that
they lead to the production of
new ideas and innovation. All
of these elements include addressing the need of students
to “fit in,” helping children and
adolescents learn how to resist the impulse or pressure to bully, as
well as discuss the code of silence that
prevents students from doing the right
thing for fear of being excluded.
The development and implementasee ADDRESSING BULLYING page 30
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Addressing bullying
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continued from page 29

tion of a comprehensive, integrated, school and district wide
social curriculum will need to be a collaborative effort.The
person best positioned to lead school improvement efforts
is the school principal, who needs to gain the support of the
superintendent and involve students, teachers and parents in
a collaborative planning process.
School leaders need to lead whole school community
meetings with students, teachers and parents to reinforce
expectations for behavior, articulate what is not acceptable,
describe the characteristics of supportive school cultures, address the code of silence, and discuss the role of citizens in a
democratic society.They need to help teachers be better able
to create a sense of community and set expectations for behavior in classrooms, in hallways and on the playground.They
need to provide professional learning opportunities that help
teachers reconfigure classrooms so that learning is more selfdirected.They also need to help teachers develop the necessary teaching and learning interventions in classrooms as well
as contract with outside agencies to provide more intensive
interventions for those students with greater social needs.
School leaders need to engage parents by first providing a
welcoming environment, opportunities for two way communication, input and feedback, and establishing guidelines for
working together as well as developing a parent education
program so that parents are better able to reinforce the social,
interactive values of the school at home. At whole school
meetings they need to celebrate the achievements of students, teachers and parents who have contributed to making
the school a more respectful, inclusive and safe place for all.
Integrating the social curriculum with the academic curriculum won’t be an easy sell. In this high stakes testing environment school leaders and teachers already feel overburdened,
and it will be difficult for those educators who feel they will
have to give up academic time in order to address social issues. Furthermore, it will be difficult for many parents to
support schools that devote time to addressing social issues
when they feel that their school is not serving their students
well academically, or if the school has been designated by the
state as underperforming.
Whether schools change, or continue to do business as
usual. is dependent upon the degree to which school leaders
and faculty have the will and skill to reflect, collaboratively
plan and use a systems thinking approach to implementing
a comprehensive, whole school and district wide, integrated,
social curriculum.
It will also depend on the extent to which parents, superintendents, policymakers and university schools of education
increase their efforts to help and support school leaders and
teachers in the development and implementation of an integrated social curriculum that emphasizes social justice and
underscores the values of a democratic society.
Dr. Stephen Gould is Program Director of Educational Leadership, a
PhD Program offered through the National Center for Teachers, Counselors and School Leaders at Lesley University (http://nationalcenter.lesley.
edu). Prior to joining Lesley, Gould served for 30 years as a teacher,
principal and assistant superintendent of schools.
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BY JOHN KESSELL

Collaboration furniture
How computer table geometry unleashes the flow of exchange

this activity, the shapes of the shape of
Collaborative learning is the holy grail
the furniture promotes the dynamics
of progressive colleges and universities
of the collaboration group.
nation-wide, so it is not surprising that
high schools are now looking at this
What shapes promote the
approach to prepare their students for
exchange of ideas in your
successfully continuing their academic
context?
careers.
Different shapes of furniture ar“Collaborative learning” is a general
range people in different ways to
term for a variety of educational appromote a flow of interaction. Colproaches which involve an exchange
of intellectual effort by
Collaborative Pinwheel
students and teachers
together.Typically, students work in groups of
two or more, searching
together in a process
directed to solve for a
common goal. Collaborative learning activities
vary widely, but most
center on students’
exploration and application of the course
material, not simply the
teacher’s presentation
of it.
In collaborative classrooms, the lecturing, listening and note-taking
laborative learning approaches put
process may not disappear entirely, but
people together to understand difit lives alongside other processes that
ferences, build consensus, present
are based in students’ discussion and
research and permit personal space
active work with the course material.
for independent focus for synthesis
Teachers who use collaborative learning
and contribution. Computers, laptops
approaches tend to think of themselves
and mobile devices, such as iPad, Notemore as designers of intellectual experibook, Kindle, Nook, and smart phones
ences, and less as presenters of knowl— all are relevant technologies for the
edge to students. In planning a space for
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process.They all go hand-in-hand with
the use of text materials and note pads.
In a collaboration classroom setting,
the overarching goal is to promote the
interface of people as they use text and
technology to communicate, synthesize
and generate the assignments. People
use body language and read cues about
people speaking and listening.The way
people are staged can actually promote
positive collaborative outcomes.
The idea of changing the
table shape to promote the
exchange of ideas started with
King Arthur’s “round table.” Perhaps that’s why a “round table
discussion” is still the terminology we use when we want to
equalize power in a meeting
and be open to input from all
parties. While there are drawbacks to the round table, it’s the
right direction for collaboration
because of its radial symmetry.
The concept is equal empowerment, in contrast to the long
rectangular conference table,
having a head and status positions on the left and the right
of the king seat, with distance demoting
the status of those seated farther away
from the king.

The Collaborative Hexagon
The collaborative hexagon is a little
shift different from a simple round table,
or a simple hexagon shape.The hexagon
is nearly a circle, but the geometry es-

tablishes equal territory for each seat. A
circle can have “ganging up,” which distorts the power distribution around the
table.The collaborative hexagon is made
up of right triangles, which does two
things for sending body language cues:
first, the internal hexagon diffuses headto-head, confrontational body language
by its being out of phase with the external hexagon; second, the hypotenuse
legs of the triangle top elements set
up diagonal lines within the hexagon
shape.These internal lines promote flow,
making it comfortable to turn the body
to address everyone openly at the table
without physically moving from the individual focus zone.

The Collaborative Pinwheel
When triangular elements are applied
to form a pinwheel shape, this does
an amazing thing for collaboration: it
promotes the formation of synapse discussion locations (places where people
synthesize synchronously). Each workspace portions equal territory, but each
space turns people for positive body

language — ideal for collaboration. At
the same time, the shape discourages
head-to-head, confrontational cues,
thus promoting consensus-building
through empathetic understanding.
Like the collaborative hexagon, each
seat is also a focus zone. Unlike the
hexagon, people are more apt to turn
and form groups without needing to
“gang up.”When larger groups form,
the zone is comfortable and team
centered. For individual focus, computer monitors are angled for privacy
without the need for physical privacy
screens.The pinwheel’s angles juxtapose body cues for focus. By simply
changing body position with a head
turn, or shoulder turn, personal cues
are openly mirrored for understanding
and communication.The returns of the
focus zones become synapse conference areas for groups of two or three.

The Collaborative Triangle
The collaborative triangle is equilateral.The points of the table form
synapse discussion locations, with the

long sides providing individual focus
zones.The focus zones orient people to
the middle of the long sides so they can
easily team or focus, depending on how
they turn their bodies. Computer workstations or laptop safes are provided
in a multi-use delivery system on the
sides, but the ends are open for personal
laptop or mobile device use.This shape
is a stronger choice for the formation
of groups than the hexagon shape, and
because of the focus zone locations
being variably placed, the areas of the
table have fewer areas for personal solitude.This table shape is for joiners and
nudges people together for closer communication.
How do you design the space appropriate for the intellectual experience?
Collaborate.There is no boiler-plate
solution. In the process, there is plenty
of room for invention and innovation.
As you build consensus, you build your
ideal collaboration classroom.
John Kessell is Creative Director at SMARTdesks.com.
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collaboration project

Students express themselves
as published authors
At 10 years of age Sydnee Bush was
diagnosed with Stage 4 Hodgkin’s
disease, an aggressive form of cancer.
She endured eight months of exhausting chemotherapy. During this time
she used the power of expression and
chronicled her life through poetry. Sydnee is now a published author, along
with the rest of her classmates, through
Studentreasures Publishing.
Elementary teacher Taylor Hoffman
wanted to provide an opportunity for
her students to get motivated to write,
while teaching valuable life lessons.
Each of her students at Ridgeview
Elementary School contributed to a
collaborative classbook.The students
made pleas to the reader to take a stand,
and create change. Ms. Hoffman used
a unique approach to raise awareness
among her students on what they can
do daily to create change. According
to one of her students,“Ms. Hoffman is
outstanding to let us take this adventure
to help different types of people and
children, so I would like to thank her so
much.”This class is using the power of
expression to make a difference.

Benefits of a Publishing Program
Wendy Artzer is a third grade teacher
at Ross Elementary School in Topeka,
KS. She implemented the publishing
program into her classroom. Artzer tells
about the pride she feels towards her
students.
“For the first time in 12 years of
teaching, my students have become
independent writers.” Her students participate in a writers block weekly.“For
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the first time I can specifically
work with a small group of
students without being interrupted with writing questions
from the other students.”
What could your classroom
do with this type publishing project? It’s easy to get
started.You will be shipped a
free kit. Set a Press Date. Let
your students fill up those
manuscript pages with their
writings and illustrations.
Send in the finished kit.We
will send you your top-quality
hardbound book, and that
first hardbound book from
your manuscript is free for
the teacher.

How’s it going to work in
my classroom?”
Many teachers take their
students through the Six
Traits of Writing model. Others will choose to walk their
students through Reading and
Language Arts benchmarks.
Often, students miss out on proofreading and editing in traditional writing
assignments.Teachers have seen phenomenal results in these areas when
their students are producing an actual
book.

What is everyone writing about?
Here are titles from the top 10 entries:
When I Grow Up
Our Favorite Animals

All About Us
Our Favorite Things
Our Poetry Book
Kindergarten Memories
Our ABC Book
Studenttreasures® is the leading edge,
quality-focused student publisher committed to
motivating students to learn to read and write
through innovative student publishing opportunities. Contact Studenttreasures at 800867-2292 for more information on their free
publishing programs.
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school performance
BY PETER DeWITT

Q

Instructional effectiveness for turnaround
schools: Rigor, relevance and relationships
Turning Around Schools in Need
Many schools are in trouble today
because they are not created equally.To
prove that sad fact, you need only drive
from a suburban school district to a rural or city district to see the differences.
On a daily basis, many students come to
school without supplies, and it is almost
impossible to find a working phone
number to contact parents, many of
whom do not want to speak with you,
even if you are lucky enough to reach
them. Although this sad situation can be
found elsewhere, the reality is that this
scenario — and countless other inequalities — exist all too frequently.
Some parents, however, do want to
help their children, but they do not always have the skills to know how.Those
of us who teach in poor schools know
all too well about the inequalities that
take place; we do not have to go to the
big cities in Kozol’s Savage Inequalities
(1992) to see undernourished children
whose realities are much different than
the ones we go home to.
Social and economic disadvantage
contributes in important ways to poor
student achievement. Children in poor
health attend quality schools less regularly.Those with inadequate housing
change schools frequently, disrupting
not only their own educations but
also those of their classmates. Children
whose parents are less literate and
whose homes have less rich intellectual
environments enter school already so
far behind that they rarely can catch up.
(Rothstein, 2008)
These schools do not need our criticism; they need our help. Schools are
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facing closures because of poor performance; the vicious cycle will only
continue if we do not offer our services to help these at-risk school systems.
Fortunately, the federal government is offering Title I funds to these
schools so they can turn themselves
around, and in doing so, significantly
impact the students who enter their
doors on a daily basis.The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
[ARRA] provided an additional $3.546
billion for School Improvement
Grants (SIG) in FY 2009.This is an
unprecedented sum with the potential to support implementation of the
fundamental changes needed to turn
around some of our lowest-achieving
Title I schools, including high schools
and their feeder schools, to implement
robust and comprehensive reform,
transform school culture, and increase
student outcomes.Title I schools are
separated into a Tier 1,Tier 2, and Tier
3 model.The definitions under SIG
regulation are:
Tier 1: The lowest-achieving 5 percent of Title I schools in improvement,
corrective action, or restructuring in
a state, or the five lowest-performing
Title I schools, whichever number is
greater
Tier 2: Equally low-achieving secondary schools that are eligible for,
but do not receive,Title I funds.The
U.S. Secretary of Education proposes
targeting some of these extremely
low-achieving high schools and their
feeder middle schools.There are close
to 2,000 high schools in the country
in which graduation is at best a 50/50

proposition.The U.S. Department of Education data indicates that fewer than half
of these schools currently receive Title I
Part A funds. If the provisions proposed
become final, school districts would not
be required to include Tier 2 schools
in their proposals. However, including
Tier 2 schools would enhance a school
district’s likelihood for funding because
states would be required to give priority
to districts that commit to serving both
Tier 2 and Tier 3 schools.
Tier 3: The remaining Title I schools
in improvement, corrective action, or
restructuring
The federal money, however, is not the
end-all for these school systems; there
is accountability that comes with all
federal money, and turnaround schools
need to prove that they are taking steps
toward changing their practices. Under
these new parameters, the International
Center for Leadership in Education has
taken on reform strategies in an impressive way. It has long recognized that
every school is unique and that one-sizefits-all, theoretical, and imposed-fromabove-solutions are less practical, less
practicable, and less effective in guiding
school improvement for raising achievement for ALL students than solutions
that empower and furnish state, district,
and school leadership with a wealth of
working models of sustainable school
improvement.
Since 1991, the International Center
has worked with thousands of schools
across the country, which gives them
the advantage of seeing best practices in
the best schools and then bringing those
models to schools in need of improve-

ment. Clearly, there are discrepancies
in the amount of parental involvement,
teacher effectiveness, and student academic ability that the leading schools
achieve over the schools that are failing. Some students, for example, enter
school with a vocabulary deficiency,
which automatically puts them at a disadvantage. Schools do not have control
over this sad reality because it happens
at home.
On average, professional parents
spoke over 2,000 words per hour to
their children, working class parents
spoke about 1,300, and welfare mothers
spoke about 600. So by age 3, children
of professionals had vocabularies that
were nearly 50% greater than those of
working-class children and twice as
large as those of welfare children (Rothstein, 2004, p. 28).
The International Center helps bridge
some of that gap for these schools in
need of improvement.Through the use
of consultants, the Rigor/Relevance
Framework®, Quadrant D lessons, and
the Learning Criteria to Support 21st
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Century Learners, the International
Center helps these schools raise their
student achievement and sustain improvement initiatives. Its professional
development models assist schools in
increasing teacher effectiveness by addressing leadership, standards, and the
importance of data to drive decision
making, among many other areas.

Model Behavior
Schools must take the responsibility to find new and innovative ways
to improve student performance with
increasingly fewer resources. As we at
the International Center continue to
look at schools throughout the nation,
we have found some great examples
of how schools have done just that
(Daggett, 2010).
Many new teachers enter our
school buildings, wide-eyed and excited about their first teaching job.
They enter classrooms ready to establish rules and classroom activities that
will actively engage students of any
age.These new teachers do not have

the experience behind them to see how
schools have changed over the years, or
even worse, how some schools have not
changed at all.
Teaching is so much more than instruction; it is about your attitude when
you enter the class on a daily basis. It
is about your classroom management
style and the environment you set.
McNergney, et al. (2003) focuses on
understanding students.“Good teachers
learn about their students so they can
challenge and support them” (p. 292). It
sounds simple, but understanding students is not easy because many students
grow up in environments that we cannot even imagine.
As new teachers form bonds with
colleagues of various experience levels,
they hear stories about the past and
learn about new teaching techniques
they can use in their classrooms. Sometimes, however, they learn about the
dark side of teaching — where there are
no positive comments and schoolwide
see EFFECTIVENESS page 38
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Instructional effectiveness
continued from page 37

negativity reigns. It is highly important that new teachers enter
a mentoring relationship with positive teachers who can show
them how to negotiate their way around the school system.The
mentoring system is one of the most effective ways to build a
cohesive relationship between teachers and administrators. And
the International Center works as that mentor for thousands of
teachers and administrators across the country.

Effective Education
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Offering an effective education for all students is easily said,
but not easily done.Teachers can find positive career growth by
exploring many ways that they can learn on the job:
Perception. Start with perception. Perception is important
because it encompasses not only what a teacher believes his or
her job is, but also about how a teacher perceives students.This
is very difficult for teachers whose schools need improvement
because the perception is that those students who enter the
school’s doors are not ready, willing, and able to learn. In reality,
you can teach any student who walks into any classroom. Sometimes students come with more needs, e.g., special education,
discipline issues, etc., and teachers need help with these students, but good teachers can still teach them every day.There
will always be students who test a teacher’s patience, but they
need our help.Their behavior may actually be a cry for help.
Professional development. In order to be a good teacher, we
need to be engaged as a learner as much as students need to
be engaged as learners.The following examples of professional
development can give teachers the help they need to reach
the hardest-to-reach students. Glickman (2003) states that the
“development of teachers’ ability to think about what they do
should be the aim of staff development” (p. 105).
Book clubs. Many educators read books in school-sponsored
book clubs or at home during the summer. Implementing some
of those ideas is an important intervention.
Inservice.The International Center offers professional development to give teachers the opportunity to learn new instructional techniques and time to share best practices.
Conferences.The biggest mistake people make when they go
back to the classroom after a conference is to try to implement
numerous ideas at once. Start by implementing just one good
idea.The International Center’s conferences offer many quality
breakout sessions, all presentations are online, and presenters
are willing to communicate with attendees after the conference.
Mentoring. Good, positive veteran teachers can proactively
teach you the pitfalls before you see them.They can also give
you the best ways to negotiate your way through the school
year and the school environment. Relationships with veteran
teachers will help you become a better educator.
Common planning times. Does your school offer common
planning times for teachers? If so, how is the common planning
time being used? What conversations are taking place? Are colleagues sharing good information or just talking about difficult
children in a negative way?
Interventions. Are teachers making use of the interventions
taught to them? Are teachers doing it with integrity? Using

interventions such as behavior charts
or sensory motor activities means that
teachers try them consistently over a
period of time. Remember to give interventions the time they need.
Data. We have a wealth of data, e.g.,
TPRI (Texas Primary Reading Instrument), DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators
of Basic Literacy Skills), curriculum
based-measures, etc. Many educators
do not like data because it symbolizes
that teacher input is not valued and administrators only care about numbers.
The truth is that we need to care about
both! We cannot just use data when it
works in our favor; we also need to use
it when it does not work for us because
it may provide us with important information. If we approach data-driven decision making with an open mind, data
can tell us when interventions are not
working for our students.
Prep time. Use prep time wisely
because it goes fast and there is never
enough of it.The International Center
can help teachers plan engaging lessons
that will reach all types of learners.
Reflective practice.“Research is fairly

conclusive that the successful teacher
is a thoughtful teacher” (Glickman,
2003, p. 105). It can be a powerful feeling to leave each day, thinking about
what went right and what needs improvement. Honest reflection means
that teachers and administrators understand what went wrong during the
day and know how to fix it. Also focus
on what went right because teachers
need to celebrate an effective lesson.
Those are the lessons that make us
realize how great it is to be a teacher.
Administrators.Yes, administrators
should be held accountable as well.
“When the principal sneezes, the
whole school catches a cold.This is
neither good nor bad; it is just the
truth. Our impact is significant; our
focus becomes the school’s focus”
(Whitaker, 2003, p. 30). International
Center consultants are former or present teachers and administrators at the
building, district, or state level and
therefore understand good instructional practices.The consultants know
what good instruction looks like because they observe great practices and

collect valuable ideas.The relationships
we foster together will help build a better school community.
Quadrant D learning.The International
Center focuses on leadership, effective
teaching, standards and curriculum, often for turnaround schools, through the
use of needs assessments and strategic
planning. Ravitch (2010) asks,“Why is
the curriculum important? It is a road
map. Without a road map, you are sure
to drive in circles and get nowhere” (p.
236). In Quadrant D learning, students
move from Quadrant A (acquiring) to B
(applying), C (assimilating), and finally
to D (adapting the information they are
learning). We all know that when students take ownership of their own learning it becomes more relevant for them
— the ultimate goal of Quadrant D.
(To read the complete article, visit
www.seenmagazine.us.)
Peter DeWitt is the Principle of Poestenkill
Elementary School in Averill Park, NY. He is also
a consultant for the International Center for
Leadership in Education. He can be found at
www.peterdewitt.com.
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Now available at
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his fun-ﬁlled, charmingly illustrated book is full of ideas
and exercises to improve self-esteem and assertiveness
and build emotional literacy.
Children learn to listen and to talk about their feelings.
They also learn how to handle themselves when they feel
upset or overwhelmed by encouraging them to write or
draw their responses to speciﬁc scenarios.
“Valuable resources for building self-esteem and emotional
stability. Highly recommended.” — The Midwest Book Review

E

ngaging artwork and exercises illustrate aggressive
“monster” and passive “mouse” behaviors, helping young
readers identify these characteristics in themselves
and in others. This book explores the “me” communication
style, based on rights, responsibility and respect.
It teaches healthy, non-violent conﬂict management skills
that help kids stop being — or attracting — bullies. When
youngsters learn how to assert themselves appropriately
they gain self-esteem and safer, happier relationships.
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professional development
BY JENNIFER BECK-WILSON

P

Leading the way:
The role of professional
development for school leaders
The current public education system in the United States has structural
cracks and operational dysfunctions
that need to be addressed forthrightly
and urgently.Together, school leaders and education professionals can
improve instruction and leadership in
schools and devise a new system of systems for all students to achieve at high
levels. In order to do so, each of us must
grow to new levels.
Have you ever seen a
great school without
a great leader?
The teacher’s
impact on student
achievement is well
known. However,
there is a growing and
compelling consensus
among researchers that
school leadership is the second
most important factor — after
classroom instruction — impacting
student achievement. Furthermore, the
teacher’s impact, while vital, is limited
to the classroom level.The school leader
impacts achievement at the building
and district level.
Given their scope of influence, school
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leaders need a range of support to effectively fulfill their roles.Yet routinely,
leaders are charged with supporting
everyone else. Superintendents and
principals are expected, if not required, to endorse and encourage staff
professional development. But when
was the last time these school leaders
participated in professional development for their own growth?
On the slight chance that
they did participate, how
useful was the training? Often, principals
can only be out of
their building for a set
number of days by
law throughout the
school year. So, any
professional development they participate in had better be top notch.
What constitutes
high-quality professional development for
instructional leaders?

Based on Adult Learning Theory
Superior professional development is
based on adult learning theory, including
a range of interactive techniques shown
to be most effective in adult professional
learning.These comprise computer-assisted exercises, simulations, role-playing
scenarios, small group discussions, and
case studies requiring participants to
expand their understanding of key leadership concepts; to increase capacity;
to promote success for principals and
other school leaders; and to focus on the
improvement of instruction.These activities work in a variety of ways to accommodate different cognitive
styles, and allow for customized learning paths.

Focused on Practice and Application
Meaningful professional development
is grounded in proven theory, but focused
on application. How often have we heard
the need for K-12 students to be able to
apply their knowledge in order to compete in the 21st century? The days of rote
memorization and concentration on subject matter alone are gone.Yet how much
professional development for school leaders truly features a meaningful application
piece?

English

Education
Marketing
Criminal Justice
Athletic Training

Biology Nursing
History
Theatre
Psychology
Legal Studies
Marine Biology

Communication Studies

Computer Science

Business Administration

Environmental Science

Taught by Credible Faculty
School leaders are professionals who
deserve to be supported by other professionals who have been in their shoes.
The faculty’s role is not to teach the content but, rather, to tease out the content
from the participants — facilitating their
growth rather than telling them the answers. Credible faculty can also provide
meaningful feedback regarding participant situations and challenge participants
to take their leadership to the next level.
Itza
Education

Directly Related to
Participant Needs
School leaders must confront the
worldwide context as well as face up to
their own professional situation — becoming more and more reflective about
their own strengths and weaknesses as
leaders.They must also use data to differentiate instruction, effectively coach
teachers and staff, incorporate new policies and initiatives (e.g., Common Core
State Standards), think strategically, resolve
ethical dilemmas and distribute leadership
in order to get things done.
There are fundamental elements of
instructional leadership. Supporting a
novice principal, superintendent, or other
school leader with these elements will
look vastly different from supporting a
more experienced leader. Likewise, supporting a middle school principal in Topeka will look different from supporting a
high school principal in New Orleans.
Any worthy professional development
program can effectively accommodate

Live. And Learn at NSU.
What began with a handful of students, and some very big ideas, has
today become one of the largest, not-for-profit universities in the U.S. –
Nova Southeastern University. In just four decades, NSU has grown to
almost 30,000 students, with over 130 degree programs. NSU is proud to
be among the largest schools of education in America.
The Fischler School’s success is founded in part by the creation of
the nation’s first distance doctoral programs. By providing on campus
and online classes, in areas such as TESOL, early literacy and reading,
and educational leadership, NSU has helped prepare the next generation
of educators. NSU’s Davie main campus also provides a traditional
undergraduate college experience with clubs and organizations, residence
halls and NCAA Division II athletics.
No matter what your goals are, NSU can help you prepare for life
beyond the classroom.

nova.edu

888-857-4785

see LEADING THE WAY page 42
www.seenmagazine.us
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Designed
with you
in mind.

Leading the way
continued from page 41

the various needs of its participants,
keeping the content and structure at
the appropriate level as well as tailoring the program to local contexts and
needs as appropriate.

Capacity-building
Participants must own their learning and be able to share it effectively
and meaningfully with others in their
building. Only then can real, sustainable change take place. Quality professional development builds local
capabilities so that when participants
complete the program, they can share
their learning with others.
What high-quality professional
development programs exist?

;OLMPYZ[M\SS`VUSPUL
M\SS`HJJYLKP[LK
M\SS`MSL_PISL\UP]LYZP[`
KLZPNULKMVY`V\Y
Z\JJLZZ
Jones International University ® has
MEd and EdD programs available to help
you achieve the future you desire.
•
•
•
•

100% online courses without residency
Monthly start dates
Flexible login times
98% recommended by JIU students

Get your master’s or doctorate degree in
education while maintaining your life.

www.jiu.edu
877.409.5672
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The National Institute for School
Leadership (NISL) was created, not
only to develop school leaders who
can drive their schools to high performance, but also to build school and
district capacity to leverage and sustain instructional improvements. NISL
piloted its Executive Development
Program in 2004, began implementation in 2005, and is now one of the
most widely used school leadership
programs in the United States with
almost 6,000 graduates in 15
states.
The NISL program is
based on five years of

research and design related to the most
effective executive leadership programs
worldwide in business, the military, medicine and other enterprises. NISL courses resulted from an exhaustive search of
the research on instructional leadership
and practice in education, and the NISL
units were informed by the work of the
best and brightest in the country.The
Carnegie Corporation of New York,The
Broad Foundation, New Schools Venture
Fund, the Stupski Foundation, and the
National Center on Education and the
Economy together contributed over $11
million to fund the original research and
development. NISL is steeped in professional knowledge, enriched management
practices, and improved instruction
aimed at higher student achievement for
all students.
The program’s major focus areas include:
• Instructional leadership,
• Strategic thinking
• Team building and coaching
• Professional learning communities
driving for results, applying student
data, and aligning the elements of a
standards-based system.
These concepts are taught applying
a range of highly interactive techniques
shown to be most effective in adult professional learning. Each of the two major
program phases concludes with
a computer-assisted
simulation that draws

BUSINESS

together and helps integrate the major
themes of NISL.
The NISL program consists of online
coursework, face-to-face interaction,
and personal reflection and application — including completion of an
Action Learning Project to improve
instruction in the schools/district.
Nearly all of the NISL facilitators have
been successful principals, and many
have also been superintendents across
the nation
Evidence for NISL’s effectiveness
is well documented. For example, an
independent and scientifically rigorous
study (conducted by Old Dominion
University) confirms that Pennsylvania
schools led by principals trained by
NISL have significantly higher proficiency rates in mathematics and reading/English language arts. Researchers
concluded that at schools led by NISLtrained principals, over 1,000 more
students achieved proficiency than at
comparison schools.
Four states have incorporated NISL’s
Executive Development Program into
their statewide leadership development systems. In addition, NISL has
conducted training in districts in 11
other states. NISL clients have recognized the power of NISL to help turn
around chronically low-performing
schools and to increase learning at
high-poverty schools. In turn, NISL has
also conducted training in districts going from good to great.

www.seenmagazine.us
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T E C H N O LO G Y

Together We Can
Make a Difference
in a Student’s Life
You’ve laid the foundation for your students
road to success, but now it’s time for us to
lend a hand. Johnson & Wales University is
dedicated to preparing students for personal
and professional success after graduating
college. JWU combines a traditional university
education with a solid practical experience
— empowering students to succeed in today’s
dynamic world.
JWU oﬀers degree programs in business,
culinary arts, hospitality, technology and
education. Johnson & Wales truly makes a
diﬀerence in students lives thorough its unique
education model, which includes the following:
Hands-on learning
Faculty with industry experience
Co-op and internship opportunities
Industry partnerships
For more information visit www.jwu.edu

Providence • North Miami • Denver • Charlotte

Institute for Behavioral Studies
at Endicott College’s
Van Loan School of Graduate and Professional Studies

Special Education and
Applied Behavior Analysis Programs
Offered Online and On Site
• Master of Education in Special Needs
(moderate or severe) with ABA Certificate

Are you ready to lead the way?
As a school leader, you have an enormous opportunity to create meaningful change in the lives of your staff and
students.That opportunity is coupled
with a tremendous responsibility to
lead well.You cannot do it alone.You
know the importance of providing
quality professional development to
your staff. It’s time to provide it for
yourself as well. Only then can you
truly lead the way.
Jennifer Beck-Wilson is the Instruction
and Operations Director for the National Institute for School Leadership (NISL).

CULINARY ARTS

• Applied Behavior Analysis Certification Option
For more information, visit
www.endicott.edu/gps/behavioranalyst
For program enrollment options, contact
Thomas Zane, Ph.D., BCBA-D
Director of the Applied Behavior Analysis Online Program,
The Institute for Behavioral Studies
tzane@endicott.edu or 978-998-7714

ENDICOTT
COLLEGE

Endicott College is accredited
by the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges.

Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
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living education
BY CORY DUGAN and ELISA C. MARUS

✎

Learning outside the classroom

Oftentimes, the learning experiences
that change the lives of students happen
outside the classroom. Across the nation,
colleges and universities are developing
and embracing living learning programs
as an opportunity to engage students
more fully in the college experience.
Studies show that students who participate in living learning programs develop
better critical thinking skills, are more
likely to explore service-learning or volunteer activities, and make a smoother
transition to college life. Most importantly, these students know that lessons
don’t stay in the classroom; they eagerly
bring knowledge gained in one setting
to a variety of others.
Even beyond participating in living
learning programs, today’s students
seek an environment that facilitates
numerous kinds of interactions and is
uniquely designed to enhance and continue learning outside the classroom.
If you think about traditional campus
buildings, they all have a single purpose.
Academic buildings house classrooms,
laboratories and lecture halls for the
formal side of teaching. Student centers
serve as casual gathering places. Libraries offer a quiet space for studying and
research. In most cases, residence halls
are far removed from the heart of academic life.
To provide this distinctive learning
experience, Christian Brothers University (CBU) is bringing students together
in a new way as we open the doors
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to our Living Learning Center in Fall
2011.This new, multi-purpose Center
includes 21 private (eight of them ADAaccessible) and
70 semi-private,
premium residence
hall accommodations, public spaces
(commons) on
each floor for both
formal and informal
gatherings, a fullyequipped serving
kitchen, a multipurpose classroom
on the main floor,
an exterior patio,
quiet study space,
game and video
areas, and laundry
and recycling facilities on each floor.
In partnership
with Fleming/Associates/Architects
and Montgomery
Martin Contractors, the Center
has been designed
with “CBU Green”
features, and the
construction of
the building is also
being utilized as
a learning lab for
CBU engineering
students. As the

project has progressed, this unique partnership has allowed CBU engineering
students to use the construction site as

their laboratory for class enrichment
activities and has provided them firsthand experience with the green aspects
of engineering.
The “CBU Green” design aspects
of the Center further the university’s
commitment to sustainability. In this
past year, CBU became a member the
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE)
to enhance its campus efforts toward
building a healthy and just world. With
this membership, the university receives
support in advancing its sustainability
initiatives throughout the campus and
in the community, and integrating sustainability across the curriculum.
Specific to the center, the green
features include electric car charging
stations, recycled and bioregional construction materials, alternate lighting
to avoid light pollution, occupancy
sensors, lowflow toilet fixtures, and
mechanical system sensors. Additional
exciting features make use of energy
efficient components such as white
roofing and water efficiency measures,

including a 67-gallon rain barrel to
collect rain for use in the irrigation of
nearby planting, to name just a few.
With the opening of the center, students will have a facility that promotes
and encourages learning to continue
outside the classroom. But just as
important, they will now have the opportunity to select from four living
learning communities (LLCs). For the
freshman who is uncertain as to what
they want to be when they leave college or even what they want to major
in, there is the Freshman Experience
LLC. Students will use a process called
the “Who Am I? What Do I Stand for?
Why Am I Here? Method of Self Discovery©” (WWW) to walk through a series
of exercises, assessments and activities
to determine their career interests.The
WWW process, created and led by a
CBU professor, takes an inside-out approach to personal growth by discovering, celebrating and developing the
uniqueness of each student.
This freshmen experience is based
upon two proven theories of human

behavior. First, each student possesses an
innate, unique combination of strengths
and talents that, if utilized to full potential, results in an engaged and meaningful life; and second, students excel when
they develop their strengths rather than
focus on overcoming weaknesses. During the fall semester, through personality
assessments, strength profiles and reflective activities, students will be encouraged to recognize and develop their
natural talents and abilities. In the spring
semester, students meet in individual sessions with a CBU professor to develop a
“This I Believe” essay, personal mission
statement and an action plan to move
forward on a life path.

Honors LLC
Students who are members of the
CBU Honors Program, regardless of their
major, have the option of becoming part
of the Honors LLC, in which they take
classes, participate in extracurricular
activities and live with other Honors stusee LEARNING OUTSIDE page 46

Learn more at w w w.marshall.edu
1.877.GOHERD1

Attend an out-of-state university
with an in-state price tag!

www.seenmagazine.us

Marshall University in Huntington, West Virginia offers
competitive non-resident tuition rates and great
scholarship opportunities. Students with a 2.75 GPA and a
23 ACT composite or 1060 SAT CR+M qualify for our $3,500
Horizon scholarship. When applied to our 2010-11 nonresident tuition of $12,996, Horizon scholarship recipients
will attend Marshall for just $9,496 in tuition per year!
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ing living environment.

continued from page 45

Science and Engineering LLC

dents. In the Honors LLC, students will
develop strong friendships with fellow
Honors students while enjoying an academically, socially and culturally enrich-

A third option is the Science and
Engineering LLC, which is composed of
upperclassmen and freshman students
majoring in the sciences or engineer-
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ing. Freshmen can participate in tutorfacilitated study sessions for chemistry,
calculus, pre-calculus and beginning
physics courses.“Everyone knows that
freshmen often have difficulty adjusting
from high school to college,” says Father
Paul Watkins, director of learning communities and assistant
professor of marketing
at CBU.“We want to
make sure that they
have good study habits
and learn to really do
their homework.”
Furthermore, notes
Watkins,“We want
the freshmen to have
some really good role
models.The tutors are
some of our more successful students who
have learned to balance the social aspect
of university life with
the academic side —
and are succeeding
at both. I view it as a

healthy peer-pressure, competitive kind
of relationship.The upperclassmen are
there to say,‘Well, I could do it, what’s
wrong with you?’ And they will say that,
because I’ve instructed them to.”

Sustainability LLC
A final option, the Sustainability LLC,
is a two-year program designed for students who wish to have an enriched
academic experience and identify
rewarding career opportunities that
involve making a positive impact on
their communities. Sustainability in this
context has a number of connotations,
ranging from energy conservation and
environmental protection to the promotion of cultural heritage and smart
economic development. Students in the
Sustainability LLC will explore these
meanings as a way of fulfilling CBU’s
Lasallian mission: they will study and
live together to support the goals of creating a just society, ensuring a clean and
biologically rich environment, pursuing
meaningful careers and enjoying a life of
service.They will learn from and work

www.seenmagazine.us

with local businesses (such as FedEx,
International Paper and Memphis Light
Gas and Water), community organizers
and CBU faculty who make sustainability a focus of their professional and
civic activities. Students who complete
the LLC experience will know how to
make a real difference today for CBU,
Memphis, and our national and global
communities.
Throughout the first year, students in
the Sustainability LLC will participate
in a number of program activities that
include canoeing, hiking and biking
trips, local festivals, movies, community
lunches, book club meetings, special
events and performances designed
to build personal relationships while
introducing them to the local community. In the second year, they will work
on a service project or in an internship.
Throughout the year they will participate in program activities while continuing to reside in the Living Learning
Center and being involved with the
Sustainability community.
As students continue to “push the

envelope” and expect to have seamless
educational experiences as they prepare
for a constantly changing world, CBU
is committed to providing an environment uniquely designed to nurture this
expectation that education happens
everywhere.The university plans to
carry this concept further and to take a
holistic approach to all of its residence
facilities, eventually reconfiguring them
— physically and conceptually — into
part of a unified academic whole, where
education is fully blended into the living
environment. As citizens of a community
where learning is a basic and integral
part of life, our graduates will hopefully be encouraged to pursue a lifelong
quest for knowledge. By creating a home
for today’s students that comfortably
and creatively fosters their innovations,
we’re building tomorrow’s leaders.
Cory Dugan is Communications and Marketing Director of Publications for Christian
Brothers University. Elisa C. Marus is Executive
Director of Communications and Marketing for
Christian Brothers University. For more information on visit www.cbu.edu.
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esl strategies
BY DR. KRISTIN POPPO

³

Relationship is key to English
language learner’s success

Several years ago, I had the opportunity to volunteer at a reading program in
my daughter’s elementary school. For 45
minutes before school, I went from child
to child and listened to them read aloud.
After a few sessions, the program coordinator called me aside. She gestured to
two young Latina girls sitting across the
room, and whispered,“Those girls are
new.They don’t speak much English, so
they always try to speak Spanish, but
they are not allowed. If you catch them,
tell them to stop.”As I looked across the
room, the girls sank in their seats. My
heart sunk as well. If these girls cannot
speak English, and they are not allowed
to speak in Spanish, they can’t be learning very much — school must be truly
miserable for them
In the ensuing weeks, I would take
time to work with these girls. After
listening to them read, I would often
tell them what an asset being bilingual
would be for them in their lives. I would
also share my own struggles with learning other languages, and I would give
them a lot of encouragement as they
worked to master English. I in no way
sought to undermine the program coordinator, but as an educator myself, I
knew that the children who were incessantly chastised were not bound for
success. I also knew that education was
entering a new era in English as a Second Language (ESL) where the model of
“English Only” was outdated and would
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soon be defunct.
Most educators understand that
environments where students feel
safe and affirmed are critical for student success. Although schools have
become more inclusive for some students, in many cases, English Language
Learners (ELL) still feel marginalized
in many school communities. Clearly,
for the young girls referenced earlier,
school could quickly become a negative place that denies the essence of
who they are. If these young girls are
forced to choose between their culture/family and school, they may join
the burgeoning population of drop
outs. Relationship, not rejection, is key
to these students’ success.
Dr. Esta Montano, Director of the
Office of English Language Acquisition and Academic Achievement for
the Massachusetts Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education,
asks teachers:“Are the home languages
and deep (rather than superficial) cultural practices validated? Is the home
language used to make connections,
when possible? Is native language
welcome in the class as a bridge to
English?”
A constructivist approach teaches
us that children can only begin to
learn if the teacher starts from where
they are. For English Language Learners, educators need to build bridges
from the culture and language of ori-

gin to the school environment, which
continually allow children to find value
and meaning in both contexts.These
questions point toward how important
it is for teachers to use classroom strategies that would affirm, rather than marginalize, all ELL students.
Dr. Montano also reminds us that each
child comes with a unique life experience. Educators need to be careful to
not make assumptions about English
Language Learners, and at the same time,
to be open to the prior background
that a student may bring into the classroom. Has the child had consistent
schooling, or was there a war or natural
disaster which closed the schools? Was
the schooling experience in the native
country positive? Why did the family
come to the United States? Do the parents or guardians speak any English? Is
there economic stability, or are parents
working multiple jobs to make ends
meet? Good teaching requires knowledge about the student so that the
teacher can create avenues to success
rather than build more barriers to learning.
Attentiveness to the needs of individual students is complemented by the
recognition that English language acquisition takes years. As students move beyond the ESL classroom, continued support is needed. Specifically, if students
are limited in English, they can’t learn
science or math or social studies solely

by listening to a lecture or reading the textbook.This means
that teachers in the content areas need to embrace new strategies to deliver important information.
Using graphic organizers, explicit instruction and modeling, peer practice, and hands-on projects, educators can support the acquisition of knowledge for those students who are
struggling with the English language. It is imperative that we
teach teachers to embed these strategies in their teaching.
Dr. Betsy Tregar is a 40-year veteran of teaching and administering ESL programs in the Boston Public Schools, and the
program coordinator for the ESL program at Cambridge College. She states,“The best practices in ESL have you ‘teach the
text backward.’ Instead of starting with lecture and text and
proceeding toward a final hands-on experience such as a lab
experiment, a field trip or a project, the teacher starts with
a common experience and uses that as the basis for future
learning. Rather than building up to fun, do it first.This allows
ELL students to gain a context for future learning and become
engaged. In fact, it is more effective for all students.”
Throughout her experience in the field of ESL, Dr.Tregar
has worked to develop strategies that provide pathways for
English Language Learners to gain competency in English, resulting in academic success, while maintaining a strong sense
of who they are culturally and linguistically. In her program,
seasoned scholar-practitioners teach using the strategies that
work for English Language Learners. Walking into a classroom
at Cambridge College, you will see students working with
their “buddy” through collaborative learning.You will see time
for students to stop and reflect on their work.You will see
students completing projects that not only illustrate mastery
of content areas but also application to the real world. When
these teachers bring these strategies back to the classroom,
they will see all students flourish.
Dr.Tregar leads the ESL program at The National Institute
for Teaching Excellence which provides instruction in best
practices in teaching English Language Learners.This five
week intensive summer residency in Boston provides 15 graduate credits and a strong foundation in ESL. With continued
work through distance learning, a Master’s Degree is available
with initial licensure or as an area of professional advancement for current teachers.The purpose of this program is to
ensure that no student shrinks in her seat as she is pointed
out as being different and even deficient. Instead, each child is
offered equity, and equity recognizes that educational success
may require an appreciation of the unique challenges that
face ELL students.
U.S. schools face the challenges of teaching English Language Learners in most every district across the nation.The
Southeast is feeling a significant swell in this population.
There is no need to reinvent the wheel. Appreciating a student’s language and culture and teaching with strategies that
support both content and language learning will lead to success.
Dr. Kristin Poppo is the Director of the National Institute of Teaching
Excellence at Cambridge College and completed her doctorate at University of North Carolina- Greensboro in social and philosophical foundations of education. She can be contacted at Kristin.Poppo@
cambridgecollege.edu.
www.seenmagazine.us
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such as special education, autism, math, science
and esl
• earn up to 15 credits during the summer in Boston,
Massachusetts then finish online
• interact with teachers from other states
• receive ongoing support in professional seminars
• learn from nationally renowned teaching
professionals

Contact us now!
www.cambridgecollege.edu/cpainfo5
800.380.1218

for working adults
All Cambridge College educator licensure programs are approved by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, which has reciprocal agreements with many states through the NASDTEC Compact. Students
are responsible for being thoroughly informed about requirements in the state in which they seek a license (credential,
certiﬁcate). State regulations will impact degree program choice and route to licensure.
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distance learning
BY LAURA A. CRITTENDEN, Ph.D.

d

Educating tomorrow’s
leaders today

Over the past three years, Mississippi
State University has developed several
new distance learning programs that are
focused on teacher education.This is in
response to the national demand for increasingly qualified teachers. According
to Sclafani (2010), teacher shortages have
been felt on a global scale for the past
15 years. Sclafani notes that this shortage can be traced back to two emerging trends:“First, qualified teachers are
in short supply overall in some places
and in specific subjects in other places.
Second, teaching appears to be a less
popular professional choice for young
people.”
As is the profile of most distance
learners, teachers wanting to further
their education while maintaining their
current career require the time flexibility and logistical freedom that online degree programs offer. According to Hussar
(1999), an economist with the National
Center for Education Statistics,“over the
next 10 years, an unusually large need
for newly hired teachers is expected,
both to replace teachers as they retire
and to meet the needs of increasing enrollments.”
With a teacher shortage being experienced across the country, providing
educators within the profession the
opportunity to further their education,
either for advancement in the field or
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for licensure requirements,
without having to quit their
job or relocate is another
reason why doing so via distance education benefits the
teacher, their school, and the
families within their district.
Mississippi State University offers five distance
learning teacher education degree programs that
are fully accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS).
Housed in the College of
Education, the Bachelor
of Science in Elementary
Education is a 2+2 program
designed to significantly improve the educational level
of the state of Mississippi
and improve accessibility
to postsecondary learning
for all individuals. Offered
through the Department of
Curriculum, Instruction, and
Special Education (CISE), all
of the courses are available
online with the exception of
the summer block, which is
conducted on campus, and
includes Early Childhood
and Middle School concentration areas. A teaching in-

ternship is required.
Visit www.distance.msstate.edu/elem for
more information.
In addition, the college offers two
graduate level distance degrees.The
first, the Master of Arts in Teaching —
Secondary Education (MAT-S) is also offered by the Department of CISE and is
designed for those individuals typically
seeking to teach at the seventh through
12th grade levels. Half of the program is
available online and is accompanied by
a teaching internship and a rich fieldbased experience.
Visit www.distance.msstate.edu/mats for
more information.
The second, the Master of Arts in
Teaching — Community College Instruction (MAT-CCI) is an interdisciplinary degree offered by the Department of
Leadership and Foundations.The MATCCI is designed to prepare students for
a career in community college teaching
with a special emphasis on recruiting
and training minority faculty in order to
address the acute shortage of minority
faculty working within the community

college system nationwide. All courses
offered in the core curriculum are online; however, 18 hours of coursework
in a Teaching Specialty/Content Area is
required and may be available only in a
traditional, face-to-face format depending on the student’s discipline of interest/expertise. All students are required
to complete a teaching practicum at a
rural community college under the supervision of a Master Teacher.
Visit www.distance.msstate.edu/ccs/mat.
html for more information.
All distance degree programs offered
through the College of Education have
additional accreditation through the
National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE).
Mississippi State University’s College
of Arts and Sciences also boasts two
distance learning teacher education
degree programs, both of which are
at the graduate level.The first, housed
in the Department of Geosciences, is
the Master of Science in Geosciences
— Teachers in Geosciences (TIG) degree and is designed for K-12 teachers

teaching earth science or integrating
earth science concepts in their science
curriculum.The program of study includes courses in meteorology, geology,
astronomy, oceanography, hydrology, and
environmental geosciences. All courses,
with the exception of the final capstone
field course, are taken online.The final
field course is offered at a variety of locations around the country.
Visit www.distance.msstate.edu/geosciences
for more information.
The second, housed in the Department of Biological Sciences, is the
Master of Science in General Biology —
Teachers in Biology (TIB) degree and is
designed for K-12 teachers and for those
who combine biology with education,
such as ecology, microbiology, evolutionary biology, and biotechnology. All
courses in the program are taught online, with the exception of the final eight
through 10 day capstone course, which
is planned to be held on the campus of
Mississippi State University.
Please visit www.distance.msstate.edu/tib
for more information.

ACADEMIC OUTREACH
PROVIDING THE RESOURCES
YOU NEED TO SUCCEED

WHAT DISTANCE LEARNING
PROGRAM ARE YOU INTERESTED IN?
For more information on
Mississippi State University’s
distance learning programs,
please contact Gail at 662.325.2677
or e-mail gmiller@aoce.msstate.edu
or visit our website at

www.distance.msstate.edu

PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS WANTING TO MOVE UP THE LADDER
Master of Science in General Biology – Teachers in Biology
Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Sciences – Teachers in Sciences
Master of Science in Geosciences – Teachers in Geosciences

PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS WANTING TO MOVE
INTO THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
Master of Arts in Teaching – Community College Instruction
Master of Science in Workforce Educational Leadership
Doctorate of Philosophy in Community College Leadership

PROGRAMS FOR THOSE WANTING TO BE K–12 TEACHERS
Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education
Master of Arts in Teaching – Secondary
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teaching practices
BY STEVE FADDEN, Ph.D.

,

Professional development to
support struggling students
The role of professional development and training

Educators are keenly aware of the expectation that they continually improve
their knowledge and abilities as instructors. From learning about changes in
our understanding of student profiles, to
new methods to address instruction in
core content areas, teachers engage in
professional development as a necessary
aspect of their profession.The need for
professional development opportunities is especially keen for educators
who serve struggling students, such
as students with learning disabilities,
language issues, social-emotional challenges, and those from inadequately-resourced or
unsupportive environments.
While
obtaining
professional
development is
important
to

remain well-qualified, it also provides a
helpful window through which instructors can understand the world of education beyond the students and classes
they teach.Teachers share challenges, introduce new methods, and raise questions
they might not
otherwise
broach in
front of
their

peers or administrators. Summer professional development and training opportunities offer a setting that enables instructors to reflect on their experiences
and challenges of past classes without
the distraction of administrative and
classroom concerns typically present
during the teaching semester. By sharing
with other teachers and staff, educators
can once again experience learning as a
community, inspiring insights, and leading to new ideas and approaches that
can be implemented in future practice.

Benefits of Comprehensive
Professional Development
Of the many types of professional development opportunities available, participants
need to consider the primary
goals they wish to achieve.
If the goal of professional development
is to improve the

academic performance of students, then
the findings from a 2007 report prepared for the Department of Education’s
Institute of Education Sciences (IES) are
particularly informative. Researchers
examined over 1,300 studies to identify
the effectiveness of teacher professional development programs. Only
nine studies met established criteria for
scientific rigor. Due to the small number
of studies available, only lower and upper elementary education (grades K-5)
environments were represented, across
a range of content areas (e.g. English/
Language Arts, Reading, Math, Science).
The results from the analysis revealed
that students experienced significant
academic improvements as a result of
professional development programs that
lasted at least 14 hours, and averaged 49
hours, of overall contact time.
While these results are clearly limited
in scope and applicability to educators
across the broad range of disciplines
and grades involved in education, they
highlight the importance of contact
time if the desired result is an improve-
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ment in student academic performance. However, there are many other
goals for professional development,
including learning about emerging
trends in academic practice and changes to student profiles, developing confidence in one’s ability to implement a
new method, and fostering a network
of collaboration and support from
other teachers.These goals can be
met through a number of professional
development venues, from multi-day
summer workshops with educators
within specific disciplines, to institutes
that span a range of topics for a variety
of personnel, to online webinars and
even hybrid approaches that combine
asynchronous delivery of content with
periodic, interactive discussions.

Understanding Professional
Development Needs
In our experience working with
teachers who serve struggling students, professional development is
most effective when it starts with an
understanding of the goals and expec-

tations of the teachers and administration. Effective professional development
should begin with a needs assessment
process to identify the specific questions
that are expected to be answered, and
the context in which the teachers and
staff operate. Informative assessments include interviews with teachers, reviews
of aggregated student data (e.g. demographics, academic profiles, emerging
populations), surveys of practices and
qualifications (e.g. degree of specialization, typical methods, problems encountered), and exposure to the institutional
mission and strategy. Assessment feedback should then be used to tailor the
professional development content and
activities to best serve the needs and expectations of the stakeholders involved.
Typical professional development
requests for addressing the needs of
struggling students include background
information and effective practices for
specific student profiles (e.g. Asperger’s
Syndrome, attention deficit, psychiatric
see PROFESSIONAL page 54
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Professional development
continued from page 53

conditions), as well as techniques to
remediate skills (e.g. reading, writing,
science, math), and training on how to
use assistive technology as part of the
curriculum. However, the assessment
process typically reveals a deeper set of
issues and concerns.
For example, one of the most commonly-requested topics we hear about
deals with transitions, typically from
high school to college, school to work,
or work to school. Supporting students
in transition is a challenge for many institutions as they wrestle with inadequacies in our current “pipeline” model of
education. Students advance from one
grade or institution to the next without
adequate preparation for success. Professional development in this area covers
topics that emphasize the development
of effective “habits of mind” as well as
the implementation of educational strategies.
Preparing students for transition re-

quires them to be aware of the “hidden
curriculum,” which encompasses all of
the skills and strategies that students
are expected to learn, but are not explicitly taught. For example, employers,
colleges, and other institutions that
“receive” students from earlier grade
levels express concern that students
lack the ability to work well in groups.
When teachers assign group assignments, they often don’t include direct
instruction in how to act as a group
member. As a result, group assignments
are often dominated by one or two
“leaders” who are more concerned
about their grades than the learning
process, while others engage in “social
loafing” and let the rest of the group
do all the work. Other common topics
associated with the hidden curriculum
include managing time and resources,
demonstrating a strong work ethic, applying skills to a new domain, and the
communicating in appropriate ways to
different types of audiences.
Another common request is for
professional development on effective
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instruction, especially how instructors
can teach diverse, struggling students in
the same classroom environment.This
topic includes techniques teachers can
use to help students master specific
skills, understand strategies that can help
learning and memory, and identify when
to implement different multimodal
methods. It is important to note that a
challenge for teachers often involves
engaging each student without creating
conditions in which some students are
bored because they readily understand
the content, while others are overwhelmed, and yet others feel excluded.
Our approach to effective instruction
is one that embraces universal design
in education: intentionally developing
activities and curricula in anticipation
of a broad range of learners who will
struggle with different aspects of the
lesson. Instead of developing different
approaches, materials, and interactions
for different kinds of learners, universal
design is about creating a unified approach in which all learners are able to
participate and benefit.

A final area of need involves supporting a student’s ability to be a successful
learner. Developing the skills of self-regulation, self-advocacy, and self-reflection
are all critical, not only for struggling
students, but for all students.These skills
are each connected to the development
of metacognition, or “thinking about
one’s thinking process.” Metacognition
is commonly cited as a cornerstone
of our ability to learn, and teaching
students how they can develop their
metacognitive abilities is a critical skill
that needs to be taught directly, especially to students who struggle.Teachers
can promote the development of metacognition through the use of frequent
formative assessment, opportunities for
self-reflection, and coaching-based methods of questioning.

Improving Teaching Practice and
Organizational Culture
While professional development offers ways for educators to hone their
skills and learn about current issues and
trends in their respective fields, it cannot make up for the benefits of a strong,
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learning-oriented organizational culture. No amount of new knowledge
of trends and techniques can address
the consequences of an organization
that does not value education, respect
differences in practice, and reward
innovation and the holding of high
standards.To be truly effective as a
mechanism that benefits both students
and professionals alike, professional
development needs to occur in a
context in which the organization is
always learning and open to change.
Administrators, staff, service providers,
and even vendors should be involved
in opportunities to ensure that the
organization understands the goals and
value of the professional development
experience in the larger context of the
school or college.
To encourage stakeholder inclusion,
our organization has been working
with regional hosts and partners to
provide workshops and institutes to
teachers, administrators, and service
providers.This model is typically more
cost-effective than sending a group of

personnel to a remote site for professional development, and it allows for greater
interaction and participation of personnel who serve students in multiple
environments, from classroom, to counseling, to extracurricular programming,
to administration. By ensuring that the
community of stakeholders is involved in
professional development ventures, summer training experiences can become an
excellent opportunity to evaluate institutional progress and set expectations for
the new school year.
For more information about the
programs and services offered by the
Landmark College Institute for Research
and Training, visit www.landmark.edu/
institute.
Steven Fadden, Ph.D., is Vice President for
Research and Institute Operations at Landmark
College, an associate’s granting institution that
exclusively serves students with learning disabilities and attention disorders. Dr. Fadden
enjoys delivering professional development in
cognitive psychology and education, effective
instruction, and human computer interaction
For more information visit www.landmark.edu.
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living environments

+

BY THE STAFF OF KING’s DAUGHTERS’ SCHOOL

How to make a residential school
FEEL LIKE HOME

“From the beginning of The King’s
Daughters’ School (KDS) in 1955, and in
contrast to the prevailing practice of the
time, the founders were determined that
KDS would not be an institution — but
a school and a home-away-from-home
for the students who attended,” says Dr.
David H. Craig, Executive Director of
The King’s Daughters’ School.“That goal
has continued to be the focus throughout the years as an effort is constantly
made to provide a warm, nurturing
environment where
students feel safe and
cared for.
When operating a
large residential facility, such as a boarding
school, it’s always a
challenge to make the
environment feel like
home, as opposed to
an institution or facility of some sort. At
KDS, approximately
100 students and a
limited number of
adults with developmental disabilities are
housed in a residential
setting, so KDS is no
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stranger to this struggle. Creating a
home-like environment is not something that just happens; it takes effort,
practice and reinforcement over time.
There are many factors that play a role
such as staff attitudes, residential living
design and décor as well as student
gatherings and activities. All of these
factors play a vital role and must work
together in order to create the nurturing, loving atmosphere that every
residential living facility should strive

to obtain.
“From my perspective, how we make
our program ‘like home’ is most dependent on the concern of the direct care
staff,” says David Neff, Director of Residential Services.“They set the tone in
the houses and classrooms that communicate care and concern to our students,
many of which have never had anyone
care for them or about them.”
Most of the residential staff members take on a parental role with the
students.This not only
gives the residents
comfort, but reinforces
stability and routine
in their lives, which is
something that children
with disabilities desperately, and any child
away from home for
that matter, need It’s
extremely important to
seek out staff members
who truly care about
people and want to
enrich lives.“Those that
come here just looking for a job do not last
long.It’s those with a
big heart that last and

make all the difference,” adds Neff.
The look and feel of the residential
living space is definitely something to
consider. Students are allowed to personalize their rooms, up to a certain
point, by bringing their own bedding,
hanging posters and decorating bulletins boards with pictures of family
and friends. Once the students reach a
certain behavioral level, they are even
allowed to have electronics in their
room.The bedrooms and community
rooms are of the utmost importance, as
they need to be the warmest and most
welcoming.The community rooms are
designed very similar to what you might
see in a typical home by providing a
comfy sofa with throws and pillow, a
community TV and shelves filled with
board games and books.
“When you think of creating a residential program like a home, think of
how you feel when you come home,”
said Leiah Nickell, Assistant Director
of Autism Services.“You take off your
shoes and enjoy the rugs and familiar
things around you. Our children are the
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same way, they enjoy pictures on the
wall and their toys strewed around
their room on occasions.”
It is important to encourage individually whenever possible, which
is why students are allowed to put
their own personal touch on the dress
code, which is a school t-shirt, pullover (during cold weather) and khaki
pants.They have the option to wear
whatever hair accessories, jewelry,
belts, jackets and shoes they want.The
uniform is simply a time saver for us
that cuts down on discussion about
what is and isn’t appropriate to wear
to school. At the same time, we in no
way want to mute the individuality of
the child, so we try to remain flexible
while still providing the staple pieces
of the dress code.
Community involvement is also
a key element to the equation. Students volunteer at the Hope House,
the YMCA,The Family Center and are
extremely active in Special Olympics.
There is unified P.E., which means that
students from nearby schools come

to our campus every day to participate
in the P.E. program. Several church and
community groups visit our campus for
monthly pizza parties, ice cream socials
and things of that nature.This provides
students numerous opportunities to
interact with people outside their peer
group who may come from backgrounds
different than their own.These experiences are similar to what might take
place in a typical home environment.
Birthday and holiday celebrations are
another key element to the formula. Lots
of students spend their birthdays at KDS,
where each child is made to feel special
on his or her big day! There are multiple
activities for Halloween, Valentine’s Day
and even Christmas. Some students are
in state custody, and we have to be sensitive to that.These children rarely get care
packages from home or family visits on
these special days, so in many ways it’s
not our choice to be “like a home,” but
our mission is to be a home!
For more information about The King’s
Daughters’ School, please visit www.tkds.org or
call us at 931-388-3810.
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autism
BY BARBARA BECKER-COTTRILL, Ed.D.
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Supporting students with autism
Spectrum disorders: Staying on the PATH

Anyone who has taught a student
with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
realizes the complex challenges involved.The array of learning challenges
that students with ASDs can present can
be overwhelming. Considering that we
still have no definitive answers for what
causes autism or why there has been an
explosion of individuals diagnosed with
the disorder, being overwhelmed by the
challenge of educating our students on
the autism spectrum is not unusual.
Consider that it was not until the
1970s that we learned from Ivar Lovaas,
and colleagues, that children with autism who did not speak could be taught
to communicate through an intensive
protocol incorporating the principles of
the science of behavior (Applied Behavior Analysis).This is still a young field in
search of answers. What we do know is
that each student with ASD, while having common deficit areas, is completely
unique from the next student, and requires highly individualized instruction.
Designing an effective individualized
education program for a student with
an ASD requires that teachers know
the many evidence-based practices
that have evolved over the years.These
practices include behavioral strategies
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such as discrete trial teaching, modeling, task interspersal and contingent
reinforcement. A full list of established
and emerging treatments can be found
in the National Standards Project Report (National Autism Center, 2010) at
www.nationalautismcenter.org. Equally
as important as having knowledge of,
and experience with implementing
evidence-based practices, is knowing
how to develop a comprehensive program plan for an individual student.
One of the best ways to begin that process is through person-centered planning activities.
One person-centered planning activity is called Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope (PATH) (Pearpoint,
1945).The PATH is a powerful tool that
can help any student move towards a
positive and possible future (Pearpoint,
Obrien and Forest, 1995).
In my work at the West Virginia
Autism Training Center, I have found
the PATH to be a critical first step in
bringing together a team of people
who are supporting the student with
ASD, and in the ultimate development
and implementation of a comprehensive plan for the student. We know
that people with ASDs can learn and

achieve a quality of life that they desire.
To make that happen, a team of people
supporting the student must have an
understanding of what that quality of
life looks like for that student.
The PATH process is conducted by
a trained facilitator.The focus person,
family members, educators and anyone
who wants to lend support t is invited
to the PATH meeting. Meetings can last
anywhere from one to five hours.The
PATH process is very visual. A large roll
of butcher paper is placed on a wall and
the facilitator or a designated person
uses pictures, symbols and words to capture the process on paper.The process
begins with the “Dream.”
With the understanding that one may
never actually get to realize their full
dream, the understanding is that this is
the direction in which the person wants
to move. For students who are nonverbal, parents may express dreams that
they would like to see for their child. All
team members can contribute.Typically,
the group looks at what the student
enjoys doing or spends time doing and
uses those activities to consider specific
careers in which the student might succeed..
During the dream phase of the PATH,

it is not uncommon to see team members shaking their heads
in disbelief, assuming none of the dreams could be possible.
It is also not unusual for parents to exclaim,“I have never had
a dream for my child … I live moment-to-moment and dayto-day.”As the process progresses, there is usually a dramatic
shift for both the naysayers and the families.
The next section is “sensing the goal.”The team is asked to
consider positive steps toward the goal that would be possible to accomplish within a specified time period, usually
within six to 12 months.These are goals that would move
the person closer to his stated dream. For example, a student
whose dream is to be a curator at a museum of natural history might have a one-year goal to volunteer at a local museum.
Typically, five to eight goals, both positive and possible, are
agreed upon by the team.
After the goals are established, it is time to move into the
present. Where is the person now in relation to reaching his
ultimate goal or dream? Next, the team discusses important
players who might be needed to bring on to the team to
assist in making the goals happen.The team then decides
on ways it will build strength as a team, usually discussing
methods to communicate among each other. Moving into the
future, the team plans which specific activities should take
place within the next three months that will drive the person
closer to meeting the positive and possible goals.Then, the
team determines what has to happen one month from now,
with volunteer commitments from team members to imple-
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ment each activity or task. Most importantly, the team decides
what will happen tomorrow to begin to move the student
down his PATH toward his dream.
Nalay, a 14-year-old student with ASD had many dreams,
which included becoming an artist, living in a nice neighborhood where he could walk around, losing weight, owning his
own pet, playing basketball and having friends. Among his
goals were to find private art instruction, participate in community outings with classmates and walk at least 20 minutes
a day four days each week.The team completed a full PATH
for Nalay and got to work implementing his goals.
Today, Nalay has won several juried art competitions and
has been commissioned to produce art for a local office building. He is still working on losing weight, but his confidence
level is much improved. Nalay and his team are proud of his
accomplishments. He is taking positive steps in his life that
are bringing him closer to his dream. In summary, while we
must teach to specific goals and objectives, we must also not
forget the bigger picture. What will our students want to be
doing upon graduation? How can educators assist and support them to reach those larger goals?
The PATH is a person-centered tool that provides the foundation for us to work together toward an individual’s goals. It
truly takes a team effort to fully support our students with autism spectrum disorders. And when we do, the sky’s the limit.
Barbara Becker-Cottrill is Chair of the Autism Society Panel of Professional Advisors. For more information visit www.autism-society.org.
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autism
BY MACLEAN GANDER, Ed. D.
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Teaching students in the
AGE OF AUTISM
Here’s an interesting mystery: between 1993 and 2003, the diagnosis
of autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
increased by 800 percent in the United
States. Since then, the number of individuals diagnosed with ASD has continued to grow by about 50 percent per
year. What’s behind this epidemic?
The question is far from academic.
Talk to any educator at any level, and
they will tell you of the great increase
in students with ASD and the challenges
that this has posed in terms of providing appropriate and effective programs
and support. At Landmark College,
which exclusively serves students with
diagnosed learning disorders, about 20
percent of students now come to us
with some form of this learning difference.
ASD, sometimes known as Asperger
Syndrome in its milder forms, is a condition that primarily affects social cognition and the ability to interact with
others in appropriate ways. Children
who have it often struggle in peer relationships and social situations, and
they may experience stigma and even
bullying. Adolescents and young adults
with ASD often continue to struggle in
school, not simply for social reasons;
they often also have difficulties dealing with new material, integrating and
analyzing information, and dealing with
more complex concepts.
Until recently, one theory behind the
rise in ASD was that a mercury-based
preservative in childhood immunizations was responsible.This position was
never accepted by the Center for Disease Control, but it gathered so much
attention that rates of vaccination have
decreased and some common childhood maladies are making a comeback.
It now appears that at least part of the
research on which that theory was
based was fraudulent.
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Most researchers suggest that the
increase in ASD comes from changes
in the 1990s in how autism was defined, and in the educational services
children with ASD were provided.
Although severe forms of autism had
been recognized since the 1940s, in
1992 the American Psychiatric Association redefined autism as a “spectrum
disorder,” meaning that it was possible
for someone to be “mildly autistic.”
Likewise, in the 1990s, children with
autism became eligible for special education services. Changes in classification criteria and social incentives have
meant an increase in diagnosis of many
different disorders — including a vast
increase in the diagnosis of AD/HD between 1990 and 1993.
The mainstream perspective is that
ASD is a genetic disorder that has always been with us, but only now is
being fully recognized.This scientific
consensus seems reasonable on the
face of it. But the story is more complicated than that.
For one thing, while it may be true
that mild versions of autism have always been around, it’s not clear whether labeling this condition as a disorder
has been helpful. Most people my age
can remember classmates who might
have been quirky, or nerdy, or socially
awkward — and who also may have
grown up to be scientists, information
analysts or technology whizzes. If the
change is one of recognition rather
than actual prevalence, then we may
also want to question when it was
that we began to substitute a lexicon
of symptoms and disorders for one of
personal characteristics and human
differences.
In our experience at Landmark, we
know that students with ASD often
possess extraordinary gifts in certain
areas, such as music, technology, or

specific subject areas in which they
have taken an interest. We also know
that the ASD diagnosis covers a huge
range of abilities, from students who are
severely hampered by their difficulties
in reading social cues, to students who
have no obvious difficulties apart from
the fact that someone has diagnosed
them with the disorder.
In addition, we now know that our
genetic inheritance generally works in
subtle and complex ways.There is no
such thing as “a gene for autism,” or for
most common disorders that have a
genetic component. Instead, some individuals inherit a genetic make-up that
makes them vulnerable to developing
certain disorders; and in most cases, the
environment must also play a key role.
With autism, talk of environmental
factors has generally turned toward environmental toxins — perhaps a natural
focus, given how pervasive these toxins
are in our environment and how welldocumented their impact on health has
been.There is no question that toxins
shape genetic development, and that the
prenatal impact of poisons and illnesses
can be profound. Even if vaccinations
aren’t the culprit, it’s important to still
look for what else within the chemical
soup we all live in may be causing the
rise of ASD.
But when we talk about the environment within a genetic context, we can’t
forget that old dichotomy of nature vs.
nurture. For a long time, psychologists
and psychiatrists blamed nurture for
cognitive disorders. In the 1950s and
1960s, both autism and schizophrenia
were ascribed primarily to bad parenting, as in Bruno Bettelheim’s theory of
the cold, distant mother, or R.D. Laing’s
theory of the “double-bind” family system.
These theories were discredited, and
the paradigm shifted radically over the

next decades, as twin studies and gene
mapping both demonstrated factors
that had nothing to do with the environment. For example, if one identical
twin has schizophrenia, the odds that
his or her twin will share that disorder
are 50 percent, even when they are
raised in separate families because of
adoption.
Now, a new paradigm shift is underway.The idea that disorders like ASD are
primarily genetic is still widely held, but
genetic research over the past decade
indicates that this view is too simplistic.
In fact, current genetic science suggests
that a variety of gene-environment interactions have to be taken into account in
most cognitive and physical disorders.
The emerging science of epigenetics
even suggests that genetic inheritance
may be changed by environmental factors in ways that may be passed down
to succeeding generations.
So what does this mean for ASD? I’m
not certain, but a couple of recent news
stories got me thinking. Last fall, Hilary
Stout wrote in The New York Times
about how parents are using iPhones
and similar gadgets as toys to pacify un-
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ruly toddlers. It has been a truism for
a while that this is the first generation
to grow up with the Internet, mobile
phones, and similar technology as a
natural and unavoidable part of their
environment. Now it appears that environment extends to the cradle.
In another recent Times article,
Stout wrote about a re-awakened interest in the concept of childhood play.
The article described kindergarten
environments with walls of computers and desks rather than sandboxes
and toys, schools that had eliminated
recess, and an approach to childhood
play so constantly regimented by
adults that the kinds of social skills
that kids used to develop on the
playground are no longer practiced.
It also described a quixotic countermovement focused on bringing play
back to childhood, among other things
by holding public events designed to
reintroduce parents and children to
childhood games like kick the can and
capture the flag.
I grew up in Manhattan in the 1960s
and 1970s, and by the time I was eight
I was spending most of my time in the

park with other kids, playing sports, or
tag, or other invented games. I had my
football stolen a couple of times, but
I learned a lot about how to get along
with people. Now, in urban areas, few
parents would send their kids out alone
to play anymore. In fact, parks have often been landscaped in ways that have
made it impossible to put together a
sandlot ballgame.
In suburban areas, play is regimented
in the form of team sports, with an alternative being lessons in dance or acting
or music, or staying at home alone. For
most families everywhere, evenings are
taken up mainly with ongoing interactions with technology — each family
member isolated in his or her own
world of Facebook, IM, texting, and email, or with one of the 500 channels
now available on the large-screen TV.
Social skills are not hard-wired genetically.They have to be developed. And
the main way that they are acquired is
through interaction with others, a process that begins in infancy and that sees
its most important developmental periods in childhood and adolescence.
see AGE OF AUTISM page 62
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Age of autism
continued from page 61

Perhaps it is natural that in a world in which human interaction is mainly mediated by electronics, and in which
communication takes place primarily within isolated or structured contexts, that more and more of our children fail to acquire social skills, and instead are labeled as having ASD.
It’s a truism that different eras have their characteristic
maladies. Hysteria was an affliction of the sexually-repressed
Victorian age, just as the Cold War ‘50s were an Age of Anxiety,
with Miltown the precursor to Valium, Prozac and Xanax.
In our current age, the messiness of play and the dangers
(and rewards) of direct peer interaction in childhood have
been exchanged for the clean, safe contours of adult supervision.
I don’t mean in any way to diminish the importance of
understanding and treating ASD effectively — in fact, it is a
major focus in my professional life.There is no question that
students who have been labeled as having ASD may benefit
from support for the development of social skills, especially
in the transition from high school to college, and from home
to the residence hall. At Landmark, we provide small support
groups that focus on these kinds of social transitional issues,
and we also provide individual counseling.
College students who have ASD also benefit from approaches to instruction that take into account some of the
key challenges associated with learning differences. Faculty
training is one key component, focused on such best teaching
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practices as making transitions explicit, scaffolding complex
conceptual material, and providing support for moving from
literal to more abstract ways of understanding and working
with information. Simply being aware of the challenges is essential, as is learning to recognize signs that a student may be
struggling in these ways.
Landmark is not alone in beginning to recognize and address the challenges of ASD, and also in understanding the
gifts and talents that are often associated with this diagnosis.
We also have come to see that characteristics that are currently classified as disorders may be better seen as differences, not flaws, but part of the rainbow of diversity. It also
seems clear that the “epidemic” that we presently face is at
least partly the outcome of significant changes in the experiences that children and young adults have growing up, from
the loss of unregulated childhood play, to the extraordinary
presence of technology in social interchanges.
As we recognize the importance of this emerging demographic trend, perhaps we should also acknowledge that we
have entered the Age of Autism. Doing so might help us lessen
the stigma now attached to ASD. It might also cause us to put
the Blackberries away once in a while and play scrabble with
our children instead.
MacLean Gander has worked with students with various forms of
learning differences since 1987. He currently teaches at Landmark College and runs a private consulting service for individuals with learning
challenges and organizations that seek to serve them. The views expressed here are his own.
For more information call 802-387-4767 or visit www.landmark.edu.

issues in education
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BY DR. CAROL KOCHHAR-BRYANT

Students go to the Hill
2011 Annual Federal Education Policy Institute focuses on supporting
vulnerable students in schools: Policy directions for the nation

The George Washington (GW) University’s Federal Education Policy Institute
responds to current issues in education
each year.This year’s Institute, held by
GW’s Graduate School of Education
and Human Development, will focus on
recent research and reports from the
Obama administration that too many
students leave school unprepared
for college and work, and too many
teachers are unprepared to address
the needs of students with complex
barriers to learning.
According to Dr. Carol KochharBryant, Professor and Chair of the
Department of Special Education
and Disability Studies, and Robert
Ianacone, the school’s Associate
Dean for Operations and Professor
of Special Education,“Many educational professionals are not prepared
for the profound nature of the life
experiences some students face
that make them highly vulnerable,
undermine their ability to learn and
progress in school, and make them
unable to connect with adults and
peers.”
These are children and youth
with disabilities, victims of domestic violence and community unrest,
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orphans and foster children, children with chronic health conditions,
sexually exploited students, refugee
families, and children whose families
and homes are threatened by crushing economic circumstances beyond
their control. Furthermore, emerging
research in developmental and cogni-

tive science reveals strong relationships
between social and emotional health
and learning.
This is a timely topic for schools and
communities across the nation that face
staggering social and economic costs
resulting from the growing numbers of
children and youth with highly complex
barriers to learning. What can
schools do? What can communities do? What can the state and
federal governments do? How
does policy work to solve such
compelling problems?
The Graduate School of Education and Human Development, in
collaboration with the National
Association of School Psychologists (NASP), will hold a week-long
three-credit institute July 6-12, that
will take participants to Capitol
Hill, the halls of the Department
of Education and GW’s Foggy
Bottom campus in Washington,
DC.The 2011 Federal Education
Policy Institute will focus on understanding the policy making
process, the changing federal role
in education, and directions of
the Federal administration in linking agencies to address complex

educational needs. Participants will learn
how federal agencies are forming new
connections among education, health
and human services, and justice, to address school environments that promote
educational progress. In addition, participants will engage with national leaders
who seek political and practical solutions to create environments of support
for vulnerable students.
A core goal of the Policy Institute is to
help participants understand the policymaking process and the historic, dynamic federal role in education. Speakers
will discuss research on the relationship
of healthy environments, to educational
success and the definition and need for
comprehensive approaches to assisting children with complex barriers to
learning. Participants will also learn how
to connect with national leaders and
organizations to engage in processes of
change and reform that benefit children
and youth.
During the institute, students and
participants will visit Capitol Hill and
the U.S. Department of Education offices
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to talk with various policy directors.
The course will be led by Robert Ianacone, Carol Kochhar-Bryant, and Dr.
Stacy Skalski, psychologist and policy
director for the National Association of
School Psychologists.
Examples of speakers who have
been invited include:
• Jack Jennings, President and CEO
of the Center on Education Policy;
• Michael Usdan, recognized author
on education and former Director of the Institute for Educational
Leadership;
• Jill Cook, Director of Education
Programs for the American School
Counseling Association;
• Richard Home, Senior Policy Advisor for the Office of Disability Employment Policy;
• Policy leaders in Health and Human Services, Safe Schools/Healthy
Students, and Justice;
• Representatives from key House
and Senate committees addressing education and mental health
concerns.

Stacy Sklaski, director of public policy
for NASP, will discuss how current mental health policy and legislation works
and how organizations can get involved
in forming a legislative agenda. Sklaski,
a former school counselor, says that one
out five children in schools will have a
mental health need.
“Schools are not just about academics,” Sklaski warns.“Children who are
significantly distracted in school have
a much higher chance of getting in
trouble with the juvenile justice system.”
She claims that there is a gap within
the Department of Education because
a position dedicated to eliminating barriers does not exist;“we have to bring
the focus on the whole child and keep
it there.”

PREPaRE: School Crisis
Prevention and Intervention
Training Curriculum
Participants can also elect to attend a
one-day optional workshop on July , resee STUDENTS GO TO THE HILL page 66
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Students go to the Hill
continued from page 65

lated to school crisis intervention at the
Media and Public Affairs Building, Rm.
310, 805 21st Street NW, Washington, DC.
Participants receive 6.5 hours of CEU
for the basic workshop (additional 4.0
hours for the Trainer of Trainers followup workshop. Both are NBCC and APA
approved).
Participants are urged to join Special
Saturday Workshop on the PREPaRE School
Crisis Prevention and Intervention Curriculum, a must for all school-based
personnel offered in partnership
with NASP.The NASP trainers developed the curriculum and have
also had direct experience in a
number of national school crisis
intervention, including Columbine, and have worked with many
schools throughout the nation that
have administratively restructured
to prevent and intervene in a variety of serious crises that affect
the school as a whole.This non-
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credit workshop is available to faculty,
students and professional community
members on a space available basis.
The workshop reviews the crisis
intervention and recovery element of
the PREPaRE curriculum. Specifically,
the workshop is designed to provide
teachers, administrators and schoolbased mental health professionals with
the knowledge and initial skills needed
to meet the immediate needs of students and staff following a schoolassociated crisis event.The PREPaRE

model suggests that, as members of a
school crisis team, school-based mental
health professionals must be involved
in a hierarchical and sequential set of
activities, preventing and preparing for
psychological traumas, helping to reaffirm the physical health of members of
the school community and students’ perceptions that they are safe and secure,
evaluating the degree of psychological
trauma, responding to the psychological
needs of members of the school community, and examining the effectiveness
of school crisis intervention and
recovery efforts..
Date and Location: One week:
July 6, 7, 8, 11 & 12, 8:30 am-5:00
pm, at The George Washington University, School of Media and Public
Affairs Building, Rm. 310, 805 21st
Street NW, Washington, DC.
Dr. Carol Kochhar-Bryant is Professor
and Chair of the Department of Special
Education and Disability Studies at The
George Washington University.
For more information on GWU visit
www.gwu.edu.

special education
BY ANGELA HOUK

R.E.A.L. instruction

A brown paper bag filled with recyclables and a goal to create an art sculpture in 30 minutes fulfilled the teamwork objective for my Communications
class. In small groups, students were
given the task to create an art sculpture
using recyclables.The result was remarkable and memorable; students were resourceful and creative. Not only did they
build a robot-like sculpture called Dr.
Tinright, they also worked together to
accomplish a common goal.They shared
ideas, listened to each other and cared
for one another.

The classroom is a diverse environment consisting of students with different learning preferences, academic
readiness, learning aptitudes, cultural
backgrounds and family support structures.The challenge of teaching is to
address each of these factors as well
as inspire learning. R.E.A.L. Instruction,
coined by Thom and Joani Schultz, is
an acronym that stands for Relational,
Experiential, Applicable, and Learnerbased. As an instructor, I have used
the R.E.A.L. method for over 10 years
in various academic settings. R.E.A.L.
Instruction is effective
because students are
active participants, externally stimulated and
emotionally impacted.
R.E.A.L. Instruction is
evidence-based and is
the pedagogy of Shepherds College, a threeyear post-secondary
school for individuals
with intellectual disabilities. All classrooms
are challenging, but
stop for a minute to
think about a classroom at Shepherds
College where student
Brian Myers displays the project referred to as Mr. Tinright.
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processing is as varied as instructional
methods.

Relational Teaching
Teachers must provide relational
learning opportunities. Students learn
from each other by talking and working together. In the class example listed
previously, students decided what to
create, which items to use and what
steps to take. Group work allows peers
to influence and motivate one another. It
is also important that teachers and students connect relationally.To facilitate
learning, a teacher must know student
learning preferences, accommodations
needed and student strengths.

Experiential Teaching
Aristotle summed up the learning
process when he said,“What we have to
learn to do, we learn by doing.” Teaching has contingent and uncertain results
because learning is done by practicing
it. Learning that is applicable produces
life-changing results. Experiential-based
learning is effective because 90 percent
of what individuals see, hear, discuss,
and do is remembered. As students interact with materials, they discover new
avenues of thinking and recognize connections.

Applicable Teaching
Shepherds College curriculum strategically focuses on content that is applicable to life after graduation. How is
taking a bag of recyclables and creating
a sculpture applicable to life? It was
not the sculpture but the lesson objective that was pertinent.The goal of the
class was for students to demonstrate
proficiency in team work, interpersonal
communication, and leadership development. All of which are vital skills that
impact individuals in a job setting. I tell
students,“I teach Communications, but
I am also preparing you for life.” Equipping students for life goes beyond class
content; I also expect students to arrive
to class prepared and on time because
these are skills that employers require.

Learner-based Instruction
Learner-based instruction incorporates students into the learning process
and elicits intrinsic motivation. Active
learners take ownership for class materials and become self-aware, committed,
and creative. Students learn in many
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different ways; therefore, instructors
should incorporate concrete, multisensory and experiential learning in
the classroom.
The goal of learner-based education
is to empower students to be selfmotivated and gain more control in the
educational process.The academic goal
at Shepherds College is to develop independent, motivated and self-directed
individuals.
Individuals receive, interpret, and
understand information visually, audibly, and kinesthetically. Visual learners process information by reading
textbooks, watching videos, viewing
pictures or charts, and interacting with
other visual media. Auditory learners
process information through music,
oral narratives, class discussions and
by reading aloud. Kinesthetic learners
gain knowledge by touching, writing,
using manipulatives, moving physically
and interacting with peers. Individuals with intellectual disabilities benefit
from multi-sensory instruction.
Education that is student-centered

uses the instructor to guide and facilitate learning. According to Maryellen
Weimer, author and retired professor of
speech and communication from Penn
State,“…when the focus is less on teaching and more on learning, learning is
not assumed or presumed to happen
automatically. Faculty become much
more aware of how teaching influences
learning.” Students participate in the
learning process when teachers provide
choices. When students take ownership,
they are committed to class, interested
in the content, ask questions, and are
motivated to learn. R.E.A.L. Instruction
mandates students to take ownership
of their learning and empowers them
to become committed, interested and
motivated.
Angela Houk is the Dean of Shepherds College in Union Grove, WI. She worked in an educational setting in Milwaukee, WI for over 10
years. For more information about Shepherds
College, a faith-based, three-year post-secondary program for young adults with intellectual
disabilities, visit www.shepherdscollege.org.
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bullying
BY DIANE S. SENN

Z

Bullying in the girl’s world
10 action steps in the struggle against girl bullying

Relational or social agression in girls
can start at a very young age and can be
quite different from the typical bullying
of boys. Girls can devise and direct complex social/emotional games that victimize others through exclusion or isolation, rumors, gossip, eye-rolling, putting
friends against one another, sarcasm, and
revealing and altering personal secrets.
The social, emotional hurt that girls can
often do can hurt as much, if not more,
than physical bullying.This type of bullying has often been referred to as the
“darker side of sisterhood.”You may have
heard such statements as….

and to intervene. We need to send the
message that this is not okay in our
society.
Girl bullying/relational aggression
is a complex problem that will take a
complex answer but one that needs to
be addressed in the educational environment.

Assess
Assess to get the real picture. Relational aggression in girl bullying is
covert and hidden and not something
that you can see and hear as you would
a physical altercation.Therefore, assess
through formal and informal strategies.
You may be surprised to find out what
may be going on, even with our young
elementary students, or with what we
thought were our sweet and nice girls.

“If you hang out with her, we are so not
friends anymore.”
“Don’t let her sit at our table.”
“Hey, check out what Cheryl put on the Web
site about Allison – it’s a riot!”
“Your outfit’s ugly – just kidding.”
Eye rolls, back turns, whispers, angry
text messages, jealousy about boys, intentional rumor spreading for revenge
and the list goes on. Without effective
prevention and intervention, this aggression can lead to academic and social
withdrawal, depression, substance abuse,
risky business and future dysfunctional
relationships. Instead of taking the passive stance of “that’s just the way it is …
that’s how girls act … if I can’t see it or
prove it then I can’t get involved …” we
have to take an aggressive approach to
prevent this damaging social aggression
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the roles and dynamics of the aggressor,
the victim, and the bystander (girl in
the middle); and the damage it can do.
Address this issue through faculty inservice, school-wide programs, class lessons, small groups, with individuals, and
through parent workshops. Only when
people are aware of, and can identify
it as a problem, can they oppose it and
change.

Review the Environment

Where do we start? The following 10
action steps outline 10 areas of focus in
the struggle against girl bullying:

Promote Awareness
Promote awareness with students,
faculty, and parents. Define and give
examples as to what girl bullying is;

Review the environment to be aware
of the messages of society from the media, cultural influences, our school environment — what are the subtle messages being sent by our school and the
family? Media is powerful for our young
people and some messages in our media
seem to glamorize relational aggression
and make the “bad” girl look “good.”

Use Positive Role Models
Highlight positive role models from

the media, school environment, family
and the community.

Teach Empathy
Teach empathy and other character
traits that are valued by our society.

Build Skills
Build skills of what to do to help
when you realize you are the aggressor, target/victim, or bystander.
Typically girls will go in and out of all
three of these roles, therefore it is important to know skills and strategies
to help in each of these roles. Don’t
forget to emphasize the significance
of how the bystander can be of help.
Social aggression only flourishes
when it is accepted and promoted by
the social group.

Therapeutic Novels for Adolescents
Wighita Press is committed to publishing high quality
books that offer help to troubled children and
adolescents in a way that identifies with
their situations.
The “I Only Said” series’ purpose is
to help the reader cope with their
problems and to avoid the extreme
act of suicide. Therefore, these
stories place emphasis on
therapeutic interventions.

Challenge Unhealthy Beliefs
Challenge unhealthy beliefs, asking such questions as,“Is it okay to
talk bad about someone? Is it okay
to make fun of someone or laugh at
them? Is it okay to do nothing and
watch as someone gets excluded or
made fun of?”Ask,“What do you think
you will think/feel about your behavior in 10 years?”

www.wighitapress.com • 501-455-0905 • contact@wighitapress.net

Positive Expectations
Maintain positive expectations
with accountability. Hold students
accountable for behavior, including
restitution — fix what you did wrong;
and resolution — come up with a
plan so it doesn’t happen again; and
reconciliation — find a way to heal
the hurt.

Focus on Personal Strengths
Focus on personal strengths, helping each person value their individuality and strengths.
Redirect the victim toward people
and activities that are socially and
emotionally healthy.
Our hope for our young girls is
to feel empowered, self-confident
showing respect for themselves and
for others. By implementing the 10
action steps we can, and will, make
a positive difference in the struggle
against girl bullying.
Diane Senn is the author of Bullying in
the Girl’s World available through www.
youthlight.com.
www.seenmagazine.us
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technology
BY SUE HOSSACK



Strategies to improve computer
access for students with disabilities

Do you have students for whom
handwriting is difficult or laborious, but
they seem unable to use a computer keyboard as an alternative? Do typing tutors
leave them frustrated and with feelings
of failure? Are there students with poor
coordination unable to use a standard
keyboard or mouse? Students with multiple or complex disabilities have probably received an assistive technology
evaluation and have customized tools to
help them. But for many other students
who would like to use the computer, this
article will give you some easy, and in
most cases free, methods to make computer use easier and more accessible.

Software Options
Unlike typing tutors which expect a
certain level of literacy, there are programs like “Miss Sue’s Keyboard Fun”
that teach the location of keys on the
keyboard. Using onscreen visual cues to
the letter placement, sight and sound reward the correct key press. An example
is a picture of a dog and the sound “D
is for Dog“ when the D key is pressed.
Educators can add their own pictures
and sounds so the student can be further
motivated by seeing a picture of themselves when they press the letter of their
first name: or see their friends or cartoon
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characters.This audio and visual feedback reinforces the letter use and the
student begins to learn where each one
is on the keyboard.
Each line of keys is isolated.The task
can be made progressively more difficult — hiding the letters on the screen
except the current one — or randomly
requesting the next letter. Once the
child has mastered finding individual
keys, the next step is to enter a spelling
list — Dolch words are included — and
have the child type each word.The
whole keyboard is displayed with visual cues, and errors can be selectively
ignored.This is a low-cost
solution, which includes daily
data collection to measure
progress.

Free Settings for the PC
Did you know that you
can turn off “double-clicking”
on a Windows PC? Students
with coordination difficulties may be unable to utilize
the computer independently
because they cannot doubleclick to activate a program or
open a file.Yet it is very easy
to turn off this option: once
set, simply move the mouse

to a file or program to select it; one click
will then open it.This can make the difference between independence on the
computer and not.
How difficult is it for some students
to press two keys simultaneously (such
as Shift +letter for capitals, or Ctrl+letter
for short cuts)? With ‘Sticky Keys’ turned
on the user presses the keys in sequence (perhaps using only one hand)
and gets the same effect as if they had
pressed them together. Again this can
make the difference between independence and needing assistance.
Another problem that plagues many

with coordination difficulties is that
they hold the key down for too long
and get unwanted repeat characters.
This feature can be disabled, so that
the student can be successful even
though they cannot release the letter
keys in a timely manner.
Microsoft Word and other word
processors have the ability to set up
forms with check boxes, radio buttons, and text boxes. Use this feature
to set up tests on the computer.
Coupled with the text-to-voice narrator the test can be read aloud to the
student without human involvement.
Most of the above settings are
available on both Windows and Mac
machines. Also standard is the ability
to enlarge icons and text, an inbuilt
screen magnifier, and a narrator —
which will read aloud anything on
the screen. Locating them depends on
the version of Windows or MAC.

Hardware Options
There are a number of inexpensive
tools that make using the keyboard
and mouse easier.The Greystone
Digital company (www.bigKeys,com)
make keyboards with large (1”
square) keys and a reduced character
set to remove clutter.The keys can
be ordered in lower case if desired,
and they have a variety of key colors
to assist those with visual difficulties,
such as black on yellow, white on
black. Alternatively, buying or making
labels with large lowercase letters can
make the difference to a student who
is struggling to find the letter placement on the keyboard. A keyguard
can be placed over the keyboard to
prevent a finger from pressing two
keys at once.There are many adapted
versions of the mouse available with
roller balls and large buttons.
Making some of these settings
changes may make the computer
more accessible to many more students. Consider contacting you I.T. department to have them implemented
at your school.
Sue Hossack is an Occupational Therapist working in the Montgomery County
(VA) school district and is the owner of OTCARE, developing software for people with
disabilities. She was a software engineer for
many years before retraining as an Occupational Therapist. For more information on
these computer tips visit www.ot-care.com.
www.seenmagazine.us
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developer of Family and Consumer
Education software!

Measuring Techniques NEW!
Explore the characteristics of dry and liquid
measuring utensils and measuring tips.
BEST SELLER

Basic Furniture Arrangement
A beginner’s tutorial on the basic rules of
furniture arrangement.
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technology
BY BEN CAHOON



Choosing the right classroom
management software solution

When was the last time you taught a
class or did a presentation where each
member of your audience had a computer? What was your experience like? Were
you so engaging that everyone in the
audience ignored e-mail, games, online
shopping, and texts? Or did you wonder
what they were really doing while you
were speaking?
With the explosion of technology in
the classroom and tech savvy students,
teachers are faced with a growing challenge of teaching in a 21st century classroom.
In a perfect world, every teacher
would be engaging and tech savvy and
know how to weave interesting technology into each lesson. And every student
would be anxious to learn, committed
to staying attentive and competent using
their computers.
However, in the real world, teachers
in a computer-equipped class struggle
getting through to students who are
playing games, texting friends, shopping,
hacking, Facebooking, or even downloading inappropriate content or cyberbullying. Very few teachers are able to
successfully overcome these issues and
actually leverage the technology in the
classroom to teach effectively.
At the same time, many schools have
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spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to fill classrooms with technology.
Is your school getting the most out of
that investment? Are your teachers and
students actually benefiting from the
21st century classroom?
If not, you may want to look into
classroom management software.
While classroom management software has been around since the mid
80s, still 50 percent of teachers don’t
know it exists.There are several mature
products, such as LanSchool, NetSupport, Smart and NetOp that have been
in the market for years, and teachers
who use the software understand
the power it provides for teaching
effectively in the classroom. Some administrators may think the software
is used to just spy on students, but
when used properly, it gives teachers
the confidence to get out from behind
their desks and interact with students,
because they know the students will
stay on task.
Selecting a classroom management
software solution can be daunting and
difficult. As with most mature software,
vendors have added more features than
most users can digest. Selecting the
right solution requires knowing what
matters and verifying that it works for

your particular environment. Let’s look
at some key considerations when evaluating a classroom management software
solution.

Considerations
The key attributes to consider when
selecting a classroom management solution are:
• Usability
• Compatibility
• Simplicity and reliability
• Flexibility
• Training and support
• Cost
Keep in mind that simplicity and reliability are probably the most important
attributes. If the software is not simple
to install, learn and administer, teachers
won’t use it. And if the software doesn’t
work reliably every time, it can create
significant headaches for both teachers
and IT departments. Here is a look at
some of the specifics within each product attribute.

Usability
The most popular classroom management solutions have a complete set of
features in the areas of teaching, monitoring, testing, communicating, administering, and assisting students in a digital

classroom.These features include:
• Showing the teacher’s screen to
students
• Blanking the students’ screens
and locking out their keyboard
and mouse
• Showing a student to other students
• Seeing all student screens on the
teacher’s screen — also called
Thumbnail Monitoring
• Remote control
• Voting/polling
• Administering Digital Tests
• Limiting the Internet
• Limiting applications
• Muting student speakers
• Limiting printing
• Limiting USB and optical drives
• Application and Keystroke monitoring
• Cyber-bullying alerting
• Sending/Collecting Files
• Powering On/Off computers
• Viewing running applications
• Reviewing Internet history
• Screen snapshot
• Sending a message
• Receiving Student questions
• Battery update information
If you have languages labs or show
videos, a few of the products have
features such as:
• Broadcasting the teacher’s voice
• Listening to a student’s microphone
• Efficiently sending and watching
videos as a class
Selecting a solution by looking at
a feature checklist is difficult to do,
since the leading solutions include
most of these features. Each vendor
has some unique features, but the real
differentiation comes in other areas.

Compatibility
Will the solution work on the
school’s existing computers, operating systems and software. Here’s a list
of questions and considerations:
• What versions of Windows does
it support? Many of the vendors
have dropped support for Windows 98 and 2000. How soon do
they support new versions?
• Does it support both 32bit and
64 bit versions?
see SOFTWARE page 76
www.seenmagazine.us
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Software solutions
continued from page 75

• What versions of Mac OSx does it
support?
• Does it support thin clients? Windows MultiPoint Server, NComputing, Citrix and Terminal Server?
• What versions of Linux does it support?
• What hardware does it support? Will
it run on the Atom and older processors? For the Mac will it run on both
PowerPC and Intel cpus?
• Does it support mobile devices such
as the iPad, Android and tablets for
both teachers and students?
• Are all of the features available
across the different platforms?
• Are the platforms interoperable?
Can you monitor/manage a Mac
from a PC or thin client?
• How much RAM and processor
does it use?
• Does the web limiting work with
the most popular versions of the
browsers or just Internet Explorer?
• Does it require additional server
hardware, database servers and
CALS?
• Does it work with dual monitors?
In addition to the student computers, it is important to determine if the
software will work well on the
school’s existing network infrastructure.
The most bandwidth intensive tasks are showing the
teacher’s screen to students,
showing a student’s screen to
other students, and showing
video. Remote control and
thumbnail monitoring generally do not take up as much
bandwidth because teachers
are only looking at one computer at a time.
Always use a hub when
testing bandwidth, as a switch
will hide more than half of the
total traffic — it only shows
the traffic going to a student
computer, not the return traffic. Be sure to ask the following
questions:
• How much bandwidth is
required?
• Does the traffic increase
with each additional com-
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puter on the network?
• Does it support Broadcast, Multicast
and a Directed Broadcast?
• Does it support VLANS?
• Will it work across subnets?
• Will it work between wired and
wireless networks?

them.The best programs make it difficult to uninstall the product even
when students have administrative
rights to their machines.
• How is the product updated? Does
it have a feature to update the students from the teacher?

A Note on Deployment

Simplicity and Reliability

Once you’ve determined that the
software will work on the existing computers and network infrastructure, it is
important to know how the software is
deployed.
• Do you have to type in and keep
track of long key codes?
• How difficult is the software to install manually? Can a non-techie do
it? How many decisions does the
person installing need to make?
• Is the installation available in industry standard formats? MSI for Windows and .DMG or .PKG for Mac
• Can the solution be deployed viagroup policy? If so, can the settings
be changed through an ADM file?
• Can it be installed silently through a
login script?
• Can it be deployed with a desktop
management solution?
• Can it be uninstalled with Add/
Remove programs? Usually this is
a nice feature, but students love to
uninstall software if it is available to

Classroom management software
needs to be easy-to-use, reliable and
protected from students trying to get
around it. Here are some considerations:
• Can a non-technical teacher quickly
learn to use the product?
• Can students easily uninstall or disable the product?
• Can students disrupt other students
with the product?
• Does the software have multiple
security layers to prevent inappropriate use?
• Does the software include utilities
that uncover inappropriate use if it
occurs?
• Could the software conflict with applications? Video card drivers?
• Does it work with CAD software?
DirectX?
• Can it shut down, suspend or “blue
screen” computers?
• Does the software take up screen
real estate on the student’s computer?

• Can students get around application
limiting by renaming the executable?
• Can students disrupt other students
in the class by unplugging their network cable?

Flexibility
One-to-one environments, in which
every student has a netbook, are the
most difficult environments for classroom management programs. With
most packages, setting up a static lab or
laptop cart is fairly straightforward. But
with a one-to-one program the class rearranges itself every class period so the
classroom management software has to
be nimble.
• Does it allow for teachers to load a
class of students?
• How are the class lists created? Can
you create a class list by login name,
computer name or directory name?
• Can you import the class lists
from a student information system?
• How is the teacher notified if a
student has left the class or should
actually be in a different class?
• Does it have the option for students
to join a teacher’s class?
• Can you compare the list of students in the class to a list of students that should be on the list?
• How quickly can you start class?
Can you preset settings to speed
that process?
• Does the product give the teacher a
warning about battery status?
• How is the wireless support? Are
there tools to look at packet loss
and reliability of the network?

Training and Support
When you select a classroom management solution, you are selecting a
long-term partner. Make sure they are
committed to training and supporting
your new solution. In particular, look for
the following:
• Does the vendor provide free online
training?
• Is there a quick start guide?
• Is the vendor’s end user documentation sufficient but not overwhelming for teachers?
• How long have the company been
in business?
• How many years of support and
maintenance are included?
www.seenmagazine.us

• How can you contact support?
• What is the vendors support policy?
• Will they provide onsite support if
needed?
• Do they require an annual support
and maintenance contract?
• Do they have happy, referenceable
customers?
• What are their release schedules?
Do they release in time for you to
create images during the summer
months?
• How do you get updates? Can you
easily check for updates from within the software?
• Do they have a way to submit/
evaluate enhancements?

Cost
Finally, in education, cost is always
an issue. It is important to look at the
big picture when looking at cost. Some
products may be inexpensive but lack
a complete feature set or support a
limited number of platforms. It is important to consider your time and how
much digging you’ll have to do to find
answers to questions.
• What is the total cost of ownership?
License acquisition, training, support, updates, time to deploy, time
to train?
• Does the vendor offer licensing options? Perpetual? Subscription? Site
licenses?
• Is there an annual maintenance fee?
• What happens if you skip a year of
maintenance?
• What is the cost to upgrade?
• Does the vendor offer competitive
upgrades if you’re not happy with
your current solution?

Summary
There is a lot to consider when
selecting a classroom management
software solution, but if you select the
right product, your teachers will be
able to take advantage of your sizable
technology investment and transform
a computer-based classroom into the
promised 21st century learning environment that can make a significant difference in students’ lives.
Ben Cahoon is Vice President at LanSchool
and was previously Director of Product Management for the LANDesk brand of systems
management products at Intel Corporation. For
more information visit www.lanschool.com.
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technology
BY MICHAEL HARTNETT

½

How do we stop cheating
in our high tech world?

One student is taking a picture of a
test on his I-Phone to send to his buddy
in the next class; another is handing
in an essay he downloaded from the
Internet; meanwhile yet another dozen
students are cutting and pasting a lab
e-mailed from a classmate.
Indeed, we have to face a simple fact
about students today: as technology has
evolved to provide a vast wealth of information anytime, anywhere, cheating
has never been easier.
But, wait a minute, any good educator
might pause. We’re living
in 2011, in an education
world of portfolios and
more relevant, differentiated assessments — ones replacing the prosaic reports
of old with personalized
assignments — a generic
report on a particular
country in Asia is now replaced with a researched
commentary such as,“If
you had to explore any
Asian country which
would it be and why?”
These “cutting edge”
educational approaches
should circumvent all
those cheating opportuni-
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ties, right? Wrong. In fact, the nature of
information today allows for students
to cheat even easier on portfolios and
many non-traditional assessments since
the Internet caters to providing such
material.
Simply put, the most essential skill for
most students, critical thinking, can be
relegated as academically irrelevant by
Web sites that offer analysis — for free
and for payment — without the student
thinking for even a moment. Unfortunately, we must confront the stark reali-

ty that just because we might have made
the assignment more engaging and valuable doesn’t change the students’ ability
to cheat on it.

The Technological Paradox
The challenges of cheating today confronts the educator with a thorny paradox: the very technologies that educators need to embrace on so many levels
in order to help guide students through
research and information synthesis, can
serve to undermine learning on other
levels.
In the good old days,
cheating was a simple affair ,and as a result, not too
difficult to track down, like
the time a girl with limited
English skills in one of my
high school English classes
handed in a terrifically
written, sophisticated short
story. She copied, word
for word, Shirley Jackson’s
story “Charles,” except for
changing the title character’s name. I guess she
thought I wouldn’t have a
chance hunting down the
story once she cleverly
renamed her story “Bob.”

Keeping Evaluations in the Classroom
Of course, even in this technological age, some students
are so lazy they won’t even bother to match the font and
the type size for one section of an assignment to another,
as they indiscriminately cut and paste material from assorted websites. A Spanish teacher I know once told me of
a student who handed in an essay she clearly plagiarized
from a Web site. Unfortunately, the girl could not explain
why her essay was written in the Catalan language as opposed to Spanish.
Yet, we can’t count on incompetence. Many students
are so wily and crafty that they’ve learned to mask their
cheating to impressive levels. Some can find answers on
handheld devices while looking you straight in the eye or
appearing to be in deep, philosophical contemplation; others plagiarize from a dizzying array of sources and cover
their trail with vigilance worthy of a CIA operative.
So what must educators do? Start with limiting most
evaluations to the classroom. Home assignments allow
students to run amok with Internet materials.The legwork
required to check assignments for plagiarism can siphon
away a teacher’s time from doing the real work of teaching — preparing lessons and evaluating student work. By
taking evaluations in the classroom, students are much
more limited in how they can cheat, especially if teachers
follow basic rules: all electronic devices must be put away,

Counselor Education (EdS)
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Educational Psychology (MA)
Gifted and Talented
(Alternative MA, MA, EdS)
Health Studies (MA)
Interactive Technology (MS)
Library and Information Studies
(Master’s)
Reading (MA in Secondary
Education with P-12 Reading
Specialist Certiﬁcation)
Secondary Education Science (EdS)
Special Education
(Alternative MA & MA –
Collaborative Teacher Program 6-12)

DISTANCE DEGREE PROGRAMS

Alas, catching a cheater is not so easy anymore.
A few years ago, students would write the answers on
the inside labels of water bottles they brought into tests.
Today we have students photographing the tests from
their phones in an earlier period of the day, so that students in subsequent periods could know the questions
before they walk into the classroom.
Now catching the cheaters requires a level of vigilance
and research better suited for the corridors of the National Security Agency than the cluttered desk of a humble
teacher.
Today, students wouldn’t have to rely merely on CliffNotes to provide them with handy, if highly unoriginal,
commentaries on Hamlet. They have other choices, including study guides from SparkNotes, PinkMonkey, ClassicNotes, and BookRags, as well as a seemingly endless supply of articles online from both paid and unpaid sources.
Just Google “Hamlet Essay,” and you’ll receive a listing of
1,460,000 results, the first page of which is teeming with
free essays.
Sure, you can track down some of the cheaters by typing in an excerpt of their essays on the very same Google
search engine to discover the source. And such Web sites
as Turnitin.com, which checks student papers against a
massive archive of published and unpublished work for
signs of plagiarism, can also be useful. But the available
materials are so vast, and the opportunities for students
to create hybrid papers so easy, that students are now one
step ahead, especially since underground networks of
materials are constantly cropping up, concealed from the
peering eyes of teachers.
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educators, too. That’s why our degree programs are
delivered online, evenings, and weekends. Contact
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see STOP CHEATING page 80
www.seenmagazine.us
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Stop cheating
continued from page 79

all hands must be above the desk, and
students must remain in the classroom
until the test is done. Obviously, teachers
have to adjust for exceptions. For example, for exams that require calculators,
teachers should wipe out memories as
enterprising students have been known
to program answers into the calculators.
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In addition, teachers can challenge
students by examining the very “study
aids” at the core of a cheater’s success.
When concerned that many students are
reading a SparkNotes summary rather
the actual text of Hamlet, a teacher can
quote a few lines of that summary on a
test and ask students “to describe what
SparkNotes left out of this section of the
play.”
Yes, these remedies for cheating

have drawbacks, like expending more
valuable class time on evaluations. Furthermore, the teacher is now spending
more time policing the course and less
time engaging in meaningful dialogue
or facilitating critical thinking. Are there
other methods to cut down on cheating? Of course, and many of them have
to do with creating highly original and
often individualized assignments. Unfortunately, these methods often can drain
the broader, synthesized analysis from a
course, so the teacher must perform a
tricky balancing act.
For at-home essays on novels, I often assign 30 different commentaries
for my 30 students to discourage the
wholesale cheating that can often occur
when these assignments have one or
two options. And yes, those 30 different
responses can provide a rich dialogue
in the classroom. However, I cannot
be so naïve as to believe all those students were equally denied cheating
opportunities. I would bet five or six
of those assignments have plenty web
essays from which to draw. Next year, I
hope to cut down on those “individualized” cheating opportunities by honing
these assignments, hoping to improve
the odds that the students are thinking
for themselves. Similarly, I can carefully monitor students on their work
for research papers step-by-step to assure they are doing their work from
gathering data to writing each section,
preventing a “wonderful” copied paper
from miraculously finding its way onto
my desk on the due date.
All these approaches to cheating are
far removed from a “Gotcha” mentality
in which a teacher is trying to catch students in the act. Instead, the effort must
be proactive. As educators, we are going
to approach how to teach and evaluate in this high tech world from many
different angles. Only if the evaluations
compel students to learn the skills and
the material will cheating be reined in.
Until then, true ability, knowledge, and
wisdom will remain at students’ fingertips rather than in their brains.
Michael Hartnett has been a high school
English teacher, college professor, and SAT
instructor/tutor for more than 20 years. He is
the author of The Great SAT Swindle. For more
information, please visit www.MichaelHartnett.net.
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STEM education

)

BY BART A. ASLIN

STEM education: Focusing on the

SILENT ‘E’
The SME Education
Foundation programs are
supporting the the silent “E” in
Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) education.
Stealth, what does it mean? According
to Webster, stealth means “Flying under
the wire unobserved and unacknowledged.”The word has been used to describe technology, business behavior, a
computer virus and even a roller-coaster.
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Surprisingly, the word “stealth” has also
been applied to engineering in saying it
is a stealth profession. But how can that
be? It defies logic — as a country, it’s
time we pay more attention to the silent
“E” in STEM education.
Manufacturing faces stereotyping
itself. In today’s global economy, indemand jobs are increasingly high-tech
and requiring specific STEM skill sets
if you want to be hired. As sudden
socio-economic conditions continually
transform and challenge our quality of
life and standard of living, increasing
numbers of engineers are needed and
in short-supply.
Their creativity
and innovation
are evident in
our ability to
enjoy ultra-thin
LCD screens,
cost-saving solar
energy, lasers
for medical
procedures and
security systems,
and dynamic
instrumentation
seen in today’s
cars — some of
which drive and

park themselves.
Everything is dependent on our making engineering visible and relevant
in the eyes of K-12 students and their
teachers, counselors and parents. It is
vitally important that we succeed. Six
years ago, we concurred with the findings of the engineering community
at large, which said that while certain
basics of engineering will not change in
the future, the explosion of knowledge,
the global community, and the way
engineers work certainly will. With too
few students studying technology and
engineering at the college level, we realized the urgency for preparing a new
generation of STEM-literate students
and re-directed our investment in K-12
education.
Surprisingly, that silent “E,” is not part
of our grade school curriculum. When
contemplating the short-sightedness of
it all, the SME Education Foundation believes there is a need to better support
the academic community and work toward building a structured STEM-based
education system in our schools. Data
showed us that we needed to catch
students as they entered middle school.
If they do not take rigorous math and
see STEM EDUCATION page 84
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STEM education
continued from page 82

science coursework, they will not be
prepared to succeed in high school and
beyond.This is especially true for young
girls who face stereotyping over “girls
don’t do math.”
According to a study conducted by
the National Association of Engineering, (NAE), “Educating the Engineer of
2020,” the goal of engineering education should be the full participation of
women, people of color, low-income students, and first-generation, college-bound
young adults. Our nation needs today’s
youngsters to be more than just users of
tomorrow’s technologies; we need them
to be the developers of responsible technologies and products.”
In spite of young women dominating
the top percentage of U.S. high school
graduates, they have shown very little
interest in engineering as a career. Boys
invent things, and girls use things boys
invent.” (Margolis and Fisher, 2002) To address that very problem, the SME Education Foundation began funding summer
technology camps for girls in 1997.The
return on investment — dollars, volunteers and a lot of soul-searching debate,
is now paying off and the stream of
skilled workers is moving into the workforce.
One of our many celebrated examples
is Brianne Maier, who began her educational climb to professional excellence
at the SME Education Foundation’s summer engineering camp for girls at the
University of Wisconsin-Stout, where
she participated for several years as a
camp participant and counselor. In 2006,
Brianne received the Lucile B. Kauffman
Women’s Scholarship and Caterpillar
Scholars Award. After receiving her degree at the University of Wisconsin-Stout,
she became a packaging engineer at
General Mills.Today, she is an Engineer II
at General Mills, specializing in optimiz-

The SME
Education
Foundation
84

ing packaging and machinery interaction for increased performance.This
year, Brianne was named an honoree,
one of 14 highly-accomplished engineers — “New Faces of Engineering
2011,” by National Engineers Week. She is
a shining example of the STEM-based
programs we advocate and fund. It is
our hope young people will be influenced by her engineering career and be
inspired to follow her lead.
In collaboration with our industry
partner, Project Lead The Way (PLTW),
a nationally-recognized education nonprofit, a STEM-based curriculum is core
to our youth programs. Beginning with
the Gateway Academy, a summer day
camp for sixth- to eighth-graders, boys
and girls, are introduced to drafting and
graphic design and use real lab equipment in a team environment to build
robotic vehicles and gliders and a host
of other projects, and having fun doing
it. Its success resulted in our providing $815,000 to PLTW in 2010 for its
expansion.Today, more than 4,200 boys
and girls have attended the Gateway
Academy in 34 states.
Building on the summer camp
technology experience, students are
introduced to the Gateway to Technology program in the classroom. In high
school, the Pathway to Engineering
program introduces Engineering Design,
Principles of Engineering and Digital
Electronics and Specialization courses
which includes Aerospace Engineering,
Biotechnical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Architecture, and Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM).
In 2010 we began directing a major
portion of our funding to Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) programs at 400 PLTW high schools across
the country.The course is designed to
expose young learners to the fundamentals of computerized manufacturing
technology and is built around several
key concepts:

• Computer Modeling — using a
three-dimensional, solid modeling
software package with mass property analysis
• CNC Equipment — understanding
the machine tools and its operating
and programming analysis
• CAM Software – converting computer generated geometry into a program to drive CNC machine tools
• Robotics — using a robot for materials handling and assembly operations
• Flexible Manufacturing Systems —
working in teams to design manufacturing work cells and table top
factory simulations.
The CIM students are taught by master teachers and engaged in rigorous,
hands-on, project-based lessons and
allowed to create more advanced and
innovative solutions to their classroom
projects.
In 2011-2012, an upgraded curriculum
will be offered with an enhanced VEX
Robotics Design System which will give
students access to real-world robotics in
the classroom — alongside their math
and science classes. In addition, every
PLTW classroom offering the CIM curriculum will have access to participate
in the VEX Robotics Competition. We are
letting young learners in on one of life’s
big secrets: that learning can be more
fun than they ever dreamed, and are
giving them a future they thought was
beyond their reach.
In the past 30 years, engineering colleges have changed very little. Strategies
for student retention in underrepresented groups are weak or non-existent and
technical literacy not being promoted.
Today, nearly 30 percent of workers with
science and engineering degrees are age
50 and older. As a result, our future technical workforce is at risk and U.S. manufacturing as we know it is being lost to
foreign markets. With too few students
entering STEM fields, it is critical that

The SME Education Foundation is committed to inspiring, supporting and preparing
the next generation of manufacturing engineers and technologists for the advancement
of manufacturing education. Created by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) in
1979, the SME Education Foundation has provided more than $31 million since 1980 in
grants, scholarships and awards through its partnerships and corporations, organizations,
foundations and individual donors. Visit the SME Education Foundation at www.smeef.
org Also visit www.CareerMe.org for information on advanced manufacturing careers, and
www.ManufacturingisCool.com, our award-winning website for young people.
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support be given to those pursuing degrees in these areas.
Young people, unaware of how engineers apply the principles of science and mathematics to develop economical
solutions to technical problems, need to be introduced to
the importance of STEM education to assure them of sustainable careers.
With an increasing minority population in this country, we also need to prepare a workforce that looks like
America. When looking at how high school students are
being prepared, we know that only slightly more than half
of Hispanic and African American students even graduate,
and less than one-quarter of them are prepared to succeed
in college. In our knowledge-based economy, they will not
be able to have a decent standard of living without a highschool degree — especially if it doesn’t offer a STEM-based
curriculum. We want to give opportunity to all students.
The SME Education Foundation was created by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) in 1979. We built
our endowment by forging relationships with industry
leaders who shared our vision and provided funding for
scholarships. Later, working with industry, government and
academia, our plan for manufacturing education resulted
in technology-based summer youth programs, funding for
colleges and universities programs addressing competency
gaps in graduating engineers, followed by the development of a concept for lifelong learning. Since 1998, more
than $4.2 million dollars in financial aid has been granted
through our various scholarship programs.
As increasing numbers of young people become computer literate at an earlier age, and some having what one
applications engineer described as “having the eye-hand
coordination of jet-fighter pilots as a result of texting and
playing video games.”We had to ask ourselves,“How do
you capture that short attention span?”
We decided it was about meeting young people on their
own terms and in their own language. Our award-winning
Manufacturing is Cool Web site, www.manufacturingiscool.com has the entertainment value of pop culture, and
the integrity of highly-respected resources, designed to
introduce curious young people to the exciting world of
modern manufacturing and the engineering — again that
silent “E” and the high-paying jobs it offers. As they move
into high school and college, students can access information about advanced manufacturing careers by visiting
www.CareerMe.org which accommodates the sharing of
science projects, access to colleges and universities, and to
companies offering internships and mentoring.
We are doing what has to be done based on our master
plan to transform manufacturing education — identifying competency gaps, developing and funding enhanced
curriculum and providing funding in the form of awards,
scholarships, in-kind gifts and grant funding.This has been
made possible by the generosity of our industry partners
who are as committed as we are to the future of the silent
“E” and influencing young people at an early age with
STEM education.
Bart A. Aslin is the Chief Operating Officer for the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) Education Foundation.
www.seenmagazine.us
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science education
BY DAVID MARSLAND

i

Connection to science at the

SMITHSONIAN
and galleries, but each of these houses
resources, grants and private donations
Who could have guessed that a gift
a workforce of experts that make the
enable the Smithsonian to be a one-offrom an illegitimate son of an English
Smithsonian Institution a dynamic force a-kind organization, quite different from
lord would lead to the formation of the
in original research and a major rea government agency or university.This
world’s most famous museum and resource for educators.
uniqueness has allowed the Smithsonian
search complexes, one that is situated
The Smithsonian’s origin as an orto engage in independent research, ofin Washington DC and is visited by milganization dedicated to science is reten over extended periods of time, into a
lions of excited visitors each year? The
flected in the work it conducts today.
wide variety of fields of inquiry.The abilbequest of $580,000, a fortune when
Supported in part by federal and trust
ity of the institution to conduct different
it was donated in 1846, was made by
kinds of research in a wide variety
James Smithson, a member of Britof settings is combined with its acain’s Royal Society. Smithson was
cumulated scientific talent, collecan analytical chemist of some retions, and other resources, is found
pute in Europe.The institution his
nowhere else.This is the side of
fortune provided for was, of course,
the Smithsonian that is not well
the Smithsonian Institution — its
understood by the public, but is
goal was the “diffusion of knowlone of its most valuable contribuedge.”
tions to American culture.
To find out more about Smithson go to
Were you aware that the
http://www.sil.si.edu/Exhibitions/SmithSmithsonian is one of the world’s
son-to-Smithsonian/who_01.html).
premier institutions in exploring
It is said that most Americans
issues such as the origins of the
visit the Smithsonian at least twice
universe and understanding the
in their lifetime, once as a child
biodiversity of our planet? Did you
with their parents, and once as
know that Smithsonian scientists
a parent themselves. Despite its
are on the cutting edge of explorinteresting origins it is very much
ing the processes that shape huan American Institution, fondly perman cultural and biological diverceived as being “America’s Attic,” a
sity from the earliest origins of our
repository for the nation’s treasures
An X-ray image of two galaxies that are close to colli— which it is, but it is much more
species?
sion was taken using the Chandra space telescope operthan this.Yes the public face of the
The scientific prowess of the
ated by the Smithsonian’s SAO. Photo courtesy NASA/
CXC/Univ. of Bristol/Worrall et al.; Radio: NRAO/AUI/NSF
Smithsonian may be its museums
Smithsonian is not just centered in
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Washington D.C. Its scientists work all
around the country, and the world. Much
of this work is shared between locations
and involves cooperation with other
agencies.Take the Chandra X-ray telescope, the largest satellite ever launched
by a space shuttle; it is operated by the
Smithsonian’s Astrophysical Observatory
(SAO) in Cambridge, Massachusetts and
NASA.The observatory coordinates the
planning and conducts the day-to-day
flight operations and the science activities, while NASA manages the project.
The result is not just spectacular images
of some of the most violent events in
our universe, but also a revolution in our
understanding of its origins.
Down in Central America there is the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute.
What began in 1923 as a small field station on Barro Colorado Island, in the
Panama Canal Zone, has developed into
one of the leading research institutions
of the world, conducting long-term
ecological studies in the tropics.The Institute is used extensively by some 900
visiting scientists from around the world
every year.
Closer to home, on the shores of
the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland, is the
Smithsonian Environmental Research
Center (SERC), which leads the nation
in its research on linkages between land
and water ecosystems in coastal zones.
Like all 19 Smithsonian museums and
nine research centers, SERC has a public
program. At SERC, this centers round
the Reed Education Center.They offer a
variety of fun and informative activities
for the public and groups throughout
the year, as well as public foot and canoe
trails.
Find out more about SERC http://www.serc.
si.edu/public_programs/index.aspx.
One group at the Smithsonian specializes in the formal side of science
education.This is the National Science
Resources Center (NSRC). Founded 25
years ago by the National Academies and
the Smithsonian Institution, the NSRC
has a mission to reform science education using processes that are based on
research on how people learn and theories of organizational change.This work
is often conducted at the state, regional,
district and school level, and is designed
to help these units and their communities plan and prepare for improving the
quality of science education.
www.seenmagazine.us

NSRC’s approach to professional
development takes on a wide variety
of forms including Strategic Planning
Institutes, which are designed to get
the planning process moving, and professional development opportunities
for science teachers. For example the
NSRC conducts three Smithsonian Science Education Academies for Teacher’s
programs each summer. In 2011 these
academies focus on topics that are particularly relevant to the future of our
planet — Earth’s History and Global
Change; Biodiversity; and Energy:
Past Present and Future.Teachers attending these weeklong events have
special access to collections and behind
the scenes resources at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of
Natural History, Air and Space Museum,
National Museum of American History and Smithsonian Environmental
Research Center.They also visit other
research facilities in the Washington
DC area, such as the labs of National
Institute of Standards and Technology,
and the Carnegie Institute’s Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.Teachers
get the opportunity to see parts of the
Smithsonian and artifacts that are not
on public view. In past SSEATs teachers
have seen rocks from Mars, the Smithsonian’s fossil collections, and strange
organisms from the deepest parts of
the world’s oceans. When blended with
inquiry-based hands-on sessions that
are transferable to the classroom, these
interactions with Smithsonian scientists
and educators provide a very powerful
and unique professional development
experience.
For more information regarding the SSEATs
please visit http://www.nsrconline.org/professional_development/SSEAT_overview.html.
The Smithsonian is an unsurpassed
resource for teachers and their students.
It is an active institution engaged in
research, as well as formal and informal education. In coming issues we
will highlight additional resources for
schools, both outside and inside the
classroom, both real and virtue. We hope
to show you that the Smithsonian is
much more than the “America’s Attic.”
David Marsland is the Director of Professional Development at the National Science Resource Center of the Smithsonian Institute. For
more information visit www.nsrconline.org.

Smithsonian Institution
National Science Resources Center

Smithsonian
Science Education
Academies for
Teachers—2011

This is a unique opportunity to
interact with Smithsonian
educators, curators, and research
scientists. You will have behind-thescenes access at the museums and
their collections.

Through exhibit
exploration, lectures, and hands-on
activities, you will study science
themes related to energy resources, biodiversity, or planetary
processes. For more details and
to register online visit us at www.
scienceteachersacademies.si.edu

What attendees say:
I have learned a great deal
and really enjoyed this week.
I can’t wait to share with my
students!

“

”
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mathematics
BY JILL ROSENBLUM

ⴞ

Preparing for excellence in

MATHEMATICS

The Challenge
Among the 13 southeastern states, 10
currently have an Algebra I graduation
requirement, and the remaining two will
have one in the 2011–2012 school year.
This means that every student graduating from high school will need to succeed in algebra. All students must not
only pass an Algebra I class, they must
demonstrate proficiency on a statewide
End-of-Course Assessment. Current pass
rates on those exams range from as low
as 61 percent to as high as 94 percent.
This leaves thousands of students unprepared to graduate from high school,
both without the grades/scores needed,

and without the mathematics knowledge and skills deemed necessary for
success in the 21st century.

Policy Rationale
“Algebra emphasizes relationships
among quantities, ways of representing
those relationships, and the analysis of
change. Algebraic understanding builds
on concepts of number and helps to
understand concepts in geometry and
data analysis. It is important mathematics, useful in post secondary education
and on the job.”
“Excellence in mathematics education

requires equity — high expectations and
strong support for all students.”
(Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, NCTM, 2000)
For many years, the National Council
of Mathematics has promoted algebra
for all students and their recommendations are reflected in state standards
and accountability programs and in the
work of Partnership for 21st Century
Skills.
The mandate is clear. Algebra is important and we must support all students in learning it. We must believe
both that algebra is relevant and valu-

able and that all students are capable
and deserving of learning it.The challenge is also clear.The goals laid out
over the past 20 years must now be
achieved.This year and next, the high
school graduation and future of our
students depend upon it.

Approaches
Teachers, schools, districts, and
states are working in a variety of ways
to assist all students in meeting Algebra I standards.These include explicit
strategies for providing additional
instruction and support to students
who are at risk of failure.These efforts
must be tailored and targeted in order
to be successful.

“Support” Class
Georgia’s approach to “Algebra for
All” comes in the form of a graduation
requirement for all students to complete three years of integrated mathematics, Math 1, 2, and 3. Each course
includes algebra, geometry, and probability and statistics standards, and the
program is built around a set of Learning Tasks.To accommodate the range
of high school math learners, schools
offer three “versions” of each year’s
math course. In addition to Math 1,
there is a Math 1 Support course and
an Accelerated Math 1 class. Students
enrolled in Math 1 Support are also
enrolled in Math 1.The Math 1 Support class can do more than provide
extra time for students to complete
Math 1 assignments, in addition to
slowing the pace of Math 1 instruction. With appropriate materials and
support for teachers and students, the
Math 1 Support class can systematically identify and introduce or review
the pre-requisite skills necessary for
success in Math 1, in real time. On
a daily basis, students can review
pre-requisite skills and concepts and
preview upcoming lessons and activities.This approach allows students to
achieve success in their “core” course
in ways that simply providing more
time cannot. Many Georgia school districts are implementing materials that
let teachers support their students
by addressing identified pre-requisite
mathematics, coordinated with the
“core” curriculum and supported by
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Motivational Speaker Angela Pierce
encouraging todays youth.
Angela is a modern day motivational speaker who uses
her own life story to encourage the generation of today.
Her story teaches, encourages, motivates and gives hope.
She stands as an example showing people that no matter what
they have been through or what they have done, there is still
time to restore their lives and achieve greatness!

~ 704-425-2336
~ angela@piercerestoration.org
 ~ www.PierceRestoration.org

see PREPARING page 90
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Preparing for excellence
continued from page 89

best-practice research.

‘Foundations’ Class
North Carolina tackles the challenge
of all students achieving proficiency
in algebra somewhat differently.Their
ninth grade students who enter high
school with a Level 1 or low Level 2
score on the mathematics section of
their statewide Grade Eight assessment
are assigned to a Foundations of Algebra
course. As the title implies, this course
addresses the fundamental concepts that
underpin algebraic understanding.The
class may be team-taught by a math instructor and a special educator, and the
instructional approaches address both
the fundamental nature of the content
and effective pedagogy.The course offers students hands-on experiences and
opportunities for discourse that develop
and illuminate the central constructs
in order to develop their mathematical
thinking and understanding.The intent

is to engage students with algebra in a
concrete and meaningful fashion and
to develop their sense of the structures
found within mathematics.This is not
merely a middle school math review. It
is a purposeful sequence of experiences
to build or shore up the fundamental,
“foundational” mathematics concepts.
In an effective version of the course
developed in Wake County, North Carolina, course materials employ a cycle of
concrete, conceptual, and communicative/representational experiences. It
includes various hands-on activities that
generate data and create models that
allow students to explore, develop, and
reinforce fundamental math concepts.
Foundations of Algebra focuses on the
mathematics and pedagogy needed for
success in Algebra I.

Summer School or Credit Recovery
Districts in many states offer students
the opportunity to pass the Algebra I
requirement and/or earn the associated credit through evening, weekend,
or summer school classes.The key to

success in these settings is an acknowledgement that the initial course-taking
experience didn’t work. Summer school
classes that march students through the
same textbook that they used in their
Algebra I course are unlikely to be effective.The materials and approaches need
to be different. One powerful difference
can be opportunities for students to
see the mathematics applied in realistic,
relevant contexts. Another is a cooperative learning approach where students
work together to solve rich, complex
problems requiring the application of
algebraic thinking.
Direct instruction, infused into
problem-solving sessions that serve
to review and clarify the necessary
(relevant to the task-at-hand) algebra
concepts and strategies, builds the
students’ understanding and skill set
within the context of problem solving.
Taking responsibility for approaching
the students and the content differently
in summer school/credit recovery is
key.Then a deliberate effort to connect
with student interests, making the class-

Discover your strengths as an athlete, artist or leader as
you prepare for college and a bright future.
N

Remediation through structured,
multi-sensory, phonetics-based
language curriculum

N

Every graduate is accepted to college

N

Small class size (3-6 students)
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A boarding school for 143
boys from around the world

N

Co-ed Summer Program
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School-wide laptop program

For more information,
email: admissions@gow.org
or visit: www.gow.org

A college preparatory boarding school for young men, grades 7 to 12,
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room experience and the instructional
contexts engaging, will go a long way in
ensuring their success in the class and in
future math courses.

Online Instruction and Test Prep
More and more districts and states are
incorporating some form of technologybased instruction into their Algebra I
programs. In particular, online tutorials
are used for students who are struggling, and online practice tests are used
in advance of high stakes tests. In either
case, the challenge of effective online
instruction is the need to take advantage
of the capabilities and advantages of
technology. Delivering traditional paper
and pencil assignments via a computer,
doesn’t exploit the capacity of an online
environment to engage students and
convey concepts.
Effective online programs are responsive.They adjust to fit the students
in a variety of ways. Most importantly,
they must possess the ability to identify
student learning difficulties — matching student responses to common mis-

conceptions and errors — so that they
can deliver appropriately differentiated
instruction. Immediate feedback is helpful and targeted follow-up — not just
“wrong,” but “looks like you switched x
and y, would you like to try again?” — is
a great motivator.
Technology enables all kinds of adaptations, from enlarging print to defining
or reading aloud terms that are clicked
on.Tools for constructing answers, such
as selecting words or creating images,
support students’ communication.This
minimizes reading and writing barriers, and allows students to focus on the
mathematics.
Technology-based instruction that
exploits the medium, rather than using it
to deliver conventional materials, holds
great promise.

What’s Working?
In order to realize the vision of all
students succeeding in Algebra I and
beyond, effective instruction is essential.
And in order to make instruction effective, a number of distinctions must be

attended to. For example:
Use the extra time afforded by a
Support Class to introduce or review
important pre-requisite concepts, setting students up for success, rather than
just spending more time on class assignments.
Use a “Foundations” course to engage
students with the key underpinnings of
algebra, helping them to construct or
shore up their understanding of mathematics as a system, rather than simply
reviewing middle school math.
Use cooperative grouping and realistic, relevant problems to involve summer school/credit recovery students,
rather than repeating the same lessons
using the same materials.
Use technology’s unique capacities to
provide responsive learning opportunities and to minimize challenges, rather
than to deliver traditional lessons and
assignments.
Jill Rosenblum taught for 10 years in public
schools and is currently Vice President of Education at Walch Education. For more information visit www.walch.com.

Introducing…
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STEM education
BY SUSANNE BECK

H

Educating
21ST CENTURY LEARNERS

Test scores confirm that America’s
students are falling behind their international counterparts in vital “fields of
the future” such as science, technology,
engineering, and math, collectively often
referred to as the STEM subjects. Girls,
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in particular, are underrepresented and
are entering the STEM fields in disproportionately limited numbers, depriving
the country of talent and ingenuity that
is critical to our nation’s long-term economic standing. What can we do in the

face of such a challenge? How can we
prepare our students to be truly competitive in the 21st century?

21st Century Skills
When you hear people talk about

what we need to do — as a country, as
educators, as parents — to appropriately educate 21st century learners, so
they are equipped to be competitive in
the next century, they tend to focus on
what the skills the future will demand
of today’s learners, the necessary content knowledge they will need, or the
attributes that being successful contributors to the work environment of
the next millennium will call for.
For example,The Partnership for
21st Century Skills identifies the following skills as necessary for this
generation of students to possess to be
successful in the workplace.
• Information technology literacy
(which involves using problemsolving tools to manage complexity and to think critically).
• Communication skills (to access,
manage, integrate, evaluate, and
communicate information).
• Interpersonal and self-direction
skills (to enhance productivity and
personal development).
• Economic and business literacy (to
understand the role of business in
the economy).
• Global awareness (to learn from
and work collaboratively with individuals representing diverse cultures and religions to empathetically address global issues).
Some of our most provocative and
critical educational voices express
deep concern that we are far from
successfully developing many of these
skills in today’s students. One of the
more thoughtful among those recently
has been Scott McLeod, an Associate
Professor in the Educational Administration program at Iowa State University, who wrote a book called Dangerously Irrelevant. The essence of his
book is that what we teach, the way
we teach, and the learners we are producing, is all perilously out of touch
with what will be required to stay
competitive, individually and nationally,
as we move into the next millennium.

The Girls’ School Model of Success
There is an irony here for girls’
schools which for decades, because of
their single gender nature alone, have
been considered the same: dangerously
irrelevant.Yet, these educational institutions have been, and are anything
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21st century learners
continued from page 93

but, irrelevant.These are the very ones
that have focused on the aspects of
learning and development identified by
the Partnership for 21st Century Skills
— and have been doing so for years, far
ahead of the overwhelming majority of
their peers.
Why have girls’ schools done this?
Because everything they do reflects and
supports how girls learn best and what
girls need to be competitive themselves.

Educating the Individual Girl
So how do you educate the individual
girl? The answer is that you take the
21st century skill identifiers and create
environments in which girls can thrive.
In terms of pedagogy and methods, that
means building a learning environment
that supports girls’ inherent preferences
towards collaboration, oral and written
communication, and interpersonal and
relationship skills.
It may mean reconfiguring classrooms
and social spaces to encourage and pro-
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mote creative thinking and collaboration. For example, some girls’ schools
have even created “tinkering” stations
in their hallways to engage girls’ interest in design and spatial abilities. Or, it
may mean, as educational institutions,
we emphasize certain fields and related
career paths where women have been
grossly underrepresented — areas like
STEM, business, and finance.

Record of Success
The good news is that there is clear
evidence that girls’ schools are making a difference, closing the gap and
creating a highly effective bridge to the
21st century.The National Coalition of
Girls’ Schools sees first hand — and has
research to prove — that girls’ school
graduates have an edge when it comes
to STEM.
A peer-reviewed 2009 UCLA and
National Coalition of Girls’ Schools research study identified the effectiveness
of girls’ schools.The results showed the
statistically significant edge girls’ school
graduates have over their coed peers.
Compared to their coed peers, the

study proved that graduates of girls’
schools have more confidence in their
math and computer abilities and study
longer hours.They are more likely to
pursue careers in engineering, engage
in political discussions, keep current
with political affairs, and see college as
a stepping-stone to graduate school.
What is particularly striking are the
results related to 21st century skills:
• Ten percent more girls’ school graduates rate their confidence in math
and computer abilities high at the
start of college compared to their
peers from coed schools.
• Girls’ school graduates are three
times more likely than their coed
peers to consider pursuing a career
in engineering
• Female graduates of girls’ schools
are more likely than their coed
counterparts to report that they frequently discuss politics in class and
with friends; 58 percent compared
to 48 percent in coed schools.
• As the UCLA study points out, girls’
see RECORD OF SUCCESS page 96

historically surpassed them — math, computers, engineering, and politics.

Record of success
continued from page 94

schools alums rate themselves more successful and engaged in exactly those areas in which male students have
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Focusing on More Than STEM
There is little doubt that when thinking ahead, STEMrelated skills are key. As such, the coalition
applauds the hard work going on in our member schools in this area. However, it is also important to remember that 21st century skills
are not just defined solely by knowledge of
academic content. What girls will need — and
what we, as educators, parents, mentors, and
role models need to reinforce — is broader,
more subtle.
Thinking back to the skills identified in
the Partnership for the 21st Century Skills,
not all of them relate to traditional subject
matter. Communication and personal development are also highlighted. In an age where
response time is fast and information overload
is a given, we need to continue to create the
capacity and the time for reflection and processing, not impulsiveness and immediate satisfaction. We need to move beyond academics
to leadership. We need to consider how we
are training girls to think in a world without
boundaries.

We want to unleash our girls, so that not only do they
grow intellectually, but also socially and developmentally. We
want to educate girls not just to be scholars, but also to be
engaged leaders in their communities and in the
world. We want to provide them with the
right tools to be lifelong learners and
problem solvers. Critical thinking is a
difficult skill to teach. With girls, we can
channel what we know they have — a
desire to make the world a better place —
and guide them, so that they can take a lead
role in actually doing that.

The Power of an All-Girls’ Environment
As a coalition, we’re often asked why girls’
schools are necessary in a time when many girls
are outperforming boys on standardized tests and
when girls are going to college in greater numbers.
But, the truth is that while we’ve made great strides,
women continue to be underrepresented in key areas of leadership.The corporate and political worlds
continue to be led by men — likewise, finance, medicine and
academia.
We’re also often asked how girls can be prepared to be out
in the world with men if they are in a seemingly isolated environment.The truth is, they are far from isolated. How could
anyone be in such an interconnected world? And beyond

that, for the time they are there, very often
during years of critical personal and intellectual development, girls find a single sex
environment actually fortifies them. Gloria Steinem, a well-known feminist, captures this well. She says that the longer
girls stay in an all girls environment
the more time they have to become
stronger and more confident. So, that
when they move beyond school
and make their way in the world,
they are in a position of power to
face the challenges which come
their way. History has proven
her right. And the future, with
all the new challenges that it
will hold, will do the same.
The National Coalition of Girls’ Schools
is a leading advocate for girls’ education with a
distinct commitment to the transformative power of all
girls’ schools.The coalition acts at the forefront of educational
thought, collaborating and connecting globally with individuals, schools, and organizations dedicated to empowering girls
to be influential contributors to the world.
Susanne Beck is Executive Director of the National Coalition of Girls’
Schools. For more information visit www.ncgs.org.
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literacy
BY LAUREN SANDERS



Inspiring readers
ONE BOOK AT A TIME

Being a teacher is challenging. Not
only do you design lesson plans and
manage classroom logistics and behavior, you are expected to meet the needs
of every diverse learner in your class-
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room. From the academically gifted to
the most struggling student, you must
meet the learner where they are and
inspire each learner toward literacy
achievement. What can a teacher do to
support all students’ lifelong
learning?
One unique curriculum
that has proven to boost
test scores, increase
confidence and engage
students across
the country is
Plugged-in to
Nonfiction.
As a culmination of
her 40 years in
education, the
award-winning
Dr. Janet Allen
designed the
Plugged-in
to

Nonfiction literacy curriculum for students in grades four to 12. Its flexible
framework can supplement existing
curriculum or provide core curriculum
for educators looking to complement
cross-content comprehension

— from science to English language arts
— with engaging, authentic nonfiction
texts to which young adults can relate.
The curriculum is designed to help
students develop the necessary skills to
comprehend and create complex texts
in and beyond the classroom.
Designed for readers of all abilities,
Plugged-in to Nonfiction offers a gradual
release model that slowly transfers the
responsibility of reading and learning
from teacher to student.The curriculum
is particularly beneficial in supporting
reading volume for all students because
the titles involve appealing, relevant topics about important cultural, scientific
and historical events from around the
world. Audio support provides access to
text for all readers, regardless of reading
level, allowing students to select titles
based on interest level. Reading volume
is central to any curriculum focused on
reading achievement. (Allington, R. What
Really Matters for Struggling Readers)
One of the signatures of Plugged-in to
Nonfiction is the eight Power Strategies

designed to improve academic achievement in content area reading, writing
and communication.Teacher-directed
instruction of the Power Strategies is
modeled during the whole-class shared
reading of the core text. Peer-supported
learning of the Power Strategies continues in Power Strategy Group texts,
where students transfer and reinforce
their strategic learning. Self-directed
learning is the goal supported by an
Independent Reading library of highinterest, relevant texts and Independent
Reading Guides designed to promote
independence.
With Dr. Allen’s embedded professional development, Plugged-in to
Nonfiction bridges the gap between
teacher-directed instruction and the
self-directed learning to come.
Ultimately, students gain more confidence, fluency and stamina as they read,
and they become engaged in the learning process. For these students, making
it real with nonfiction reading, writing
and thinking provides a bridge to success in and beyond the classroom.
The revamped Plugged-in to Nonfiction includes the addition of 100 new
book titles. In addition, there are now
distinct levels for each grade from
grade four to grade 12.
In the newly updated curriculum, the teacher’s guides were
revamped and restructured
based on educator feedback. As
requested, the answer key was
moved to the back and new
teaching strategies, lessons,
writing and vocabulary
have been added for each
book. Each text’s assessments have been updated
as well. Nearly 100 pages
of teaching support have
been included for each
novel, with even more
see INSPIRING READERS
page 100
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Inspiring readers
continued from page 99

material available digitally on CD-ROMs,

as requested by teachers. Strategies for
the Common Core Standards are addressed in each text.
As part of the gradual release model

used by Plugged-in to Nonfiction, the
group work has also been revisited in
order to offer teachers better opportunities to gauge individual student’s levels
of understanding, which will allow the
small groups to become an even more
effective peer-supported learning environment.
Because the new changes came from
suggestions by fellow educators, Dr.
Janet Allen has high hopes for the curriculum’s continued success in engaging
readers of all levels and increasing test
scores.
“These principles encompass a classroom any of us would wish for our children.This classroom would give students
the opportunity to read and write engaging texts, explore new ideas, develop
strategies for independent learning, and
collaborate with others through interesting conversations and activities,” said Dr.
Allen.
Lauren Sanders is a Public Relations Executive for Recorded Books. For more information
visit www.pluggedintononfiction.com and
www.pluggedintoreading.com.

Experience the Excitement!
Notre Dame College, a Catholic institution in the tradition of
the Sisters of Notre Dame, educates a diverse population in the
liberal arts for personal, professional, and global responsibility.
» Over 30 career-focused academic programs including Nursing,
International Business, and Sports Management
» 23 Intercollegiate sports for men and women
» New scholarships in: Marching Band, Choir, Theatre, & Cheerleading
» New apartment-style residence halls

The Mission of the Academic Support Center for Students with
Learning Differences is to provide quality educational opportunities
and support services beyond those required by law to individuals
with documented learning disabilities, a group traditionally
underserved in post-secondary education.
Some of the services provided by the Academic Support Center are:
» Workshops on time management, study skills, organizational skills,
test taking strategies, use of adaptive equipment, and more
» Professional individual tutoring four hours per week

» Nationally recognized Academic Support Center for Students
with Learning Differences

» Academic and career counseling
» Summer Springboard to Success program

Notre Dame College is one of the best colleges and universities
in the Midwest according to The Princeton Review.

Changing the World ... One Student at a Time.

4545 College Road, South Euclid, Ohio 44121
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Recorded Books B$()
Plugged-in is a reading program for elementary, middle,
and high school students with
the goal of creating active,
passionate and capable readers.
Written by Dr. Janet Allen, internationally renowned literacy expert,
Plugged-in uses authentic and captivating texts and includes diﬀerentiated learning activities.

www.pluggedintoreading.com
The Alan Sitomer BookJam was written by a
Los Angeles, California, teacher and designed
with today’s students and educators in mind.
BookJams use popular young adult literature
to teach core language arts standards, improve
test scores, raise literacy levels, and develop critical reading and writing
skills while integrating 21st-century skill sets.

www.thebookjam.com
Take 10 Reading is a literacy program
designed to help students master the reading
strategies required to achieve high-level reading
comprehension. Based on the Continuous
Improvement Model (CIM), Take 10 Reading
introduces students to a reading comprehension
concept, then provides the framework and
strategies students need to master that skill. Best of all, it’s designed to
be used in only 10 minutes a day!

1

TAKE
READING

™

www.take10reading.com

For more information or to order, call 1-800-638-1304
or visit us at www.recordedbooks.com/school
=fccfnljfeKn`kk\i7i\Zfi[\[Yffbjnnn%]XZ\Yffb%Zfd&i\Zfi[\[Yffbjb()
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BY HANNAH ROWLEY, RD, LDN

Addressing food allergies at school

The number of school-aged children
with a food allergy is rising, and driving
a real need for comprehensive foodallergy management plans within the
school setting. According to the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC), one in 25
children has a food allergy, and that represents an 18 percent increase among
school-aged children from 1997 to 2007.
In addition, about one-sixth of food-allergic children experience a potentially
life-threatening reaction in school, according to a recent report in the journal
Pediatrics. For schools to create management plans focused on safety, and a
positive learning experience, more staff
education and training are needed.
The most common food allergies are
to egg, fish, milk, peanut, shellfish, soy,
tree nut (i.e. almonds) and wheat. A food
allergy is a interaction between an individual’s immune system and a protein
within the food. Exposure to the food allergen can cause reactions ranging from
mild to life-threatening anaphylaxis.The
only treatment is strict avoidance of the
allergen.
There is a noted difference between a
food intolerance and a food allergy, but
most people with an intolerance follow
a strict avoidance diet, too. A food intolerance does not involve the immune
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system and is not life-threatening. People with an intolerance may experience
similar reactions, but never anaphylaxis.
Anaphylaxis is a severe
allergic reaction that
occurs rapidly and
may be fatal.
Food allergy
is a common
trigger of
anaphylaxis for
the schoolaged child.
Initial
symptoms
include difficulty breathing;
wheezing; rapid
swelling throughout the body, especially
throat and tongue; confusion or
light-headedness; hives; nausea; warm
flushed or cool blue skin and itching.

Where Schools Are Lacking
Research studies have identified two
weaknesses when it comes to schools
and food-allergy management plans.The
first deficiency is incomplete plans or
the absence of a plan.The second is an
inability of school staff to recognize and
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treat anaphylaxis, the most serious and
life-threatening allergic reaction.
Not only should comprehensive
plans exist for each student with a food
allergy, but training programs
focused on recognizing and
treating anaphylaxis need
to be in place. A complete
plan is individualized,
centered on prevention,
and includes a written
emergency plan detailing medical treatment in
the event of an allergic
reaction. All school staff
should be educated on
recognizing the symptoms
of an allergic reaction, and
trained on how to administer
epinephrine — the recommended treatment for anaphylaxis.

Key Players and Responsibilities
Avoiding the allergen and being prepared if a reaction occurs are the two
main objectives of a successful management plan.The implementation of the
plan at a minimum includes the following players: parents, student, school
nurse, teacher, principal, food service
director and counselor. Each member
of the team accepts specific responsi-

bilities.The partnership among team
members, coupled with open communication and education, minimizes risk
and establishes an inviting environment for food-allergic students.
The Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis
Network, with support from other
medical organizations, has identified a
list of responsibilities specific to each
team member.

Parent Responsibilities
• Notify school of child’s food allergy.
• Work with school to develop a
plan.
• Provide written medical documentation from physician.
• Educate child about food allergy.
• Provide emergency contact information.
• Review policies and procedures
with appropriate school staff after
a reaction occurs.

School Responsibilities
• Understand federal, state and district laws regarding food allergy
management.
• Identify a core team of school
staff who work on prevention and
treatment plans.
• Review health records of students.
• Provide basic food allergy training
to all school staff.
• Practice the plan for handling a
reaction to evaluate efficiency and
effectiveness.
• Review policies and procedures
with appropriate school staff after
a reaction occurs.
• dentify other school-based settings
that require food allergy plans or
policies, such as school bus, field
trips or after-school activities.
Student Responsibilities
• Do not trade food with others.
• Only eat foods and beverages that
contain safe, known ingredients.
• Participate in management of food
allergy.
• Immediately notify a member of
the school staff if he or she has
consumed something believed to
contain the food allergen.
Engaging the food-allergic student
in the planning process is important. It
promotes the development of lifelong
skills necessary to managing his or her
www.seenmagazine.us

food allergy outside of home and school.

Other Management Plan
Considerations
Schools invest a significant amount of
time and energy in developing individualized plans for food-allergic students;
however, some lesser-known challenges
can be easily overlooked. Identifying
these challenges and addressing them
guarantees a more complete plan.

with the appropriate school health staff
and physicians to establish a general
anaphylaxis protocol. A prescription for
unassigned epinephrine, for general use,
may be prudent.

Reactions Outside Dining Hall
While the dining hall is tagged as the
see FOOD ALLERGIES page 104

Unidentified Food
Allergies
Preparation is key to
addressing unidentified,
life-threatening food
allergies. A significant
number of anaphylaxis incidents occur in
school before a child is
diagnosed with a food
allergy. After reviewing
district and state regulations, it is recommended
that schools collaborate

Peanut Free
Sunﬂower
Seed Spread
For more information or samples,
contact janetm@sunbutter.com or
call 1-877-873-4501.
SunButter® is a USDA Commodity
1.1 oz. equals 1 meat/meat alternate

www.sunbutter.com
www.facebook.com/sunbutter
www.twitter.com/sunbutter4life
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Food allergies
continued from page 103

most common place for an allergic reaction to occur, studies indicate they also
occur elsewhere. Craft projects, parties
in the classroom and food sharing on
school buses may pose a greater risk
of accidental exposure. All areas and/or
activities where food is available, even
in non-edible forms like craft projects,
must be identified in a food-allergy management plan.

Cleaning of Hands and Surfaces
The majority of allergic
reactions are a result of
consumption, skin contact
or inhalation. However, any
exposure to allergens can
lead to ingestion, especially
in preschool-age or younger
children. According to a study
in the Journal of Allergy and
Clinical Immunology, when
it comes to cleaning hands,
bar or liquid soap with running water, and commercial
wipes, such as Wet Ones®, are
effective. Antibacterial hand
sanitizers, however, leave traces of allergens. When cleaning
table surfaces, common household cleaning agents like Formula 409® or Lysol® sanitizing
wipes work, but dishwashing
liquid alone leaves allergen
residue.

The goal of a food-allergy management plan is access to a safe and warm
learning environment.This goal is
achievable through partnerships, open
communication and education.

Additional Resources
The Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis
Network (FAAN) at www.foodallergy.
org is the leading organization on awareness and education of food allergies.You
will find a wealth of information including the School Food Allergy Program,
example of an emergency treatment
plan, overview of school guidelines

Bullying
Children with food allergies
commonly report fear, depression and anxiety.Targets of
bullying are more likely than
other children to be anxious,
depressed and lonely. A 2010
study published in the Annals
of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology revealed that more
than 30 percent of children
with food allergies are repeatedly bullied by other students
and teachers. Reported instances of bullying involved
contact with the allergen
or threats of contact, which
poses safety risks. Addressing
the correlation between food
allergies and bullying is important to any plan.
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endorsed by professional organizations,
and a training video on how to administer epinephrine.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention www.cdc.gov/Healthyyouth/
foodallergies/index.htm. In addition to
providing general food allergy information, this site contains a 90-minute webcast, Food Allergies and Schools: Keeping Students Safe and Ready to Learn.
Hannah Rowley, RD, LDN, is Chief Dietitian
for SAGE Dining Services, the nation’s leading
provider of campus dining services for independent schools. She can be reached at hannah@sagedining.com.
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physical education
BY NANCY B. WHITE, Ph.D.

v

Planning physical activity for
MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS

In elementary school, children have
regular opportunities for physical activity, active play, and moving their bodies
to expend energy. Although there have
been reductions in the number of hours
of physical education programs over the
past several years, elementary schools
generally have playgrounds with swings,
composite structures, slides, and climbing components. Open areas, ideal for
unrestrained physical activity are commonly centrally located on elementary
school grounds. Recess and lunch periods allow the children time to engage
actively.
As students progress to middle
school, the opportunities and facilities
available to the majority of students for
physical activity decline. Physical education classes are provided and there is
often a gymnasium and playing fields
on middle school campuses. Participation in competitive individual or team
sport is available for some middle school
students. However, there is a noticeable lack of resources that allow
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middle school students to be active on
a regular basis.Traditional playground
equipment is no longer age-appropriate
for middle school students, and it may
have no appeal for them, yet they don’t
have access to equipment traditionally
used by adults to stay active.
Given the widely accepted benefits
of physical activity, school boards and
middle school administrators should
consider developing outdoor physical
activity areas to encourage an increased
level of physical activity for students.
Being physically active has physiological, psychological, social and cognitive
benefits. For children, being active can
enhance normal growth and develop-
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ment affecting the body and mind. Lack
of physical activity, along with unhealthy
eating habits and smoking, contributes
to a number of chronic diseases, according to the Centers for Disease Control.
An active individual has a reduced risk
for premature mortality, hypertension,
obesity, coronary heart disease, diabetes
and colon cancer. Strengthening muscles
and bones and laying the groundwork
for lifelong fitness and health are
achieved through an active lifestyle.
Self-confidence, a sense of psychological well being, enjoyment, and reduction of stress are all improved through
physical activity. Being physically active
provides opportunities for building or
strengthening interpersonal relationships and helps increase motivation. A
positive correlation between physical
activity and academic achievement,
memory, concentration and classroom
behavior has been shown through research.
The Surgeon General Physical Activity Report shows that almost half of

the youth in the United States between
the ages of 12-21 are not vigorously active on a regular basis. Adolescence is a
critical time for the creation of lifelong
habits, yet this is the time of a dramatic
decline in physical activity for youth.
The Physical Activity Guidelines provided by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services provide sciencebased recommendations for physical
activity.The guidelines for ages six to 17
include one hour or more of physical
activity daily.The majority of the activity
should be moderate or vigorous aerobic
activity.The recommendations also state
that youth should engage in muscle
and bone strengthening activity at least
three days per week. Consistent movement and activity for this age group is
necessary for youth to meet the minimal
requirements for health and wellness.
Working toward regular physical activity for middle school students begins
with physical education classes. According to the National Association for Sport
and Physical Education, the intention
of physical education at every level
is to assist learners to become physically educated persons who participate
regularly in physical activity. In order to
build skills, knowledge and habits that
lead to lifelong health and wellness,
physical educators are rethinking their
curriculum.There is a shift from a teamoriented sport emphasis in some middle
school physical education classes to
integration of lifetime leisure activities.

Introducing and developing skills in
leisure activities that are practical and
accessible for youth and adults will help
create a foundation for lifelong health
and wellness. Physical education classes,
individual and team sports, and intramural activities provide middle school
students with physical activity. More
opportunities are needed at the middle
school level to meet the minimal guidelines for physical activity.
Key components for increasing the
physical activity level of middle school
students are providing opportunities
that are age-appropriate, varied, and fun.
Building skills and healthy habits that
last throughout a lifetime requires access and motivation. Adolescents enjoy
activities that are not highly structured,
provide choices and allow freedom. It
makes sense to build on lifetime leisure
activities being taught in physical education classes and provide equipment and
areas to encourage physical activity for
middle school students. Many school
administrators and school boards place
a priority on provision of activity spaces
for elementary school students, the
same should be available for students in
middle schools.
Given limited budgets and available
open space on many middle school
campuses, one answer for increasing
physical activity is placement of exercise areas or equipment outside buildings on the school grounds. Outdoor
see PLANNING page 108
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Planning physical activity
continued from page 107

running or walking circuits that included a series of exercise stations were
very popular in the 1970s and 1980s and
some are still in use.The idea is experiencing a resurgence today. Being active
outside in the fresh air and sunshine is
very appealing.The space requirements
for development of a physical activity area outside vary. An outdoor space
similar to the size of a playground could
be developed, or equipment could be
placed at intervals around a running
or walking track. Schools can design
the space to meet their specifications,
selecting different components to build
cardio-respiratory endurance, muscular
strength, and flexibility. Outdoor activity equipment specially designed for
safety and low maintenance that is ageappropriate for elementary age students
through adults and can withstand the
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elements is a good
investment for school
districts to consider.
An outdoor activity area with a variety of components
would provide a fun,
Seeking input, investigating options,
accessible and safe
mechanism for increasbuilding collaborations and
ing activity levels of
securing funding are some
middle school stuconcrete steps that can be
dents. It could be used
by students during or
taken to develop new initiatives
outside of physical edthat will lead to an increase in
ucation classes. Other
children, adolescents
the level of physical activity
and adults in the comfor middle school students.
munity could also benefit from the outdoor
signage, regular inspection, and mainteactivity area if it was
nance/repair that meet manufacturer’s
available outside school hours. Similar
specifications are necessary. As with
to a playground, an outside activity area
any activity area, school personnel may
should include equipment that meets
decide to control access to the area by
applicable safety standards. Appropriate
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fencing and locking it to decrease the chance of vandalism or
injury.
In addition to creation of an outdoor activity area with specialized equipment, school districts could consider developing
or increasing after school programs that include a physical
activity component every day for at least 60 minutes. Clubs
provide another way for adolescents to be social and physically active in the school environment. Regular participation
and interaction with peers in a leisure activity that the student
enjoys can be motivational and increase activity levels.
A strategy for success when working with adolescents is to
obtain their input and use that input as a basis for decisionmaking and future action. Conducting a survey, focus groups,
or town hall meeting to obtain input from the students, parents and school personnel can provide the information necessary to set a course of action. After determining what type of
programs, services, equipment, or activity areas are needed, it
is time to look at how those items will be obtained.
Collaboration between school districts and local recreation
agencies is one place to start. Pooling resources such as land,
personnel, and equipment can allow agencies to provide services that otherwise would not be possible. Creating synergy
and effective collaborations is dependent on clear delineation
of the responsibilities and contributions of each agency.
Due to national concerns regarding health and obesity, there

are a wide number of grants available to schools, recreation
agencies, and other organizations. A grant finder is available at
sparkpe.org to help organizations locate grant funding available to help increase physical activity, reduce obesity and improve health.The grant finder identifies hundreds of state and
national grants and provides information about the funding
and application process.
One example of a national grant is the Carol M. White Physical Education Program Grant sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education.The purpose of the funding is expansion
or enhancement of physical education programs.The awards
range between $100,000 to $750,000.This type of funding is
ideal for school districts seeking to implement a plan for increasing physical activity of middle school students.
Seeking input, investigating options, building collaborations and securing funding are some concrete steps that
can be taken to develop new initiatives that will lead to an
increase in the level of physical activity for middle school
students. With the knowledge that physical activity enhances
health and wellness, it is important to provide access to fun,
safe and physically challenging activities. Encouraging and
providing opportunities for regular physical activity during
adolescence will help build the knowledge, skills and habits
that contribute to lifelong health and wellness.
Nancy B. White, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor at California State
University, East Bay and is a member of the planning team for PlaySafe,
LLC. For more information contact PlaySafe, LLC at www.play-safe.com.
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SEEN Product Review

(stuff you should know about)

BJU Press
Distance Learning Online
BJU Press Distance Learning Online is a program that allows
homeschools or small private schools access to the video classes
based on BJU Press curriculum. Each course includes video lessons
taught by experienced instructors, online assessments and progress
tracking, networking features, and quality educational content from
a Christian worldview.
www.bjupress.com

OJ Software Basic Furniture
Arrangement 2
The practice exercise included in Basic Furniture Arrangement 2.0 allows the
student to build a custom room shell to his/her specifications These templates can
be arranged within the room to form the finished design. Room designs can be
printed, saved and reloaded with ease. This program is a great introduction to the
concepts of Interior Design, and features an easy to operate format that instructors
are sure to appreciate.
www.ojsoftware.com

Schools Where Teachers Lead
by Franklin Schargel
Develop shared leadership and teacher leadership in your school
with the real-world, on-the-job ideas in this book. Principals and other
leaders will embrace the practical “Lead Now” and “Do Now” strategies
as they improve their own skills and promote shared leadership among
their staff.
www.eyeoneducation.com/bookstore/productdetails.
cfm?sku=7173-7&title=schools-where-teachers-lead
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Texas Instruments TI-Nspire
The TI-Nspire CX handheld is the cornerstone of the Nspired Learning
solution. The TI-Nspire CX handheld offers a set of fully integrated tools
that allow dynamic links among multiple representations of a problem.
The color display enables students to better observe patterns and make
connections between math and science concepts and real-world learning.
With the TI-Nspire CX and TI-Nspire CAS handhelds’ new 3D graphing
capabilities, students can explore concepts from multiple points of view
to develop deeper conceptual understanding.
http://education.ti.com/calculators/products/US/NspireFamily/CX-Handhelds

Samsung UF-130DX
The UF-130DX all-in-one presenter is the first system to deliver embedded
Windows CE allowing users to access internet and office applications without
the need of the PC. With a 1.32 Megapixel Progressive Scan CCD and 42X zoom
capability, the UF-130DX digital presenter delivers unprecedented image quality
of documents, images, and web content in real-time with amazing clarity.
www.samsungpresenterusa.com/products/productdetails.
asp?ProductID=19

Epson Creative Zone
Epson Creative Zone is a free resource for teachers
featuring hundreds of projects including scrapbooks,
calendars, award certificates textbook covers and more.
All projects come with illustrations and easy to understand directions.
www.epson.com/cgi-bin/Store/
PrintLab/pl_categoryHome.jsp?BV_
UseBVCookie=yes&catOID=-12482
www.seenmagazine.us
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celebrating history

*

BY BOB O’CONNOR

Jefferson County
Where the free Republic began
With the beginning of
the Sesquicentennial of the
American Civil War starting in April 1861, we take a
look today at the role Jefferson County, Virginia (now
West Virginia) played.
The country had been
awakened in October of
1859 by the actions of
John Brown and his raid on
Harpers Ferry. Historians
cite John Brown’s attempt
to capture the federal arsenal and guns at Harpers
Ferry to free the slaves as
the opening salvo of the
conflict. In 1881, Frederick Douglass said,“If John
Brown did not end the war
that ended slavery, he did
at least begin the war that
ended slavery. If we look
over the dates, the places
and men, for which this
honor is claimed, we shall
find that not Carolina but
Virginia — not Fort Sumter,
but Harpers Ferry and the
arsenal — not Colonel
Anderson, but John Brown,
began the war that ended
American slavery and made
this a free Republic.”
By the time Brown was
hanged in Charlestown on
December 2, 1859, America
had taken sides.Those in
the north and the south
had different ideologies
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and thereby, looked at John Brown as a
historic martyr or a madman, whichever
suited them. Either way, Brown’s actions
had added gasoline to the smoldering
feelings of a nation by then quite divided.
With the election of Republican Abraham Lincoln, who received not even
one vote in the southern states, South
Carolina led a parade of states seceding
from the Union.They formed their own
Confederate States of America. Virginia
was slow to accept secession.The locals
favored the Union and in fact, the first
vote by the Virginia convention in February favored staying with the Union by
a vote of 122 to 30 against secession.
With the bombardment of Fort
Sumter in the harbor at Charleston,
South Carolina and the subsequent
call of troops by President Lincoln, the
Virginia convention met again. On April
17, Virginia delegates re-voted, this time
favoring secession by a vote of 88 to
55.The following day, Virginia militia
marched to Harpers Ferry and the federal arsenal. Arsenal employees set fire to

the arsenal to keep the arms from falling
into enemy hands.
Within a few days, local Virginia
boys from nearby Shepherdstown ,
Charlestown and the surrounding area
ascended upon Harpers Ferry to enlist
in the Confederate army.They became
part of the 2nd Virginia Infantry.The
boys camped on the hill above Harpers
Ferry at Bolivar Heights. General Joseph
Johnston sent a young instructor from
Virginia Military Institute in Lexington,
Virginia, to train the young recruits.That
man was Colonel Thomas J. Jackson.
Jackson trained his men morning,
afternoon and night, causing some of
the boys to protest and grumble.They
thought he was working them too hard.
The command of the Confederate
army determined that the encampment
at Bolivar Heights was not defensible
and moved the men.The 2nd Virginia
burned the bridges along the Potomac
River, the dividing line between the
north and the south and then marched
to Martinsburg, Virginia.There Jackson’s
men burned the Baltimore and Ohio

railroad roundhouse and much of the
railroad stock.They removed many
of the railroad engines to Winchester,
Virginia for possible use on the CSA
railroads.
At the end of June, Jackson moved his
men north of Martinsburg, in an attempt
to head off a Union force amassing at
Williamsport, Maryland and heading
into Virginia.That invasion took place
in the early morning hours of July 2,
1861 when General Robert Patterson
brought about 35,000 Union soldiers
into the Commonwealth of Virginia,
crossing the Potomac River and marching toward Martinsburg. Jackson’s much
smaller force including several artillery
and about 3,500 of his men, slowed the
enemy down, but was in no position
to do much damage. Jackson retreated
as the Union army marched towards
Martinsburg. Patterson’s forces procrastinated around Martinsburg, and then
instead of following Jackson, Patterson
sent his men to Charlestown where
see JEFFERSON COUNTY page 114
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Jefferson County
continued from page 113

they camped.
Shortly after that, on July 21, Jackson’s
forces reinforced Confederate forces at
Manassas, Virginia (in the battle of Bull
Run/first Manassas) and Patterson was
relieved of command. Just prior to Bull
Run, Jackson had received word that he
had received a new rank and was now
General Thomas J. Jackson. Following
the actions in that battle, he became
known as “Stonewall” Jackson, a name
he said he would rather have conferred
on his men.
In looking back, the “famed “Stonewall” brigade who performed throughout the war and even after their leader
was killed, was actually born at Bolivar
Heights, right above the visitors center
at Harpers Ferry, Virginia.
Today a visit to Jefferson County West
Virginia offers many sites to see the
actual places and mementos left that
help tell the story of the early Civil War.
Visit the Harpers Ferry national Histori-

cal Park and see the town as it looked
in 1859 when John Brown and his men
captured the federal arsenal. Several
short movies in the John Brown building will acquaint you to that story.The
national park information can be found
on their website at www.nps.com/hafe.
The education department at the national park has a significant number of
educational programs for groups.
You can see several John Brown
items with a visit to the Jefferson County Museum in Charles Town where you
can see the wagon that carried him to
his execution, the gurney he sat on in
the courtroom during his trial, a pike he
had made to arm the slaves, the desk he
used, a door from his jail cell and other
significant Brown-related items.
Contact the museum at 304-725-6828 or
visit www.jeffctywvmuseum.org. The museum
is open Tuesday through Saturday 11-4 and
can accommodate groups.
A short distance from the museum is

the courthouse where the Brown trial
was held. Down the street is the executive site.
At Bolivar Heights, a short trail with
a series of interpretive signs gives you
the feel of the Confederate camp where
the Stonewall brigade was original
trained. In September 1862, Union soldiers camped on the heights, only to be
captured by Stonewall Jackson, who of
course had been very familiar with the
ground.The 12,500 Union troops who
surrendered was the largest surrender
during the entire Civil War.
Ranger walks in the lower town will
help identify war related sites and activities that took place there.
Check the park calendar of events
(www.nps.gov/hafe) for details, including times of programs and events concerning the Civil War.
Bob O’Connor is a historian and author of
five books on the Civil War. His website is www.
boboconnorbooks.com.
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field trip destination
BY MIKE McGRANN



Experience Peninsula Fine Arts Center
Educational programs at Peninsula
Fine Arts Center (Pfac) are as diverse,
imaginative, thought-provoking and
entertaining as the art itself. Education
plays a key role in Pfac’s mission by
providing dynamic exhibitions and innovative educational programs to serve
as a catalyst for creating a stronger community.
Children and young artists are engaged in a variety of ways. Pfac works
directly with the school systems and individual teachers in providing a free exhibition on Mali to assist in teaching the
Virginia Standards of Learning (SOLs)
for the third grade. Pfac’s resources include an online distance-learning capa-

www.seenmagazine.us

bility with programs on Mali.
Interactive experiences for visitors
and school groups are constantly updated to reflect Pfac’s changing exhibitions.These include the myriad activities available in the Hands-on-for-Kids
gallery, designed with an eye to creating
imaginative year-round experiences.The
Family Resource Center offers gallery
activities to get parents and children
interacting with, and talking about art.
Docents are special volunteers, and a
crucial link between the public and the
art on display.Through enhanced skills,
docents are uniquely able to use the art
on display as a teaching tool for visiting
school groups and the general public.

Pfac can customize educational experiences to connect students with exhibitions and the arts in general — often
incorporating other disciplines. One
example is Artistic Verses, which brings
creative writing classes into the galleries
to create poetry inspired by the art.
Pfac offers young artists the opportunity to display their work in its galleries
with two juried exhibitions each spring:
for college students (Genesis) and highschool students (Prefaces).
For more information call 757-596-8175 or
visit www.pfac-va.org.
Mike McGrann is the Marketing Director for
the Peninsula Fine Arts Center, mmcgrann@
pfac-va.org.
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museum experience
BY VIRGINIA GABRIELE

Ô

Students ‘do’ science at the
VIRGINIA LIVING MUSEUM
At the Virginia Living Museum in
Newport News, students experience
science discoveries that simply can’t be
duplicated in a school classroom.
The Virginia Living Museum is the
mid-Atlantic region’s premier science
education facility where science and
nature really come to life. Nowhere else
can your students explore all of Virginia’s physiographic regions in a day, and
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encounter more than 250 living native
species of animals and plants exhibited
in their natural habitats.
The museum’s indoor and outdoor
exhibits are carefully designed to reinforce Virginia’s Standards of Learning
for Science (SOLs) and national science
standards. Every exhibit focuses on an
important concept: Virginia’s physiographic regions, animal and plant adap-
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tations, endangered and threatened species, environmental conservation, food
chains and webs, predator/prey relationships, and much more.
In the museum’s large indoor galleries
students get eye-to-eye with rare Atlantic
sturgeon and walk through a two-story
Appalachian Cove habitat complete
with a waterfall, trout pools and endangered paddlefish. In the Virginia Under-

ground Gallery
students can see
real five-millionyear-old fossils
embedded in a
reconstructed
riverbank. Exhibits in the
Coastal Plain, Piedmont and Mountains and World of Darkness galleries highlight animal adaptations for finding food
and shelter, avoiding predators and rearing young.
Students can pick up and examine real natural history
specimens like sea turtle ribs, mammal pelts and fossils in
four hands-on Discovery Centers.The Living Green environmental house and surrounding Conservation Garden showcase the most innovative environmentally friendly construction techniques. Botanical gardens throughout the grounds
are planted with native wildflowers that attract butterflies
and many other pollinators. Along the outdoor boardwalk
trail that leads through shady woodland exhibits students
will encounter rare red wolves, bald eagles, stately herons,
egrets, brown pelicans and other wetland birds, playful river
otters and so much more.
To enhance the educational impact of your visit, the museum also offers a full menu of formal school programs for
all grade levels, taught by a professional faculty of scientist/
instructors. All school programs are grade-level targeted, fully
correlated to Virginia SOLs and national standards, and combine inquiry-based investigations with real museum specimens and live animals for an unforgettable learning experience. Choose from programs like “Animal ABCs,” an animal
adaptations program for elementary students, or “Vertebrate
Biology,” an environmental science lab for middle and high
school students.
Students can also enjoy exciting space science programs
taught by the museum’s astronomers in the state-of-the-art
planetarium theater, which can simulate star patterns for
any time period or location in the world, demonstrate the
principles of rotation and revolution or take students on an
www.seenmagazine.us

unforgettable journey through the solar
system and galaxies
beyond.
The museum
also offers 20-minute small group
and assembly-style
programs that can
be added to a selfguided visit.These
fast-paced programs
enable students to
get up close and personal with wild animals and touch real
museum specimens.
Education director Chris Lewis says,“students learn science best when they
do science.The hands-on, minds-on experiential learning that
takes place in the museum’s school programs makes science
exciting, relevant and memorable.”
For more information call 757-595-1900 or visit www.thevlm.org.
Call 757-595-9135 for group reservations.
Virginia Gabriele is the Marketing Director at the Virginia Living
Museum.
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field trip fun



At Busch Gardens, education is a

THRILL RIDE
experiment on Busch Gardens’ incredBusch Gardens has joined together
Flip everything you know about
ible roller coasters, studying forces like
with NASA to create several popular
learning upside down. Because when
momentum, acceleration and g-force.
educational programs, including our
you bring your students to Busch GarComprehensive teacher workbooks are
Funky Physics
dens, they get to
also available, with a variety of activities
Show geared
explore a world
and curriculum that can be taught in
toward stuof science, math,
the park as well as in the classroom. It’s
dents in middle
technology and
a great way to expand your experience,
school through
engineering from
turning a daylong field trip into a full
college. Led by
a completely fresh
Tidewater Com- range of engaging lesson plans.
perspective. WhethBusch Gardens is also known for our
munity College
er you’re experienvironmental stewardship and wildlife
physics profesencing momentum
conservation efforts, and as a result, an
sor Dr. Wright
on our exciting
amazing variety of incredible animals
and his crew
roller coasters,
call our theme park home. Students of
of motion mameeting amazing
Msuka, an African Hedgehog at Busch Garall ages will love meeting new animal
niacs, this highanimals up close, or
dens in Williamsburg, is one of several animal
friends — from the cheerful chirps of
energy hip-hop
discovering a taste
ambassadors that help Busch Gardens’ team
colorful birds in our free-flight Lorikeet
show is a live
of a foreign country
of animal experts educate the public about
Glen aviary, to the awe-inspiring bald
demonstration
at our Europeanwildlife conservation. © 2010 SeaWorld Parks
eagles at Eagle Ridge, to the majestic
of the many
themed park, Busch
and Entertainment
gray wolves in Wolf Valley.They can even
principles of
Gardens is a fun,
see endangered and exotic animals —
physics that can be found in our theme
hands-on learning adventure for kids of
and learn more
park. In 2011, our
all ages.
about the imporFunky Physics show
We’ve turned our four world-class
tant roles they
roller coasters into classrooms — where is scheduled for April
play in the ani29; May 6, 13, 20, 27;
scientific principles like gravity, accelmal kingdom —
and June 3 and 10.
eration and energy come racing to life.
at Jack Hanna’s
Come out and watch
We’ve mounted accelerometers on two
Wild Reserve.
Busch Gardens transthrill rides and all of our roller coasters,
For teachers
form into the midso students can measure g-forces and
and students
Atlantic’s biggest and
then experience it for themselves.
who want to
best physics laboraDiscover Galileo’s idea of free fall as
learn even more
tory.
you achieve weightlessness on Griffon’s
about animals,
Experience X90-degree drop. And don’t forget to test
Ellie, a Common Two-Toed Sloth at Busch
our Animal Tours
Treme Physics, the
Newton’s Universal Law of Gravity on
offer a field trip
top-notch education- Gardens in Williamsburg, is one of several anour brand new Mäch Tower, where ridadventure you’ll
al program that takes imal ambassadors that help Busch Gardens’
ers climb more than 240 feet only to
team of animal experts educate the public
never forget.
place during our
plunge toward the ground at a breathabout wildlife conservation. © 2010 SeaWorld
(Additional fee
regular operating seataking speed. It’s a gripping way to get
Parks and Entertainment
is involved.)
son (from March to
students excited about science while
October). Designed for students in sixth Choose our Animals Up-Close tour and
learning about career opportunities,
go behind the scenes with Busch Gargrade and higher, your students can
roller coaster design and development.
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dens’ zoological team as they introduce
you to a few of our animal ambassadors
— like Mtoro the African serval, Pindari
the wallaroo, Ellie the sloth or Titan
the alligator. As you meet these incredible creatures face to face, you’ll learn
more about animal habitats and the
importance of protecting them through
conservation efforts. Our experts can
even tell you about steps you can take
to help save animals from around the
world.
Or choose our Clydesdales and Collies Up-Close tour and discover what life
is like for the animals of our Highland
Stable. Located in the Scotland area of
the park, this wonderful stable is your
chance to learn more about centuriesold Scottish traditions like hunting and
herding. Get up close with our Scottish
Blackface sheep, our friendly border
collies, and everyone’s favorite gentle
giants — the beautiful Clydesdales.
And if your students are in need of a
truly howling good time, discover the
magical world of wolves in our Wolf
Training Up-Close tour. It’s a fascinating

www.seenmagazine.us

way to learn about techniques and behavioral principles used to train wolves,
while also finding out more
about their habitat, their
pack mentality, and their irreplaceable role in the wild.
No matter which Animal
Insider tour you choose, it’s
an unforgettable learning
opportunity.
If you’re looking for a student adventure that’s as fun
as it is educational, come to
Busch Gardens. With more
than 100 acres of beautiful
European-themed landscaping — plus world-class roller
coasters, more than 50 rides
and attractions, live stage
shows and delicious dining
— our theme park brings
learning to life.
For more information, including a complete operating schedule, visit buschgardens.com/va or
call 800-343-7946.

Adana, a red-ruffed lemur, explores her habitat at Busch
Gardens in Williamsburg. Adana and her sister Akisa are
the newest additions to the Busch Gardens’ animal family.
© 2010 SeaWorld Parks and Entertainment
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field trip destination
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NORFOLK
Hands-on learning adventures
This season, whether during a fieldtrip or weekend stay, students who visit
the port city of Norfolk, VA will find that
their schoolbooks come to life. While in
Norfolk, not only will they have the opportunity to learn more about history,
art, science and the mysteries of the
deep blue sea, but experience them as
well. And have fun while doing it!
Those interested in deep-sea exploration have also come to the right place!
Located right next door to the USS Wisconsin, Norfolk’s interactive science cen-
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ter, NAUTICUS, features more than 150
nautical exhibits, including a simulated
destroyer, saltwater aquariums, computer and video interactive films on a giant
screen, exotic aquaria, touch pools and
national-caliber traveling exhibits.
No visit would be complete without
setting sail on Norfolk’s Elizabeth River.
The Tall Ship American Rover, which
cruises Norfolk’s beautiful harbor, allows
students to try their hand at sailing! Victory Rover is a two-hour narrated tour of
the world’s largest naval base, featuring
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close-up views of giant aircraft carriers,
destroyers, submarines, frigates and amphibious assault ships.
If you crave more adventure on the
water, head over to the 155-acre Norfolk Botanical Garden where students
can kayak through azalea, camellia, rose
and rhododendron gardens along Lake
Whitehurst.The garden’s G.E.E.K.S. program (Garden-based Environmental Education Knowledge for Students) features
guided garden tours for small and large
groups. Students will have the chance to

observe the creepy crawlers that help
plants thrive, such as butterflies and
dragonflies. Learners will also benefit
from the many educational resources
available at Garden, including exploration of the Chesapeake Bay and learning
about the different geographic regions
located within the state of Virginia.
In Norfolk, learning about science is
an all out adventure. After conquering
the water world, students can take a
hands-on approach to learning about
the animals and
plants that live
above sea level.
The Virginia
Zoo, set on 53
sprawling acres,
is home to
more than 350
animals from all
environments.
Students get the
opportunity to
embark on a behind-the-scenes
tour to witness
a day in the life
of a zoologist. At
the end of your
visit jump on
the Zoo Train, a one-third scale model
of a C.P. Huntington steam engine that
takes visitors on a narrated ride through
the beautiful grounds.
After all of this outdoor activity, it’s
time to eat! A downtown pizzeria offers students the opportunity to make
their very own pizza in the restaurant’s
kitchen. For dessert, be sure to stop by
Doumar’s retro restaurant, home of the
world’s very first ice cream cone.
Norfolk is brimming with historical
adventures for students eager to learn.
Home to many sites that helped shape
the history of the United States, students
can not only read about the Revolutionary War, but they can also visit St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church, where a cannonball
from the Battle of Great Bridge remains
lodged in one of the church’s original
walls. While walking along the city’s
heritage trail, known as the Cannonball
Trail, visitors can also experience more
than 40 historic sites woven throughout
downtown Norfolk. Additional attractions such as the Hampton Roads Naval
Museum and the MacArthur Memorial
help bright minds delve deeper into
www.seenmagazine.us

Norfolk’s military history, including the Atlantic Navy’s role in the

Battle Of the Virginia Capes during World War II. Instead of just
reading about the USS Wisconsin’s
mission during the Gulf War in 1991,
students can actually walk and explore the ship!
Beyond historical sites, Norfolk is
also home to world-class art. While
learning about the Renaissance,
students can head over to Norfolk’s

Chrysler Museum of Art and stand
in awe in front of the works of Bernardo Cavallino and Salvator Rosa.
The museum also features a vast collection of contemporary art, photography and Tiffany glass. Customized
tours are also available, such as the
“Ancient Worlds, Ancient Lives” tour,
displaying artifacts from ancient
civilizations and the “Animals in Art”
tour, where learners are introduced
into the world of art by searching
for animals in the museum’s most
popular artworks. For a more handson experience, visitors can stop by
Norfolk’s d’ART Center where they
can learn painting, sculpting and
stitching techniques from local and
regional artists.
Whether studying the earth’s
complex ecosystems, the Renaissance Era, or the Revolutionary
War, students will be immersed and
entertained in the many learning
adventures available in Norfolk.
For more information, please contact
VisitNorfolk at 800-368-3097 or visit www.
visitnorfolktoday.com.
SouthEast Education Network  SPRING 2011
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field trip destination
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Berkeley County
Small town feel, metropolitan appeal
Just minutes from downtown Charleston, Berkeley County has become one of
the great getaways for the next generation!

Mepkin Abbey
Mepkin Abbey, an active trappist
monastery, is located on the plantation
site of Revolutionary War Hero Henry
Laurens. Laurens, a signer of the Articles
of the Confederation, was held prisoner
in the Tower of London and exchanged
for General Lord Charles Cornwallis, the
British General who laid siege to cut
routes from the Port of Charleston. Mepkin Abbey now offers tours of these historic grounds, including the breathtaking formal gardens. Visitors claim words
cannot express the overwhelming
beauty of the Cooper River rolling by
the huge oak trees and lush green land.

him to create Cypress Gardens.Today,
azaleas, dogwood, daffodils, wisteria and
cypress trees reflect brilliantly in the
mirror-like waters.
Take an exciting boat ride on this
beautiful black water swamp, then enjoy the gardens and exhibits. In 2010,
Cypress Gardens opened its new Heri-

Francis Marion, the “Swamp Fox”
Berkeley County holds the land
where the legendary General Francis
Marion, known as the “Swamp Fox,”
guided his militia in and out of our thick
swamps and forests to escape General
Lord Cornwallis.This important history
has been recaptured in numerous films
including,The Patriot, a large part of
which was filmed in Berkeley County.

Cypress Gardens
Cypress Gardens was once part of
Dean Hall, one of the most prosperous
Cooper River rice plantations of the
18th and 19th centuries. In the 1920s,
owner Benjamin Kittredge looked upon
a red maple tree’s glorious reflection
in the blackwater swamp.This inspired
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tage Room exhibit, featuring AfricanAmerican artifacts found on the site of
the old Dean Hall Plantation. After two
years of researching and studying artifacts found on the site — which date
back to the 1700s — archaeologists
can now offer an accurate perspective
about life on the plantation.
Cypress Gardens offers a variety of
tours which can be customized for your
group:“Herps Alive” offers a hands-on
lecture featuring reptiles and amphibians through the use of live animals,
bones, skins, and discussion.“Birds of a
Feather” teaches about the wide variety
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of adaptations in birds and their use in
identification.“Fossil Dig” defines fossils and their formation in the changing
South Carolina landscape.“From Worms
to Wings” examines the life cycle and
ecology of butterflies.“Fish Story” explores the various features of fish necessary for their existence underwater.
“Flower Power”
demonstrates
why some plants
have flowers and
fruit while others
are carnivorous.
“Swamp Safari” offers the rare opportunity to explore
a real life swamp.
“Creature Feature”
takes students on
guided tours of the
Butterfly House,
Aquarium and Reptile Center.“Dip
Netting” and “Blow
Up the Swamp” gives students an opportunity to catch, observe and release
aquatic animals and plants.

Old Santee Canal Park
This 195-acre park, located on the site
of the first true canal in America, sits on
the historic Stony Landing Plantation
and was an important site for trade and
transportation since colonial times. It
served as an early trading post for Native Americans, and, the first semi-submersible torpedo boat, CSS Little David,
was built on these grounds. Educational
programs highlight a wide range of his-

torical events which took place
on or around Stony Landing
Plantation, such as children’s life,
archaeology and canal history.

The Berkeley Museum
The 5600 exhibit Berkeley
Museum is located in Old Santee Canal Park. From the Native
American residents of the Ice
Age, to the famed “Swamp Fox”
Francis Marion’s battles during
the American Revolution, and
the planters who settled the
area, the Berkeley Museum provides an entertaining and lively
perspective of Berkeley County’s rich and exciting 12,000
year history.

Water and Nature
Berkeley County’s rivers,
streams and lakes offer superior
canoeing and kayaking adventures.“Berkeley Blueways” feature 20 canoeing and kayaking
trails. During blooming season,
wildflowers rich with colors
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of the rainbow line the banks.
Egrets, herons, eagles, fish, turtles and alligators make these
waters home. Keep an eye out
to catch a glimpse of animals
such deer, otters, squirrels, fox
and even bobcats along the
banks.
Visit the Santee Cooper
Locks on the Cooper River, an
engineering marvel which allows visitors to experience the
second largest water lock in
the United States.The Cooper
River is the only known location in South Carolina to offer
an underwater history trail. On
a calm day, scuba divers flock
to see the extraordinary remains of a British War Ship.The
Cooper River, known for being
a plantation road to Charleston,
has also served as a port since
the 1700s.
For more information call 843761-8238 or visit www.visitberkeleycounty.com.
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museum experience

*

What teachers say about museums

Visit a museum, open a newspaper,
or log on to facebook and you will find

quotations.They are used to summarize
feelings, capture concepts, or make connections. In describing
the variety of offerings for teachers and
students at the North
Carolina Museum of
Natural Sciences, a
glance at evaluations
reveals quotations that
reveal the quality and
variety of programs.
“I felt that sense of
empowerment that
comes with experiencing and owning facts.
I feel that I’ll be able to
teach these topics with
more conviction.”
“I feel energized! I
am renewed in spirit
and feel the excitement
and joy I
used to feel in the classroom.”
The museum offers
a wide variety of professional development
opportunities, from
day long adventures in
local parks, to weekend long workshops
around the state, to national and international
institutes. Although the
length of the experience may vary, they
all have one thing in
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common, learning in the field. Watching
the magnificent display of thousands of
Snow Geese returning to Pungo Lake
or intently observing a baby sea turtle
making its way from its nest to the sea,
teachers gain new knowledge of the
natural world, and a deep appreciation
for diversity.They also provide opportunities for reflection and renewal, an
unexpected outcome from most teacher
workshops.
“Wonderful, engaging teachers! Excellent critical thinking questions for the
children. The children loved
touching the animals!”
“Thank you for engaging my kids! It
goes along exactly with what
we have been covering.”
Curiosity Class programs at the Museum are designed to excite and educate students through hands-on inquiry
learning, while aligning with standard
curriculum goals.Through the use of
live animals, study skins and dynamic activities, the programs tap into children’s
natural curiosity and help them gain a
respect and understanding of the natural
world. Curiosity Classes are targeted to
students in grades Kindergarten through
five, but there are many other educational opportunities for all grade levels,
including Discovery Fun (Pre-K through
first) and Natural History Investigations
(fifth through 12th). Many groups combine an exploration of the four floors of
exhibits in the Museum with a program
to make full use of their field trip time.

“I think that the distance learning experience was awesome. It was really
neat to connect with someone
who is so far away.”
You don’t have to come to the museum to take advantage of the programs
offered, you can easily access a wealth
of resources through the museum’s Web
site and videoconferencing capabilities.
Exploring North Carolina, an award winning television series highlighting the
natural history of the southeast, is available for free from the Museum’s Web
site and itunes University.Teachers are
finding it particularly useful. Not only
can you view the entire program, they
can use segments of the show to teach
particular topics.
Each show has been divided into
chapters, for example the “Basin Basics”
show features chapters about the river
basins in North Carolina, interbasin
transfer, the biology of basins and how
we can help protect them. A more interactive learning experience is offered
through videoconferencing classes.
Prior to a program, the museum mails a
set of real objects to the school for use
during the class.The students use these
materials much as they would in a faceto-face program — making observations,
recording data, and using supplied reference materials to learn more.The use
of hands-on materials during distance
learning has been shown to decrease
the sense of distance that students
might feel when participating in a remotely broadcast program.
“I personally enjoyed the entire morning, all of the activities....Again, thank
you for making our day out a wonderful
learning experience. We hope to
be back again next year.”
Consistently ranked in the top 10
museums in the nation, and the top field
trip destination in the state, the museum
has enhanced people’s understanding
of the natural world for more than 130
years.Technology allows teachers and
students who can’t get here in person
to tap into the educational resources
available. Join the museum in one of the
educational opportunities, and you’ll be
inspired to write your own “quotation”
about the experience.
For more information please visit www.
naturalsciences.org
www.seenmagazine.us

TAKE YOUR NEXT

FIELD TRIP
®

TO THE NASCAR HALL OF FAME .

Take your students on an inspirational ride through
the history and science of going fast. With all our
spectacular artifacts and interactive exhibits, we’re
sure to keep your students’ pulses racing.

To book your ﬁeld trip to the NASCAR Hall
of Fame, call Angela Basso at 704.654.4425
or visit NASCARHall.com.

SEE INSIDE A MOUNTAIN...

Linville Caverns
NORTH CAROLINA’S ONLY CAVERNS

Reasonable
Admission Price.
On Scenic US 221 Between
Linville and Marion, NC.
Just 4 miles south of the
Blue Ridge Parkway.
OUTSTANDING GIFT SHOP

828-756-4171
800-419-0540
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field trip destination
BY AMY CHILSON

롫

Biltmore’s Antler Hill Farm
The Living Science Fair and more
At Antler Hill Farm at Biltmore Estate
in Asheville, NC students learn more
than just the history of the barn.The
unique setting provides opportunities
for lessons in biology, physics, ecology,
art, social science, history, language arts
and more.The entire farm becomes their
classroom and age/grade appropriate
programs and specialized guided tours
are provided.
Bordered on the southern edge
by the French Broad River, teaming
with birds that come to fish and nest
along its banks and surrounded by
fields for growing hay, pasturing animals and woods full of wildlife and
history, Antler Hill Farm is divided
into three distinct areas; Kitchen Garden, Farm Yard and Antler Hill Barn.
The Kitchen Garden is the perfect
place to tantalize all five senses while
learning about the importance of
composting, the medicinal properties
of herbs, and other fascinating details
of farm life. Many young people have
never harvested food from a garden
and may not know what fruits and vegetables look like while still on the vine.
Many may only know the flavor of mint
from a stick of gum or dill from a pickle
jar. In the Kitchen Garden, where some
food comes from, and what it looks like
in different stages of growth is shown
firsthand.
The garden is a great place to talk
about pollination, the difference between good bugs and bad bugs, the
fascinating job of worms, and why companion planting is an important part of
organic gardening. Each season presents
its own story with its own unique lessons. Age and grade appropriate lessons
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available for the beginning seeds, bees
and bugs students, to the future-planning Ag classes.
One of the fun learning experiences
in the garden is using your body to tell
time with the analematic sundial. Analytical and logical thinking is encouraged
to explain why some of the numbers on
the sundial are repeated, and some are
not.

Have you ever experienced the
warmth of a newly laid egg or buried
your fingers in the wooly pelt of a
young lamb or touched the horns of a
goat or felt how soft a baby chick is? In
the Farm Yard, these are common occurrences.The thrill of touching farm animals that some have only learned about
in stories or seen in pictures, creates a
positive bond between man and animal,
satisfies curiosity and can help alleviate
a fear of animals. Some farm programs
include stories and activities about farming in the early 1900s and the chores
the children were responsible for before
going to school … even before the sun
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was up!
The old farm machinery in the Antler
Hill Barn provides opportunities for lessons in physics as well as history. Watching a demonstration of the hay carrier
in action shows how pulleys can be
used to do the work of several men and
horses. Observing the blacksmith and
woodworker create useful objects with
old-time tools acquaints children with
craft skills passed down over the
years, and provides a connection
between the past and the present.
The Living Science Fair program
is structured to provide students
with firsthand knowledge of a science concept as they participate
in mini science projects relevant to
farming or farm products. Students
are divided into small groups to
perform experiments using scientific methods; a story problem
is presented, and the group votes
on a hypothesis to test, a scribe is
elected to write down the procedure, record observations, and post
the results. Each student is then given a
task during the experiment. After the results are obtained, a conclusion is drawn,
and an explanation is given as to what
took place. If time permits, everyone
comes back together and the results are
shared with the other groups, or it is a
great post-visit classroom activity.
Experiments may include; butter making techniques to determine the fastest
method, making frozen yogurt to learn
the connection between salt and freezing; or possibly a popcorn experiment
involving measurement and weight.
Maybe developing the best formula for
potting soil or why adding salt to water

causes an egg to float, or discovering
and discussing the causes of erosion and
how to prevent it.
Sometimes the outcome of the experiment is inconclusive, which provides
opportunities for further discussion.
Students are encouraged to speculate
on what went wrong, or what could be
changed to produce a different effect.
The concept of performing an experiment over and over again to obtain an
average of results is promoted. It is
explained that scientists do not base their
conclusions on the
outcome of one experiment, but rather on the
findings of a large number of tests.
Science lessons are
not limited to the Living Science Fair, the
farm offers scientific
concept exploration in
other requested school
programs as well. Combining math and science may include the
power of water, how a
reaction ferry functions
and a water wheel
demonstration.
Daily farm life
is a demonstration of science
just by nature;
how to use a
compass, the fascinating lives of
bees, uses of wind
power, learning
about wildlife, the
science and history of peanut butter. Even old folk
remedies for hiccups, freckles or predicting the weather
can be fun, educational, student-friendly
topics.
Popcorn becomes a field-to-table
activity as staff members explain how
popcorn kernels are planted, harvested
and shucked. Popcorn is then shelled
into a popper with a transparent lid so
the process is seen. Science is again used
to explain why popcorn pops, and how
cream turns to butter and why salt is a
necessary part of the process in handcranking ice cream.
As part of the ongoing science exhibwww.seenmagazine.us

it, there is a display case full of natural
objects found in the woods and fields
surrounding the barn. Some of the
items displayed include a beaver skull,
black rat snake skins, cow teeth, a deer
jawbone, antlers, bird nests and egg
shells.There is also a Touch and Guess
Box available, for discovering an item
from nature by feeling it and solving
the riddle.
Future lesson plans and additions to
the education program come from the
ideas and requests of teachers and students
and what they
would like to
learn about and
include in their
visit to Biltmore.
More science
demonstrations in which
students can
participate are in
the works. Learning about wind
power while
constructing a
weathervane or
windmill; or going on a bug
safari in the
garden and
focus on the
biology of
a farm; and
the on going
exploration
of our environment and
our responsibility for the
future.
Interactive
programs are
the best way to experiencing science
at Antler Hill Farm. Programs are offered for all grade levels K-12, as well
as specialty focus programs for horticulture, forestry and culinary.There is
even a day for just fun. Field Day on
the Farm is about good old-fashioned
games and relay races — challenge
your rival class and let the games begin!
For more information on Antler Hill Farm
programs call 866-865-4661 or visit www.
biltmore.com. Information requests can be
sent to groupsales@biltmore.com.

A legacy inspired
by the world.
A world inspired
by a legacy.
Bring your students to Biltmore®
and discover the world through
this once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Ask about multi-day itineraries
and accommodations packages.
Call toll-free 866-851-4661
or visit biltmore.com/groups

Asheville, NC
SouthEast Education Network  SPRING 2011
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museum destination

N

Imagination-sparking field trip destination

Knowledge+Discovery=Learning
The Mississippi Children’s Museum
(MCM) is the South’s new destination
for imagination, adventure, education
and great field trips.The one-of-a-kind,
nearly 40,000 sq. ft. facility opened
its big, red doors in December 2010.
The museum boasts five exciting and
educational galleries that take students
and teachers on a journey of learning
through science and technology in the
World at Work Gallery, the cultural arts
in the Express Yourself Gallery, literacy
in the Wild about Reading Gallery, health
and nutrition in the Healthy Fun Gallery
and Mississippi heritage and history in
the Exploring Mississippi Gallery.
“Our museum is fun, but it is so much
more than that,” said Susan Garrard, executive director of the Mississippi Children’s Museum.“We offer experiences
that are sensational, inspirational and
educational. We want to spark a passion
for learning in all children that visit us.”
This is evident in the museum’s mission to provide a unique and exciting
educational experience that ignites and
inspires a thirst for discovery, knowledge and learning in all children.
MCM began hosting field trips in
mid-February.These field trips offer an
innovative approach to learning and exploration in the museum.Teachers can
choose from several field trip programs
that delve deeper into learning using
collaborative and engaging activities.
Each program meets one or more of the
Mississippi Department of Education’s
State Benchmarks.“Our programs promote and support teaching and learning
best practices,” said Alicen Blanchard,
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Director of Education.“Our interactive,
multidisciplinary programs make the
concepts introduced and developed in
the classroom come alive in our thematic learning environment.”
Field trip programs include:
• Ignite It and Write It: A spark of creativity is all children need as they
learn to write their own stories
using pictures as their guide. Students combine their literary skills
and imagination to create a story to
share with their classmates.
• World of Storytelling: Journey in
to the world of storytelling using
puppetry. Students craft a puppet,
create a story and then put on a
performance on the MCM Puppet
Theater stage.
• All about H2O: Discover how a boat
floats, a tornado forms and why
oil and water do not mix. Children
learn “absorb” these concepts and
more through a series of hands-on
experiments and projects at the
MCM water table.
see MISSISSIPPI page 130

Memorable Museums, Unique
Attractions, & Rich History
Await You…

(800) 748-9048
w w w. c o r i n t h . n e t
www.seenmagazine.us

CORINTH
VISITORS
BUREAU
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Look Inward.

Mississippi Museum
continued from page 129

Rosa Parks Museum and Children’s Wing
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(334) 241-8661
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
252 Montgomery St.
Sun. and Holidays - Special engagements only

Step back in time and experience the sights and sounds that forever changed our
country. This state-of-the-art, interactive museum features multi-media presentations and hands-on exhibits honoring the historic decision of one woman.
Rosa Parks Museum new ticket prices:
12 years and under $4.00; over 12 years $6.00

Gaze Skyward.

W. A. Gayle Planetarium
Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Sun. - 1 show only
Sat. and Holidays - Special engagements only

(334) 241-4799
1010 Forest Ave.

One of the largest planetariums in the southeast, the W. A. Gayle Planetarium
offers a spectacular variety of out-of-this-world shows, exhibits and programs.

troy.edu
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• Fossils, Fossils All Around: Fossils, Fossils in the Ground:
Dig in to learning about fossils and become an archeologist. Children also make a fossil to take home.
• Journey of Digestion: Find out what happens to food after it is eaten. Students take a trip through the digestive
system in the MCM Gastro Climber and explore the digestive system through hands-on experiments and activities.
• Healthy Habits: Visit the healthy farmers market and Little
Cooks’ Corner. Children learn to balance a healthy diet,
exercise and rest.
• Building Blocks: Build a foundation in science and technology. Children learn about forces and design and test as
they build a race car and race it on the MCM race track.
• Design It: Uncover the creative side of construction.
Students investigate engineering and math as well as ar-

“We want all of our visitors from Mississippi to be proud of the
state we call home and we want to teach visitors from other
states about Mississippi’s importance to the world.”
chitecture as they build and test a
building.
All field trips include time in each of
the five galleries in addition to the accompanying lesson.Teachers can also
schedule a field trip to the museum just
to explore by booking a two-hour free
play field trip.
MCM also offers daily, weekly and
monthly programs that provide educational experiences for children that are
toddlers to pre-teens. ABC Come Play
with Me is a time for infants, toddlers
and their parents, grandparents and/
or caregivers to learn together.The program consists of tactile activities that

help young children learn the alphabet,
counting, colors and shapes and more.
These activities help prepare children
for pre-school, while allowing them to
have creative discovery and socialization
with other toddlers.
Ready to ROAR Reading Time is a
daily program that focuses on different
children’s authors each week.This program exposes children to a variety of
books and promotes a love of reading by
bringing books to life. Children will hear
many classic tales and contemporary
favorites and may be inspired to write
their own stories. MCM plans to offer additional programs and activities throughout the year to keep children in engaged

and coming back for more.
Garrard says she hopes that all students in the state have the opportunity
to visit the museum and that people
from outside of the state will come here
to play and learn more about Mississippi.“There is a real sense of Mississippi
pride that is woven into every gallery,”
said Garrard.“We want all of our visitors
from Mississippi to be proud of the state
we call home and we want to teach visitors from other states about Mississippi’s
importance to the world.”
MCM is located at LeFleur’s Bluff State Park
in Jackson, MS. For more information or to
book a field trip, call 877-793-KIDS (5437) or
visit www.mississippichildrensmuseum.com.

Our History Isn’t Just
Found In Books.

No matter where you go in Louisiana, there
are fascinating Historic Sites that are open
and ready to welcome you. From stately
plantation homes and Civil War battlefields to
Native American sites and Acadian culture,
history is very much alive here. Come and
discover Louisiana for yourself, and
celebrate our state’s historical treasures.

www.lastateparks.com
www.seenmagazine.us
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field trip destination



Chattanooga
Student trips fun and educational
Chattanooga,Tennessee is the perfect destination for a field trip. Voted
by Southern Living magazine’s Reader
Choice Awards as one of the Top Three
Family Weekend Destinations in the
Southeast, the “Scenic City” makes planning your trip as convenient as possible.
Students will be having so much fun,
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they won’t realize it is educational.
The Tennessee Aquarium, the only
zoo or aquarium accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, allows teachers to extend their
classroom to include some of the most
remote habitats on Earth. Aquarium educators provide unforgettable, standards-
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based educational opportunities for
children of all grade levels. Best of all,
the aquarium’s educational programs are
offered FREE to school groups visiting
the Tennessee Aquarium, IMAX Theater
or River Gorge Explorer. Box lunches
are also available for purchase during an
IMAX film or at the aquarium during a
free Lunch and Learn program.The Critter Close-Up program allows students to
get even closer to live animals such as
turtles, lizards, snakes, geckos and frogs
while learning the basic elements of a
healthy habitat.
The Chattanooga Zoo offers educational programs using live animals on
such topics as: animal types (classification), animal habitats and adaptations,
habitat/continent specific animals, endangered animals, and more as well as
self-guided field trips for schools. New
interactive programs are being developed for Fall 2011.
Creative Discovery Museum’s Science
Theater emphasizes fun, hands-on approaches to science learning while also
covering curriculum standards. Science
shows dazzle students with spectacular examples of physical and chemical
phenomena including liquid nitrogen
cannon, electricity flying across the
room, objects that seem to defy gravity,
hair that literally stands on end and great
balls of fire.
The Southern Belle Riverboat offers
fully narrated sightseeing cruises teaching children about River Life from what
fish you’ll find in the Tennessee River,
wild life in this area, water transportation,TVA and more.

At Rock City Gardens, students will be able
to investigate the different types of rocks, discover over 400 species of plants and flowers that
thrive in this unique location and gain a greater
appreciation for the natural resources that surround us.
Knowledgeable tour guides at Ruby Falls
teach children about stalactites, stalagmites and
different minerals in an underground cave and
America’s largest underground waterfall.
Take your students on a ride up the Incline
Railway on historic Lookout Mountain. Known as
“America’s most amazing mile,” this landmark is
a technical marvel that at its extreme reaches an
incline of 72.7% percent, making it the steepest
passenger railway in the world.
Lake Winnepesaukah Amusement Park’s
Education Days program, aimed at grades five
through eight, offers cross-curriculum materials
covering math, history, physics, writing, and art
topics. Physics Day at Lake Winnepesaukah thrills
high school students and teachers alike with
hands-on learning that brings the concepts of
the classroom to life by experiencing first-hand
potential and kinetic energy as they take a twirl
on the Ferris Wheel, a spin on the Carrousel and
a drop on the Cannon Ball Roller Coaster.

For more information on the many choices available, contact Shelda Rees, Director of Tourism at the Chattanooga Convention and Visitors Bureau at 800-322-3344
x 3031 or e-mail at ssrees@chattanoogacvb.com. Visit us at ChattanoogaFun.com.

America’s Largest Underground Lake

Bring your family
and friends!

Enjoy beautifu
l
formations!

Registered National
Landmark
Civil War Trail Marker
ide
Take a Boat R
!
Adventure

423.337.6616  www.thelostsea.com
www.seenmagazine.us
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museum destination
BY BRANDI BERRY

C

New adventures at Atlanta’s
Fernbank Museum of Natural History
Fernbank Museum of Natural History
in Atlanta invites students to explore a
world of nature, live animals, fossils, dinosaurs, archaeological artifacts, cultural
objects, hands-on science, immersive
film experiences on a five-story IMAX
screen, and more. Permanent and special
exhibitions combine with IMAX films,
instructor-led auditorium programs, and
pre- and post-visit activities to make lessons come alive and keep your students
inspired to learn more.
There is always something new to
discover at Fernbank, and the all-new
children’s exhibition Fernbank NatureQuest brings the museum experience
to new heights, where students are
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invited into a world that truly belongs
to children. Students in Pre-K and elementary school can climb up a tree
to an elevated rope bridge for an aerial
view of the immense expedition that
awaits.They’ll journey into a working
clubhouse built among the towering
trees and learn new ways to investigate
the natural world through the roles of
different scientists as they examine the
roles of biologists, archaeologists, geologists and more.
Special interactive opportunities exist in every nook and cranny. Highlights
include “night vision binoculars” that reveal the landscapes and inhabitants in
the twilight hours; a realistic archaeol-
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ogy dig with layered artifacts for exploration; a traversable cave filled with fossils, geodes, echoes and speleothems; a
magic mirror that brings objects placed
in front of it to life, including an acorn
that grows into a tree and a fossilized
trilobite that suddenly stirs again after
500 million years; a simulated river that
ripples as you cross and scatters with
fish when you “splash;” and much more.
Fernbank NatureQuest offers over
100 interactive components and features multiple layers of learning opportunities, including visual, auditory
and tactile, for children of all ages and
see FERNBANK page 136
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Let the adventure begin!
Your students will explore the nooks and crannies of a multi-level clubhouse,
shimmy up the insides of a mighty red oak tree, walk through a virtual
waterfall and more in Fernbank’s ground-breaking NEW children’s exhibition.

Visit fernbankmuseum.org/naturequest for tickets and details.

Fernbank Museum
continued from page 134

abilities. In addition to the clubhouse, the exhibition features
six diverse ecosystems, each providing homes to a variety of
plants and animals.The science concepts that can be explored
in Fernbank NatureQuest include basic needs and lifecycles
of plants and animals, adaptation, fossils, rocks and minerals,
and more.The power of observation offers visitors a wealth of
learning opportunities, and the interactive components and
other exhibit content were informed by Georgia Performance
Standards to ensure teachers, parents and children have a rich
learning experience while also having fun.
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Young visitors will enjoy the opportunity to match shapes of starfish, sponges
and barnacles to an underwater pier piling while those in their later elementary
school years will benefit from higherlevel concepts such as change over time
as they investigate fossils and the strata
layers of a rock outcropping.
“Fernbank NatureQuest was designed to provide an experience where
students and other visitors are challenged, engaged and able to explore
in ways that cultivate curiosity — just
like real scientists,” said Christine Bean,
Fernbank’s VP of Education.“We want
children to become part of the exhibition and set their own path for how to
explore and engage with it.The sophisticated experiences in NatureQuest will
inspire further investigation year after
year.”
The new Fernbank NatureQuest exhibition is not the only new feature at
Fernbank, though.The special exhibition
Mythic Creatures: Dragons, Unicorns
and Mermaids will delight and inspire
students as they connect the natural and
cultural roots of some of the world’s

most enduring mythical creatures with
their science, social studies and language
arts curriculum.This exhibition features
paintings, textiles, authentic cultural
objects, and life-sized models of incredible creatures, including a mermaid, unicorn, kraken, Pegasus, Roc and others.
Students will understand how cultures
throughout time have been inspired
by nature to envision and depict these
strange and wonderful creatures. Mythic
Creatures is on view for a limited time
only and will be available for field trips
through August 14, 2011.
Fernbank always offers a variety of
permanent exhibitions, including a journey through the prehistoric and modern landscapes of the region in A Walk
Through Time in Georgia; a closer look
at the objects, clothing and body art that
people around the world wear to reflect
personal information in Reflections of
Culture; the world’s largest dinosaurs in
Giants of the Mesozoic, and the clues
that archaeologists excavate to reveal
the early history of Native Americans in
Conveyed in Clay: Stories from St. Catherines Island.

Because it’s not practical to take
students back in time to visit ancient
cultures or journey into wildlife habitats
around the world, the IMAX Theatre is
a great way to share the wonders of the
world with students.The immersive, fivestory screen puts classes in the action,
leaving educational content sharp in students’ memories long after their visit.
Fernbank’s field trip team is available
to help educators plan the perfect visit
to Fernbank Museum of Natural History.
A variety of online resources are also
available to demonstrate how Fernbank’s exhibits, programs and films correlate to Georgia Performance Standards.
The museum also offers scholarship
funding to Title 1 schools. Funds are limited but the Fernbank Field Trip Team is
available to assist in any way possible.
Visit fernbankmuseum.org/fieldtrips or call
404.929.6320 for more information. Educators
are invited to sign up on Fernbank’s Web site
for the educator e-newsletter program, offering
monthly updates on special activities, events,
educator discounts, program highlights, exhibitions, films and other news.

Total Entertainment.
The World of Coca-Cola offers a dynamic multisensory experience for your group, with exciting
exhibits like a 4-D theater, over 60 drinks to
sample from around the world, 1,200 never-beforeseen Coca-Cola artifacts and a fully-functioning
bottling line that produces a FREE 8 oz. bottle
of Coca-Cola for each and every guest.

That’s Really
Educational.
The World of Coca-Cola is part history, part culture, and
all fun. Our Teacher Toolkit contains everything you need
to make your ﬁeld trip both educational and entertaining.
The Teacher Toolkit provides links to Georgia Performance
Standards as well as pre and post visit activities to assist
with your lesson planning. Visit www.worldofcoca-cola.com
to explore the Teacher Toolkit for yourself!

Visit the

The World of Coca-Cola is a
refreshing place for learning and fun.
121 Baker St. across from Centennial Olympic Park

worldofcoca-cola.com

404-676-5151

7KH&RFD&ROD&RPSDQ\´7+(:25/'2)&2&$&2/$µWKH&RQWRXU%RWWOHGHVLJQDQGWKH3HPEHUWRQ3ODFHORJRDUHUHJLVWHUHGWUDGHPDUNVRI7KH&RFD&ROD&RPSDQ\
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history museum
BY YAKINGMA ROBINSON

m

Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War Museum

Come relieve the Battle of Atlanta with
the Atlanta Cyclorama Experience
The 150th anniversary of the Civil
War has begun in 2011, and will be commemorated during the next four years,
leading up to one of the last major battles to end the war, the Battle of Atlanta.
The Battle of Atlanta was very significant in the overall Civil War due to its
potential effect on Lincoln’s re-election
as president and Atlanta’s transformation into a flourishing city with a great
future. As you cross the threshold of the
Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War Museum, you are setting foot into the pages
of history. Nowhere can the true drama
of the Battle of Atlanta be more appreciated by students and educators than
at the Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War
Museum!
The question most frequently asked
by curious visitors is,“What is a Cyclorama?” By definition, a Cyclorama is a
large pictorial representation that com-
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pletely encircles the viewer. While seated
on a slow revolving platform, you feel as
if you are in the midst of the scrimmage,
while being educated through narration,
spotlights and surround sound effects,
with horses galloping, gun shots peppering the air and rebel yells to boot.The Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War Museum
is where school children, educators, and
visitors from all over the world assemble
to experience this slice of our nation’s
history.
The Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War
Museum is a wonderful place for educators to bring students to stimulate learning about Civil War history and the Atlanta battle.The Cyclorama offers a wide
variety of educational tools, resources
and references for a fun learning experience.The museum’s educational staff
will speak to school groups about various Civil War topics and bring history to
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life in an entertaining and informative
way.
The museum also has a bookstore
stocked with souvenirs, memorabilia,
books and civil war replicas which are
great for literary knowledge, school projects and reports.The Atlanta Cyclorama
and Civil War Museum also serves as a
haven for the history buffs and Civil War

Scholars!
The Atlanta Cyclorama offers
scavenger hunts for elementary
and middle school students that
encourage them to explore and
learn about the museum and
paintings, and have fun while doing it! Students will be able to follow written and oral directions,
research information, understand
sequencing of events, describe
locations utilizing a map, and
read for information and comprehension.

The World’s Largest Oil
Painting Depicting the
Battle of Atlanta
Twenty two years after the Battle of Atlanta, the events of that
fateful July day came to life again,
via the tools possessed by a skillful battery of 11 German, Austrian and Polish artists from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Remarkably,
see CYCLORAMA page 140

Educating and entertaining students
on the Civil War for over 100 years!

Nowhere can the true drama of the Civil War battle of Atlanta
be more appreciated than at the
Atlanta Cyclorama & Civil War Museum!
This Civil War Museum features the world’s largest oil painting, the “Battle of Atlanta.”
Guided tours of the “Cyclorama Experience’’ occur every hour on the half hour Tuesday
through Sunday. A group of 10 or more the cost is $5.00 for students ages 6 to 12 and for
ages 13 and up including adults is $7.00. We give 2 complimentary passes per bus load as
long as you have at least 30 people in your group. In addition, we also offer Scavenger Hunt
Packets for students that are available upon request.

To make your reservation call 404-658-7625 or email us att atlcyclorama@atlantaga.gov
tl l
@ tl t

www.atlantacyclorama.org

www.seenmagazine.us
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Cyclorama
continued from page 139

this masterpiece was completed in 22 months.
As a completed work, the painting is not only
impressive in content, but also in size.The artists
utilized over 12,000 gallons of oil paint, resulting
in a total weight of 9,334 pounds.The painting is
over 15,000 square feet of Belgium linen measuring 42 feet in height,358 feet in circumference,
nearly the size of a football field.
The Cyclorama exhibit includes a diorama, a
three dimensional installation, that blends seamlessly with the base of the painting giving a special visual effect with soldiers and cannons made
of plaster, trees and greenery made of plastic and
dirt made of fiberglass.This three dimensional
foreground enhancement is a great expansion of
the painting depicting the battlefield.
The Cyclorama experience, guided tour begins
in the auditorium with a film entitled “The Atlanta
Campaign” narrated by James Earl Jones. Once
the film concludes guests are escorted through
what children refer to as the “secret tunnel” to
enter the Cyclorama.

The Great Locomotive “Texas”
and other Civil War exhibits
The Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War Museum
is housed in a two-story stone building that was
built in 1921 to house a collection of authentic
Civil War artifacts, weaponry, battle maps and
Civil War photography. In 1927, the locomotive,
Texas, was added.This popular locomotive was
utilized to recapture the locomotive, General, after a raiding party of Federal soldiers, disguised as
civilians, led by the spy, James J. Andrews, seized
and stole the General at Big Shanty in Kennesaw,
Georgia, and steamed northward towards Chattanooga,Tennessee.Today it remains a tribute to
American courage and valor.The story of this
revolutionary chase was immortalized in the Walt
Disney motion picture “The Great Locomotive
Chase.”
There is an archived collection of Civil War
memorabilia in the two-level museum, including life-like mannequins in authentic civil war
clothing, displays of the battle timeline, a video
of the restoration of the painting, and a variety of
civil war themed movies.These interactive presentations are an integral part of the museum’s
exhibits and will keep your students engaged in
learning.
The Atlanta Cyclorama and Civil War Museum
is more than just a local attraction or field trip
destination. It is an institution of extended learning outside the classroom that offers an interactive experience that engages students of history
about the Civil War.
For more information visit www.atlantacyclorama.org.
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TURNER FIELD AND THE BRAVES
MUSEUM & HALL OF FAME

Take a guided tour of Turner Field to many
areas off limits during games. Stops include
the press box, broadcast booth, clubhouse,
and dugout. School tours begin in the
Braves Museum & Hall of
Mention
Fame and include four
BRIAN
McCANN
specialized tour options:
and you’ll receive a

t
t
t
t

SPECIAL GIFT
Classic Tour
(while supplies last)
Mathematics Tour
Careers in Sports Tour
Baseball & Civil Rights Presentation/Tour

New for 2011! The Baseball & Civil Rights
Presentation/Tour was developed in
conjunction with the Civil Rights Game to
be held at Turner Field in 2011 and 2012.
Students learn about baseball’s impact on
civil rights and about Hank Aaron and his
lesson on “Chasing the Dream.”

TOUR AND MUSEUM INFORMATION

404-614-2311

Call
today
or e-mail turnerﬁeldtours@braves.com

www.seenmagazine.us
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field trip destination
BY RACHEL MACNABB

&

Real animals, real teachers, real life
Zoo Atlanta is a resource too valuable to ignore
Many students’ earliest memories of
field trips are of visits to a zoo.There are
recollections of bus rides charged with
anticipation of seeing exotic animals, of
rounding a corner and watching wildlife
walk into reality from the pages of a storybook or science text.There are even
sense memories based on sounds, such
as an elephant’s trumpet or the chatter
of monkeys navigating the treetops.
For some students, a school trip is the
first visit to a zoo. For others, it will be
the only visit. In an era when zoos are
committed to more than entertainment
— today, these places are powerhouses
of experiential education and inquirybased learning — a zoo is too valuable
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a resource to dismiss, particularly when
an attraction does these things as well as
Zoo Atlanta does.

Real educators
Given the size of its animal collection,
a field trip to the zoo with an excited
crowd of students can be a daunting
prospect for teachers and chaperones,
especially with only a few hours allotted for time away from school. Not only
that, but educators are now expected to
justify field trips as teaching opportunities that clearly correlate to Standards
covered in class.“It’ll be fun” may have
served 20 years ago, but won’t fly so
well in Georgia schools today.
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Fortunately, with a little advance planning, there are numerous ways to cover
all bases at all grade levels — without
circumnavigating the system. It’s important to remember that the people
behind the programs at Zoo Atlanta are
also educators, with the added bonus
of being able to demystify and organize
a zoo trip so that it becomes an off-site
learning experience rich in the study of
science, conservation and appreciation
for the natural world.

Real time
Newly on exhibit in spring 2011, Po
the giant panda cub is sure to skyrocket
to the top of the priority list for any

zoo visit this year. Students won’t want to leave without seeing
the zoo’s newest star, so why not infuse a field trip with facts
highlighting the behavior and adaptations that make his species
special? Believe it or not, this insanely endearing little creature
is more than just cute: he’s a powerful ambassador for an endangered species, and that makes him one of the savviest educators
in the U.S.
All field trips are geared toward education, but affordable Field
Trip Program add-ons enhance a standard visit with an instructorled presentation and curriculum designed expressly for varying
grade levels.
“Panda and Pals Parade” is created for kindergartners. At the
opposite end of the age spectrum,“The Mating Game” introduces
ninth through 12th-graders to higher concepts of zoo management, species survival planning and conservation.
Delivered in advance, grade-specific program packets serve to
enhance the learning experience both before and after the visit.
Focus and organization are critical to making the most of a
tight time frame. Conceived with the schedule-challenged in
mind, zoo tours enlist the assistance of an experienced guide
who knows the park’s anchor attractions. Even better, a Behindthe-Scenes Tour adds a trip through the Animal Nutrition Kitchen,
with a chance to learn from expert dieticians about the discerning tastes of the zoo’s more than 1, 500 residents.
see ZOO ATLANTA page 144

where

imaginations

explore . . . and more.
THE WORLD’S LARGEST, MOST MAGICAL AQUARIUM
is far more than a ﬁeld trip. It’s an educational experience. With
Georgia Performance aligned programs; students will be taken beyond
the classroom, while exploring the mysteries of the aquatic realm.
Find out more at GeorgiaAquarium.org | 404.581.4000 |

www.seenmagazine.us
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ZOO Atlanta
continued from page 143

The rave reviews of the latter
option have proven beyond doubt
that while students love seeing
the animals, they also love seeing
what’s in the fridge.

Real adventure
For a truly unforgettable educational experience, the intrepid
teacher should pack an overnight
bag. Designed for students ages six
and up, Group NightCrawlers provide exclusive
tours, personal
encounters
with animal
ambassadors,
and handson activities
aligned with
Georgia Performance Standards. Reservations include
continental
breakfast
and accommodations in
comfortably
climate-controlled facilities.
Like other zoo education programs, these nocturnal adventures
are packaged with grade-appropriate curriculum.
“Panda Pals” for first and second graders is an excellent starter
NightCrawler;“Careers and Conservation” for 10th and 12th graders
is advantageous for high schoolers
ready for meatier discussions on
endangered species and the environment, in addition to meaningful
insights for students with their
hearts set on zoological careers.

Real wildlife
Not every class has the time or
the budget to hit the road. Luckily, the zoo can. Ready to travel
anywhere within a 60-mile radius
of Zoo Atlanta, the ZooMobile outreach program takes on the familiar surroundings of your classroom
to create an instant date with the
exotic.
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No guest is more welcome in a
science classroom than a live animal.
Trained educators deliver compact
45-minute programs focused on a
variety of mammals, reptiles, amphibians and insects. In most cases,
students are allowed to touch the
animals; in all cases, they’re afforded
a closer view than any that’s possible
outside the wild.

Get real
Biology and ecology have always
been critical parts of any student’s
curriculum, but at no time have

these subjects been more important
than they are now. Conservation,
preservation of endangered wildlife
and stewardship of nature are now
in the hands of young people currently sitting in elementary and high
school classrooms. Without personal
appreciation, today’s youth face
growing up in an environment not
where animals and ecosystems need
saving, but where species and habitats are lost.
As one of the state’s largest living
laboratories, Zoo Atlanta is a vital
resource for students of all ages.
Time runs short, budgets get cut, and
attention spans run low.Those challenges are real. But Georgia needs
future generations who are willing
to protect not just our own state’s
natural heritage, but the vanishing
biodiversity of an increasingly fragile
planet.That’s real, too.
For more information on education
programs for students and teachers, visit
zooatlanta.org or call 404.624.WILD.

exhibitions
BY LAUREN LEIGHTON

]

Two exhibitions,
One unforgettable teaching experience
What is the single heaviest organ in
the body? How does smoke affect the
color and shape of the lungs? BODIES…
The Exhibition in Atlanta answers these
questions, as well as provides an
educational experience for teachers and students visiting the exhibition in Atlantic Station.
BODIES…The Exhibition provides students with an internal
view of the human body and how
it functions. It educates students
on their own bodies and how to
be healthy. All of the bodies on
display are real specimens and it
is imperative that teachers prepare their class by discussing this
detail before touring.
Teachers and students will
have the opportunity to see humans both in their full form and
dissected.The dissected parts provide them with an in-depth view
of these essential components
and their purpose.The bodies
seen on the tour are prepared
using a technique called polymer
preservation. During this procedure, the tissue is permanently
protected using liquid silicone
rubber. When the process is complete, the human body is transformed
into a rubberized specimen, which helps
distinguish its parts.
During their tour of BODIES…The
Exhibition, students will gain a better
understanding for different medical
conditions they have learned about in
school.The Exhibition highlights the importance of good health — specifically
www.seenmagazine.us

showcasing issues like cancer, smoking,
cirrhosis, arthritis and bone fractures.
One gallery specifically demonstrates
the difference in color of healthy lungs

prosthetic joints and surgical tools can
be used to restore health.The ninth gallery allows students to write comments
about their BODIES...The Exhibition ex-

and lungs affected by cigarette smoke.
Throughout their visit, students will
have the opportunity to experience
nine galleries, each featuring specific
body parts and their structures.These
galleries include the skeletal, muscle,
nervous, circulatory, digestive and reproductive systems, with a separate and optional fetal gallery, and a gallery of how

perience at the end of the tour.
Although students can get close to
the human bodies, they are unable to
physically touch the specimens on display. If they were able to feel the bodies,
they would be dry to the touch with
either a rigid or flexible texture.This all
see BODIES page 146
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BODIES exhibition
continued from page 145

depends on the chemical mix used to preserve them.
Students will probably ask about the origin of the human
bodies on display. All of the specimens used in BODIES…The
Exhibition are from a plastination facility in Dalian, China
where they are received from Chinese medical universities.
If there are avid sports fans in the class, they are in luck.
Some of the human bodies on display are positioned in various athletic poses, giving sport-loving students an ‘inside
scoop’ on what athletes look like when they are out on the
field or scoring a goal.
One important body part that students might take for
granted is the human eye and what it provides for them everyday. What if all of a sudden that ability disappeared? How
would people compensate for what they usually use the ability of sight for?
Dialog in the Dark, a groundbreaking and one-of-a-kind
tour — with the only U.S. location in Atlanta — will take
teachers and students inside the lives of those without the
gift of sight. Visually impaired individuals make up the team
of inspirational and dedicated tour guides at Dialog in the
Dark. Some guides were born without their vision and others lost sight later on in life.The absolute darkness will open
the class’ eyes to a new way of discovering the world around
them.
Dialog in the Dark was developed by Dr. Andreas Heinecke
of Germany and replicates familiar experiences that people
face everyday. Canes in hand, teachers and students will be
presented with daily challenges and tasks in total and complete darkness. During the hour-long tour, guides will provide
support and lead the class through the real-life galleries within ‘Dialog City.’ Some guides add humor or personal stories
to tours, making it an even more realistic and life-changing
event for some.
When escorted through the different galleries, the class
can expect to use their sense of smell, hearing and touch
in ways they’ve likely never experienced. The galleries feature different scents, sounds, temperatures and textures that
people encounter throughout their daily routines. Students
might be faced with certain challenges because of the drastic
transition from the familiar light to absolute darkness, but
challenges soon turn into a deeper understanding for those
facing life everyday without the ability of sight.
After their adventures through ‘Dialog City,’ students are
encouraged to interact with their guide during the question
and answer session that takes places in the café area of the
tour.This is a special portion of the tour for students and can
leave some teary-eyed.
As teachers plan their class field trips to BODIES…The
Exhibition and Dialog in the Dark, they can visit http://education.prxi.com/tgrequest to request a free Teacher’s Guide
with experiential activities that support the Georgia Performance Standards for each grade level. Chaperones are invited
to both exhibits at no additional cost.
For more information about BODIES…The Exhibition in Atlanta,
visit http://www.bodiestheexhibition.com/atlanta. Visit http://www.
dialogtickets.com for information about Dialog in the Dark.
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museum destination
BY DENA BUSH

a

Reinventing the field trip
Using museums to integrate interdisciplinary curricula
The school fieldtrip is an experience that perhaps all children remember.Yet in today’s climate the school field trip
often falls to the wayside in the wake of standardized testing,
high-stakes performance demands and the current economy.
Simultaneously, there seems to be a renewed pedagogical emphasis on integrating interdisciplinary curricula and museum
education professionals are realizing that they are being held
to a new standard of accountability. Is the traditional field trip
still significant or is it time to reinvent the practice? The experience of the past may or may not have guaranteed the accomplishment of learning objectives, it may have simply been
a fun outing. However, the concept of taking students out into
the “field” is still very much relevant because it remains rich in
potential. One may argue that the fundamental goals of interdisciplinary instruction and museum education are seemingly
symbiotic and that if educators and museum professionals
seize this opportunity to revitalize school and museum collaboration, an environment will be created where students
can thrive.
The necessity of creating programming to meet educational
standards and the importance of interdisciplinary curricula is
currently an ongoing discussion among museum professionals.The academic background and training of most museum
staff is grounded in their area of expertise, whether it be history, science or art.They are doing their homework, though!
In the current world of fieldtrips, museum staffs are creating
experiences that teachers cannot reproduce in the classroom
and are developing lessons and programming that target and
augment mandated standards. Museum educators are enriching experiences by incorporating pre-visit materials, hands-on
activities and opportunities for reflection and evaluation. It is
also favorable to provide students with clipboards, worksheets
and pencils, thereby truly creating a classroom without walls.
Teachers now find a wealth of ideas within museums that
allow them to integrate not only the social sciences, but all
forms of disciplines.Time to create lessons and class scheduling, two of the major challenges to the implementation of
interdisciplinary lessons, will always be an issue, but teachers
may find answers to such obstacles right in their community
at museums. Museum staffs are reinventing the classic field
trip by changing the nature of our partnerships with regional
schools.To fight for relevance, museums are adapting their
own programming and lessons to meet these needs.
www.seenmagazine.us

For example, at Historic Pensacola Village, a museum complex in the heart of downtown Pensacola, a teacher may
take the lesson plan on the 1832 Old Christ Church and
transition it into a historic preservation and city government
issue. Imagine a group of students that are actively engaged
through research, debate, and role-playing as an Architectural
Review Board or city council, discussing the problem at hand.
Students are learning not only the history and layout of their
community, but they are utilizing skills in civics and governsee FIELD TRIPS page 148

Don’t Miss!
3rd Annual Regional Educator’s Conference
“Celebrate Florida: Our People, Passages and Past”
May 14, 2011
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goals typically outweigh this concern.
over their own personal trips as students to the same site and are amazed
Technology has made it even easier for
by what knowledge they have retained
museum educators to be present in
after so many years.This is not surprisany classroom, regardless of location.
ing considering that
Rentable museum
students often make
trunks are a benefiremarks during tours
cial alternative to site
that underscores the
visits, filled with apbenefit of learning
propriate reproducwithin a historic envitions, books, images,
ronment, whether it
activities and relevant
is a furnished historic
lesson plans. Museum
home, museum or
educators can also
participating in a Liveasily take these
ing History program.
trunks and come into
A school fieldtrip can
the classroom.Today,
bring history, or any
museum education
subject, to life.
staffs are looking toStudents work together to use
Dena Bush is Museum
ward more ambitious
various skills while on tour at Arcadia
collaborations with
Education Supervisor
Archaeological Mill.
teachers and adminisat West Florida Historic
Preservation, Inc., managing the educational
trators in addition to regular programs.
programming for The T.T. Wentworth, Jr.
Field trips to Historic Pensacola VilFlorida State Museum and Historic Pensacola
lage have been utilized by teachers for
Village. For further information visit www.
over three decades. It perhaps speaks
historicpensacola.org.
volumes that many adults reminiscence

Field trips
continued from page 147

ment, research and technology, writing,
public speaking and teamwork, just to
name a few. At Arcadia Mill Archaeological Site in Santa Rosa County, Florida,
while students are learning about the
history of one of the largest 19th century, water-powered, industrial complexes
in Northwest Florida, they are also in
the middle of a unique archaeological
resource and wetland ecosystem where
they can also practice their science and
math skills.
Museums are branching out in programming in order to meet the challenges of “not enough time” and funding.
The development of classroom presentations and rentable trucks are moving
to the forefront of museum programming. Granted, one of the downsides
of this type of the programming is that
students may not visit museum sites;
however, presenting the museum’s interpretation and reaching educational
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THE CLASSROOM.

Norfolk is the perfect destination for educational and fun student
tours. From museums to harbor cruises to outdoor recreation and
activities, there’s always something unique and interesting to be
discovered. Contact Melissa Hopper to plan your visit today.
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